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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 
Romantic Liberalism 

 
By 

 
Brent Lewis Russo 

 
Doctor of Philosophy in English 

 
 University of California, Irvine, 2014 

 
Professor Jerome Christensen, Chair 

 
 
 

      This dissertation examines the Romantic beginnings of nineteenth-century British liberalism. 

It argues that Romantic authors both helped to shape and attempted to resist liberalism while its 

politics were still inchoate. By shifting the question of Romantic politics away from the 

traditional radical/revolutionary and conservative/loyalist binary forward into the more 

ambiguous realm of early liberalism, the dissertation develops new readings of both first- and 

second-generation Romantic authors, including Charles Lamb, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Leigh 

Hunt, and William Hazlitt.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



	  
	  

1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This is a collection of essays on a group of later Romantic writers who either harnessed 

or wrestled with nascent liberalism in the early nineteenth century. Liberalism was not, by then, a 

defined concept, so the writers were responding to a tendency more than a concrete, named 

program. Part of the interest of this study, then, lies in the insight it gives into the prehistory of 

liberalism’s formation. Liberalism was developed and critiqued differently by those for whom it 

was on its way than it would be by those for whom it had already arrived. 

Nineteenth-century liberalism can be defined in at least three ways: as an ideology, as a 

method of governance, and as a mode of subjectivity. As ideology, according to Immanuel 

Wallerstein, liberalism represents one of three competing ways—and ultimately the triumphant 

one—of responding to the “new political reality” in post-Napoleonic Europe, that “political 

change had become normal.” Perceived as norm rather than as aberration or crisis, change 

became the focus of political thought. Substantively, the most important variable, according to 

Wallerstein, was the fate of “popular sovereignty.”1  

Conservatism developed as an ideology, or “political metastrategy,” first, to discount the 

radical, democratic aspirations of the French Revolution.2 It counseled gradualism and subtlety 

and decried revolutionary methods as misguided abominations. Edmund Burke’s Reflections on 

the Revolution in France provided the touchstone British example. Subsequently liberalism 

availed itself of the antinomy between revolutionary and conservative logic: “its destiny was to 

assert that it was located in the center,” however abstract or “rhetorical” such a domain was. 

Under the auspices, first, of “reformism,” liberalism positioned itself as a sensitive, intelligent 
                                                             
1 Immanuel Wallerstein, The Modern World-System IV: Centrist Liberalism Triumphant, 1789-1914 (Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 2011), 1. 
2 Ibid., 1-2. 
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moderator between conservatism and radicalism. It advocated neither slow nor sudden, but 

timely, guided change, for it believed that, “in order for history to follow its natural course, it 

was necessary to engage in conscious, continual, intelligent reformism.”3 Liberal politics 

emerged neither as a defender nor as a skeptic of history, but more charismatically, as an 

engineer of time, ready to steer history on its progressive course. Rather than rejecting popular 

sovereignty or embracing it, liberals promised to prepare the way for it by using political power 

to secure and ensure the proper conditions for popular citizenship. Thus the paradox that liberal 

ideology insists on both liberty and strong government:  

Liberalism has always been in the end the ideology of the strong state in the 

sheep’s clothing of individualism; or to be more precise, the ideology of the 

strong state as the only sure ultimate guarantor of individualism. Of course, if one 

defines individualism as egoism and reform as altruism, then the two thrusts are 

indeed incompatible. But if one defines individualism as maximizing the ability of 

individuals to achieve self-defined ends, and reform as creating the social 

conditions within which the strong can temper the discontent of the weak and 

simultaneously take advantage of the reality that the strong find it easier than the 

weak to realize their wills, then no inherent incompatibility exists.4 

It would not be until 1848 that a new dialectic would produce a third ideology, namely socialism, 

which would call for accelerated change, and emphasize society as a whole over the individual as 

the true incarnation of the “sovereignty of the people.”5 

Besides as an ideology, liberalism can also be studied as a method of governance. 

Compared to Wallerstein’s intellectual, dialectical, Germanic account, Jonathan Parry’s work is 

                                                             
3 Ibid., 6. 
4 Ibid., 10. 
5 Ibid., 13. 
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more English, empiricist, and historiographic—amassing facts, tracking individual changes in 

liberal politics over time. Although acknowledging the in some ways inherently incoherent 

nature of liberalism, Parry nevertheless, and in spite of his empiricist methodology, identifies 

unifying features of liberal leadership in the Victorian period. In particular, he observes that a 

commitment to disinterestedness informed parliamentary liberalism: 

Liberals saw government as a matter of integrating and harmonising different 

classes and interest groups within the political nation. To them, good government 

involved guiding the people so as to strengthen their attachment to the state and to 

the firm, fair rule of law, and using policy to shape individual character 

constructively. … If nineteenth-century Liberalism meant anything, it meant a 

political system in which a large number of potentially incompatible interests – 

whether nationalities, classes, or sects – were mature enough to accept an over-

arching code of law which guaranteed each a wide variety of liberties.6 

This method of governance corresponded, naturally enough, to a distinctively liberal paradigm of 

subjectivity. Elaine Hadley’s work, employing a more skeptical methodology in the French 

tradition (Hadley credits Jacques Ranciere in particular as an inspiration), identifies the formal—

and thus in some sense paradoxically constraining—features of “liberal cognition” in the period 

of liberalism’s political ascendancy: “a wide range of strikingly formalized mental attitudes, 

what the Victorians might call ‘frames of mind,’ such as disinterestedness, objectivity, reticence, 

conviction, impersonality, and sincerity, all of which carried with them a moral valence.”7 So-

                                                             
6 Jonathan Parry, The Rise and Fall of Liberal Government in Victorian Britain (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1993), 3. 
7 Elaine Hadley, Living Liberalism: Practical Citizenship in Mid-Victorian Britain (Chicago: The University of 
Chicago Press, 2010), 9. 
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called liberal individuality, according to Hadley, in fact entailed disciplined, willful abstraction 

from concrete particularities of locality, embodiment, class, and so on:  

In place of the brutal social body, riven by violent divisions of interest; in place of 

a vulgar, classed body, burdened by impulses and habits; even in place of the 

physical body, determined by its biology, mid-Victorian liberalism offers the 

promise of abstracted individuality, which emancipates the subject from these 

diverse formulations of bodiliness and their constitutive social spaces through its 

twin practices of privatization and abstraction.8 

Hadley’s study attests to the profound success of the liberal methods of government that Parry’s 

history recounts. Likewise, her work shows how the liberal ideology of ambiguous progress that 

Wallerstein highlights also manifest itself at the formal, individual level in the liberal subject’s 

self-abstraction from time:  

The individual’s ability to think abstractly in the present and thus to 

simultaneously be in the moment but think outside it, marked his eligibility for 

other sorts of abstractions (for instance, the voter in an election, the citizen of the 

nation), but also, oddly, made him an individual, immune from conventional and 

majoritarian assumptions.9 

So described, Victorian liberal subjectivity seems to have an obvious ancestor in the Romantic 

imagination, with its well-known, much-criticized capacity for self-alienation and abstraction,10 

aspects Burke himself had targeted in his early critique of radicalism. 

                                                             
8 Ibid., 64. 
9 Ibid., 11. 
10 Celeste Langan has pursued this line of argument in a study of Wordsworth and Rousseau. See Romantic 
Vagrancy: Wordsworth and the Simulation of Freedom (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995). 
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 My conviction, however, is that “liberalism” is too often imputed to Romantic authors 

unreflexively, without any explanation of the anachronism or any critical analysis of the 

complexity of liberalism itself. For most of the Romantic period, at least until 1825, “liberal” 

carried its older, pre-political, even somewhat aristocratic meaning of “generous.” In 1825, Lord 

Byron and Leigh Hunt launched a journal from Italy called The Liberal, inciting controversy at 

the time for (mis)applying the term “liberal” to the radical/reformist cause. Byron and Hunt may 

have been inspired by the Liberales of the Trienio Liberal in Spain—the three-year interval from 

1820-23 in which Spain adopted a radical constitution that provided for universal male suffrage 

and freedom of the press. According to Élie Halévy, the same Liberales inspired the Foreign 

Secretary George Canning, whom Parry credits with having instated “the word ‘liberal’ as 

British political currency” in the 1820s.11 Still, it was only after the 1832 Reform Act that 

“Liberal” began to replace “Reformer” as the informal name of the party in newspapers and at 

political events,12 and only in 1859 was an official Liberal Party established. 

 “Of course,” however, as Wallerstein writes, “the concepts preceded the terms.”13 By 

proposing something so obviously inchoate and indefinite as “Romantic liberalism” as an object 

of study, I hope to expand our understanding of both the trajectory of liberalism and the political 

dimensions of Romantic authorship. The results are sometimes surprising. An author like Charles 

Lamb, traditionally imagined to be at the periphery of serious political discourse, turns out, on 

my reading, to represent an ostentatious form of liberalism—one identifiable with the Victorian 

liberalism to come though not entirely consonant with it. At the same time, an author reputedly 

“liberal,” by almost all accounts, William Hazlitt, turns out to be intensely, intractably illiberal 
                                                             
11 Élie Halévy, A History of the English People in the Nineteenth Century, Vol. 2: The Liberal Awakening 1815-
1830, trans. E. I. Watkin (London: Benn, 1926, rev. 1949) 81; see also Parry, The Rise and Fall of Liberal 
Government, 6, 39-45. 
12 See Halévy, A History of the English People, Vol. 2, 183 and Parry, The Rise and Fall of Liberal Government, 
131. 
13 Wallerstein, The Modern World-System IV, 2. 
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once the political terms are brought to some critical account. Hazlitt’s critique of the liberalism 

to come seems as important for having not been developed in the Victorian period as if it had 

been. By exploring the Romantic stakes in early liberalism, liberalism itself must seem more 

complicated and historically diverse, not least because Romantic authors know nothing of 

liberalism’s ultimate ascendancy. 

 The study proceeds in two parts, with two chapters treating authors who pursued the 

promise of early liberalism and in some ways helped to shape its more mature manifestation, 

followed by two chapters treating authors who deeply resented early liberalism and critiqued it 

trenchantly. In my first chapter, I show how Charles Lamb glamorized idiosyncrasy in his 

writings, modeling individuality as an asset not unlike a commodity. Whereas later, Victorian 

liberals would seek paradoxically to minimize differences among individuals even as they 

glorified individualism as such, Lamb exploited the eccentric tastes, wishes, thoughts, and 

desires entailed in unique personality as a positive, socially exciting adventure. A comparison of 

Lamb’s early familiar essays in Leigh Hunt’s Reflector of 1810-11 to his more successful project 

as “Elia” in London Magazine in the early 1820s also registers the importance of changing 

economic and geopolitical conditions to the fate of individualism and thus liberalism as such. An 

atmosphere of fear and reluctance pervades the work in the Reflector of the Napoleonic war 

years, in which individuality is perversely represented as deformity and alienation. Only in the 

robust, prosperous, imperial economic climate of the post-Napoleonic London is Lamb able to 

advertise eccentricity and idiosyncrasy as desirably exotic. His version of liberalism is 

magnanimous, in the old sense of the term “liberal,” as well as pluralistic in a deeply substantive 

rather than merely formal sense.  
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 Lamb owes his success as an essayist in part to Leigh Hunt, the subject of my second 

chapter, for it was Hunt who edited the Reflector and first encouraged Lamb to write essays. 

Hunt figures in this study as an apostle of pre-liberalism’s fideistic confidence in plenitude. Part 

of what prepared the way for political liberalism was a discrediting, or at least a disarming, of 

conservative-inspired angst concerning the vulnerability and volatility of the world and the 

scarcity and limits of goods and resources. Responding to such concerns less by argument than 

by example, Hunt represented life as abounding in opportunities for enjoyment, not least in his 

emblematic conversion of an austere jail cell during his imprisonment for libel into a cozy, 

sociable, domestic, self-sufficient space. Hunt celebrated the happinesses to be found in life by 

any normal, healthy, responsible subject, even as he discreetly curtailed the range of personal 

ambition by focusing on little things. 

 Recently, Axel Honneth of the Frankfurt School and Joel Anderson have critiqued 

liberalism along communitarian lines for not doing enough to support autonomy among 

individuals. Instead of viewing autonomy as inherent in the subject, Honneth and Anderson 

regard it as vulnerable, even “needy”—socially dependent “on relationships of respect, care, and 

esteem.”14 In my third chapter, I argue that Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s life and works have a 

political valence precisely to the extent that they challenge the privileged place of autonomy in 

the late Romantic reform movement. Moreover, I suggest that an “individualistic bias in liberal 

accounts” of subjectivity, to use Honneth and Anderson’s phrase,15 has distorted the reception of 

Coleridge’s admittedly needy, prostrated perspective. Indeed, through a critique of Humphry 

House’s criticism of Coleridge’s poetry, I show how a liberal bias toward autonomy is a premise 

                                                             
14 Joel Anderson and Axel Honneth, “Autonomy, Vulnerability, Recognition, and Justice” in Autonomy and the 
Challenges to Liberalism, eds. John Christman and Joel Anderson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 
127. 
15 Ibid., 127. 
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of New Critical evaluations of aesthetic merit. Refocusing on the fraught question of autonomy 

demonstrates that Coleridge’s politics and aesthetics entail an illiberal element of resistance to 

liberalism that exceeds the well-known conventional Burkean conservatism of Coleridge’s later 

thought. 

 My final chapter on William Hazlitt argues that a radical fatalism permeates his outlook 

after the fall of Napoleon at Waterloo, a battle Hazlitt would later describe in his biography of 

Napoleon as “the greatest and most fatal in its consequences that was ever fought in the world.”16 

Rigorously cynical, Hazlitt came to see the world as cycling through various redundant iterations 

of political, social, and cultural abjection. Although he cultivated a disinterested style, his 

disinterest had more in common with the chorus of Schlegelian tragedy than the optimist of 

Victorian liberalism. He was especially wary of the modern instinct to privilege the imagined 

future over the factual past, and he was more likely to see a farce than a promise in reform. His 

tenacious belief that things would never change could be seen as giving the lie not only to 

liberalism but also to modernity itself. The range of his cynicism is imperial, and in that way, he 

remains a Bonapartist to the end.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                             
16 William Hazlitt, The Life of Napoleon Bonaparte, Vol. 5 (Boston: The Napoleon Society, 1895), 274. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Charles Lamb’s Beloved Liberalism: 

Eccentricity in the Familiar Essays 

 

Charles Lamb’s writings have not always been met with respect, but when they have, 

respect has often been accompanied by love. In 1905 E. V. Lucas, editor of the standard edition 

of Lamb’s works and Lamb’s most influential biographer, credited Lamb with being “the most 

lovable figure in English literature,”1 and more recently Joseph Riehl has studied the way in 

which a “tendency to ‘cuddle’ Lamb” marked Lamb criticism for more than a century after his 

death and stifled the otherwise challenging nature of Lamb’s essays. For Riehl, Lamb represents 

a radical skeptic whose potential to rattle our deepest moral and metaphysical convictions makes 

him an uncomfortable author to take seriously, which is why Riehl believes many have resorted 

to sentiment—a way of circumventing the “insoluble problems” Lamb poses.2 A very recent 

critic of Lamb similarly hints at a critical collusion by posing the following rhetorical question: 

“What is so unsettling about Lamb, we might wonder, that he has been so often quarantined by 

means of an aggressive sentimentality?”3 

I want to begin my analysis of Lamb’s authorship with a converse rhetorical question: 

what if the affection so typically and characteristically felt for Lamb were in fact the key 

measure of his critical power as an author, rather than a sign of some cover up—a clue, in other 

words, rather than a distraction? As Deidre Lynch has argued, “possessive love” (her emphasis) 

of books and authors became an integral feature of late Romantic culture, as domestic libraries 

                                                             
1 Edward Verrall Lucas, The Life of Charles Lamb (London: Methuen & Co., 1921) 1:1. 
2 Joseph E. Riehl, That Dangerous Figure: Charles Lamb and the Critics (Rochester, New York: Camden House, 
1998) 1. 
3 David J. Russell, “‘Our Debt to Lamb’: The Romantic Essay and the Emergence of Tact,” English Literary History 
79.1 (2012), 179. 
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began to “win recognition as scenes of individuals’ affective lives.”4 Lamb, I will argue, 

responded to the diversification of reading practices along increasingly and often emphatically 

personal and affective lines5 by soliciting, deliberately and aggressively (if not intrusively), 

readerly love. This was not, in other words, something imposed upon him ex post facto by too 

scrupulous or timorous critics. While it is true that love as a dimension of Lamb’s authorship has 

been habitually misread and at times shunned, it would be misleading to pretend that it didn’t 

exist or that it was not, indeed, central to his authorial project.  

The unambiguous way in which Lamb’s work endeavors to inspire love among readers is 

by prizing and performing eccentricity. Eccentricity becomes lovable in Lamb’s essays on at 

least three levels: the vulnerability of eccentricity to judgment summons feelings of benevolence 

and admiration; the humor in the self-conscious exposure of eccentricity creates warmth; and the 

singularity of the eccentric persona stimulates attachment to Lamb as a writer eminently unlike 

any other. Not every reader will respond to Lamb’s eccentricity in all or any of these ways, to be 

sure; eccentricity may just as easily be found to be repellant, embarrassing, or ridiculous. But this 

is a risk Lamb is willing to take—the risk, indeed, on which the cultural import of his project 

depends. For the critical and historical relevance of Lamb’s essays lies in the liberal disavowal of 

cultural norms that attends their cultivation of eccentricity as a social value.  

Risk, thus, is essential to Lamb’s project. It was risk, I suggest, that led Lamb finally to 

favor the familiar essay as the literary form most proper to his goals, since risk was an essential 

feature of this form, as indicated by Montaigne’s application of the term essai (originally 

meaning a “trial,” “experiment,” or “attempt”) to his invention of it. In essaying to be lovable by 

                                                             
4 Deidre Lynch, “‘Wedded to Books’: Bibliomania and the Romantic Essayists,” Romantic Circles Praxis Series, 
February, 2004, http://www.rc.umd.edu/praxis/libraries/lynch/lynch.html.  
5 For an analysis of the diversification of reading practices during the Romantic period, including case studies, see 
H. J. Jackson, Romantic Readers: The Evidence of the Marginalia (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2005). 
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modeling eccentricity as a positive value, Lamb was also willing to be estranged—willing even 

(perhaps even eager) to be considered irrelevant and peripheral by contemporary as well as 

future literary publics and institutions. Critics who nevertheless make heroic claims to try and 

win Lamb some centrality ironically neglect to appreciate the extent to which Lamb himself 

privileged the eccentric as eccentric, not only in authors, but also in personalities, experiences, 

and lifestyles. Such critics also inevitably reinforce the reputation Lamb has of being modest and 

gentle to a fault, since they set him up as a figure in need of rescue.6 

The paradoxical position I want to take in this essay, by contrast, is one that makes a 

strong claim for the importance of Lamb’s authorship to Romanticism and to the history of 

liberalism without at the same time advancing any argument that would minimize Lamb’s 

determined (indeed overdetermined) eccentricity as an author and social figure, or the love 

among readers that such eccentricity by design innovates. If we were to steal Lamb away from 

the affection that accrues to him, we would be depriving him of his cultural capital. We would 

also be obscuring his historical importance, for as this essay will show, Lamb’s gambles with 

eccentricity in print, more than being mere gambols, represent an important detour in the 

itinerary of Western liberalism. To love Lamb is to love his highly stylized eccentricity, and to 

love this is already to be implicated in the design of his liberal project, which appeals to 

eccentricity generously as a way of expanding interest in and affection for individuality, so as to 

                                                             
6 It was Lamb’s friend Coleridge—not incidentally, also the future founder of modern professional literary 
criticism—who first represented Lamb as “gentle-hearted” and implicitly in need of rescue, much to Lamb’s dismay. 
In a letter to Coleridge on August 14, 1800, Lamb wrote, “please blot out gentle hearted, and substitute drunken 
dog, ragged-head, seld-shaven, odd-ey’d, stuttering, or any other epithet which truly and properly belongs to the 
Gentleman in question.” See Charles Lamb and Mary Lamb, The Letters of Charles and Mary Anne Lamb, vol. 1, 
ed. Edwin W. Marrs (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1975) 224. In fact, the patronizing apotheosis Coleridge 
puts Lamb through in “This Lime-Tree Bower, My Prison,” under the noble pretexts of amity and altruism, may 
serve as an allegory for all future critical attempts to rescue Lamb from himself by elevating him—attempts that 
inevitably end up appearing more or less as awkward as Coleridge’s, precisely because Lamb was such an 
insistently self-lateralizing figure. 
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limit the homogenizing and normalizing potential of an increasingly public and organized 

culture.  

The historical significance of this project in the context of the formation of modern 

liberalism should not be underestimated. Lamb’s familiar essays, beginning with his shifty, 

uneasy reform-oriented contributions to Leigh Hunt’s Reflector (1810-11) and culminating in the 

flamboyant and playfully infamous “Elia” essays published in John Scott’s London Magazine 

(1820-25), span an important period in British history that included the final years of the 

Napoleonic wars, the explosion of print culture and periodical culture in particular, and the 

expansion of laissez-faire capitalism and imperialism. As Lamb authored his way through each 

of these historical changes, his career as an essayist became intervolved with the evolution of 

modern liberalism. Like Byron (who eventually initiated the term “liberal” into politics), Lamb 

was an eminent and consummate agent of liberalism before liberalism had a name.7 

Winifred Courtney, Lamb’s most important biographer since E. V. Lucas, felt 

comfortable asserting as early as three decades ago that it could “no longer be in doubt” that 

“Lamb was not apolitical.”8 Yet Courtney’s primary justification for this view is that 

occasionally Lamb wrote an epigram on an ostensibly political subject, such as the Queen 

Caroline Affair. But one would have to have been something more than apolitical to have 

nothing to say about a scandal as sensationalized as the Queen Caroline Affair. We still lack a 

proper account of a genuinely and thoroughly political Lamb, a Lamb whose familiar essays 

themselves might be read as more than novelties diverting attention away from hard politics.9 

Consequently, we still tend to think of Lamb as a ductile, auxiliary figure, a harlequin author 

                                                             
7 What I mean by “liberal” and “liberalism” will necessarily become clear as my argument about Lamb’s authorship 
progresses. 
8 Winifred Courtney, Young Charles Lamb: 1775-1802 (London: Macmillan, 1982) 186. 
9 Still the most trenchant representation of Lamb as an author blissfully removed from politics is Mario Praz’s in The 
Hero in Eclipse in Victorian Fiction, trans. Angus Davidson (London: Oxford University Press, 1956) 65-74. 
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with no ideological backbone, the weak-willed caretaker of a mad sister because he had no other 

purpose in life.10 For this reason, we mistake active, stylized, purposeful eccentricity for passive, 

baroque, pointless elasticity.11  

Many of Lamb’s contemporaries did the same. Robert Southey’s account of Lamb’s first 

meeting with the philosophical anarchist William Godwin in 1800 may serve as a fitting parable: 

Coleridge introduced him to Godwin, shortly after the first number of the Anti-

Jacobin Review was published, with a caricature of Gillray’s in which Coleridge 

and I were introduced with asses’ heads, and Lloyd and Lamb as toad and frog. 

Lamb got warmed up with whatever was on the table, became disputatious, and 

said things to Godwin which made him say, “Pray Mr. Lamb, are you toad or 

frog?”12 

Lamb would never have made it into the cartoon (in which Godwin, be it noted, had also been 

depicted as a donkey) had Coleridge not included him as a co-author and contributor to his first 

volume of poems. Gillray’s Lamb, thus, is guilty only by association, relevant politically only as 

a toady, not worthy of rising above reptilian representation even by his alleged opponents. 

Godwin’s seizure of Gillray’s representation, then, is keenly overdetermined, as the question 

“are you toad or frog?” can be read not only as a check against Lamb’s contentiousness (he is 

behaving, metaphorically, like a toad) but also on two other, more political registers. On one of 

these, Godwin’s remark is agonistic, a dig designed to remind Lamb of his proper embarrassment 

                                                             
10 Lamb assumed responsibility for taking care of his sister in 1796 in order to prevent her institutionalization after 
she murdered their mother during a psychotic break. I will make reference to this situation again in the body of this 
essay. For a detailed account of the episode and its aftermath, see Felicity James’s in Charles Lamb, Coleridge and 
Wordsworth: Reading Friendship in the 1790s (New York: Palgrave, 2008) 83-100. 
11 David Russell’s recent essay on Lamb, presenting a largely theoretical case for Elia’s importance as a model of 
“tact” in social relations, is symptomatic of this way in which Lamb is traditionally viewed (Russell, “‘Our Debt to 
Lamb’: The Romantic Essay and the Emergence of Tact,” 179-209). 
12 The Life and Correspondence of Robert Southey, ed. C. C. Southey (London: Longman, Brown, Green, and 
Longmans, 1850) 536-7. For a more comprehensive account of the Gillray cartoon, see James, Reading Friendship, 
1-3.  
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in the company of more authentic and established radicals. On the other, however, it is 

fraternizing, a subtle way of reminding Lamb that he is—or at least could be—“one of us.”  

 But the Lamb-Godwin encounter was more loaded even than that. Here was Godwin, a 

sober, radically intellectual atheist who had achieved celebrity and notoriety in 1793 by arguing, 

among other things, that private and familial relationships ought to have no special claim over an 

individual,13 teasing Lamb, a facetious, pragmatic, and theologically inclined friend of 

Coleridge’s from Christ’s Hospital who in 1796 had accepted responsibility for taking care of his 

sister after she lost her mind and murdered their mother—an act that saved Mary Lamb from 

being committed to an asylum. Regardless of their differences, Lamb and Godwin became 

friends, and within a few days, Lamb was writing to a friend, “Philosopher Godwin! dines with 

me on your Turkey this day. = I expect the roof to fall and crush the Atheist.”14 One senses here 

Lamb’s fondness for Godwin as an atheist and philosopher precisely because Lamb does not 

subscribe to the same views or intellectualize in the same way. For Lamb, Godwin represents an 

exciting eccentric, although not an intellectual, political, or religious ally. 

 As the scenario with Godwin illustrates, a key feature of Lamb’s sociability was that he 

did not make political or intellectual positions a condition of friendship. For this reason, he 

survived the political rupture between first and second generation Romanticism with his 

friendships with both important liberal and important conservative figures intact. It is possible 

that in their minds, he remained the frog of Gillray’s caricature and Godwin’s dry humor—the 

incidental, accidental associate of all parties, along for the ride although out of his league. His 

extraordinary compact with his sister, whose mental health remained precarious throughout the 

Romantic period, would have reinforced this sense of his sidelined status. Yet I contend that the 

                                                             
13 See William Godwin, An Enquiry Concerning Political Justice and its Influence on General Virtue and Happiness 
(London: G. G. J. and J. Robinson, 1793) 80-91. 
14 The Letters of Charles and Mary Lamb, 1. 183. 
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point to be taken from the wide political range of Lamb’s sociability is not that Lamb was 

apolitical but that for Lamb, even political differences—different positions on how a state should 

function, what its goals should be, how it should be organized, and even whether it should exist 

at all—were to remain secondary to a larger, more comprehensive logic of cultural liberalism. 

According to this logic, all kinds of individuality, including political kinds, should be 

embraced—not in the way ideas or causes are embraced (by freethinking, emblematically 

“Romantic” political agents, convinced that the state/world would be improved were it only to 

conform to their specifications for it) but in the way that a good family/society embraces even its 

most peculiar or “abnormal” member. Godwin may have had the edge over Lamb in the “toad or 

frog” quip of Southey’s recollection, but in Lamb’s mind Godwin was the bizarre one, and his 

friendship was thus an opportunity to be relished.  

In a recent study, Anne Frey identifies the 1820s in Britain as a period in which “a 

growing laissez-faire consensus critiqued government intervention into private lives.”15 It is no 

coincidence that it was early in this same decade that Lamb’s career as an essayist peaked and he 

achieved his greatest celebrity. For the promotion of eccentricity that Lamb masters in his 1820s 

essays for London Magazine is strategically aligned with laissez-faire politics. This is true not 

only as a function of the fact that the London was, as Karen Fang has observed, “a periodical 

steeped in the contemporary culture of post-Napoleonic [imperial] expansion,”16 expansion for 

which laissez-faire ideology had been essential and with which it remained residually associated, 

even though by this time the state had begun a process of establishing its own authority over the 

                                                             
15 Anne Frey, British State Romanticism: Authorship, Agency, and Bureaucratic Nationalism (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 2010) 1. 
16 Karen Fang, Romantic Writing and the Empire of Signs: Periodical Culture and Post-Napoleonic Authorship 
(Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2010) 32. 
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British imperial project.17 Lamb’s London essays are laissez-faire not only by association but 

also constitutively, by design: for only in a society in which the typical functions associated with 

state power—the framing, shaping, regulating, and normalizing of subjects, bodies, ideologies, 

and personalities18—are kept to a minimum, can eccentricity flourish in the way that Lamb’s Elia 

persona models that it should. Frey has made a strong case for reading the laissez-faire moment 

in late Romanticism preeminently as one in which authorship began to assume for itself many 

functions that had previously been associated with statehood (particularly in works by Coleridge, 

Wordsworth, Scott, Austen, and De Quincey). It is important in light of Frey’s work to 

acknowledge that Lamb’s authorship both insistently resists and actively challenges state-like 

agency, remaining committed to a laissez-faire program. Eccentricity as Lamb authors it is about 

transgressing boundaries, unshaping audiences, and allowing norms to unravel. This unruly, 

insubordinate aspect of Lamb’s work can only be missed on account of the equally insistent 

innocence of it, for one of Lamb’s tactics is to refrain from representing eccentricity as harmful. 

He realizes that to preserve a liberal space for eccentricity in culture requires that there be no 

confusion between eccentricity and perversity. The meticulously maintained innocence of 

Lamb’s personae, thus, is less the symptom of a “gentle hearted” personality than the function of 

a conscientiously liberal agenda. This feature of Lamb’s authorship in fact correlates with a basic 

principle of political liberalism (though one not always followed by laissez-faire programs): 

namely, that individuals be allowed maximum freedom so long as they do no harm.19 

                                                             
17 Nicholas Dirks explains how British state authority disingenuously displaced East India Company rule in The 
Scandal of Empire: India and the Creation of Imperial Britain (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2006). 
18 In articulating state power in these terms, I am following Frey, who in large measure is following Foucault; see 
British State Romanticism, 1-19. 
19 The so-called “harm principle” of modern liberalism had been implied by The Declaration of the Rights of Man 
and of the Citizen, the fourth article of which defined liberty as “the power to do anything that does not harm others” 
(La liberté consiste à pouvoir faire tout ce qui ne nuit pas à autrui). Notwithstanding, the principle did not become 
expressly influential in British politics until later, when John Stuart Mill formulated it in his treatise On Liberty, 
published in 1859.  
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 Freedom in the Elia essays is represented jointly by eccentricity and unaccountability. 

Many of the essays begin with Elia’s confident proclamation that he is unusual in some way: he 

doesn’t have an ear for music (“A Chapter on Ears”), he isn’t able to identify with all people 

(“Imperfect Sympathies”), his reading has always been “lamentably desultory and 

immethodical” (“The Old and the New Schoolmaster”), and so on. Although the common trope 

in these examples is deficiency, Elia’s tone is only lamenting ironically. One of Elia’s defining 

characteristics in fact is that he declares his idiosyncrasies with exuberance, only holding them 

up as deficiencies so as to add drama—a sense of magic or alchemy—to the essays’ signature 

process, which converts ostensibly trivial defects and anomalies into attractive, singular 

eccentricities. Take, for example, the opening of “A Chapter on Ears” (1821), an essay about 

Elia’s inability to understand and appreciate music as much as he would like. “I have no ear,” the 

essay begins, establishing a discursive environment that is jarring, fascinating, and strange.20 Not 

only is it abrupt and bizarre to be addressed by someone purporting to have no ear, but the form 

of the statement is itself bizarre and paradoxical: the claim “I have no ear” (where “ear” is 

singular) implies having one ear left, yet this very implication contradicts the claim itself. It 

would be almost as paradoxical and even more strange were the “no” to be read as signifying 

absoluteness (i.e. “I have not a single ear”), given that the most ears one is presumed to have to 

begin with is two. Lamb has interrupted the intended phrase (which turns out to be “I have no ear 

for music”) and left the syntax distorted purposefully, to arrest his readers’ attention and initiate 

them into Elia’s topsy-turvy world. Readers of “A Chapter on Ears” quickly learn that they are 

not being confronted by a deformed character after all, and that the essay has no interest in either 

their pity or their squeamishness. On the contrary, what readers have on their hands with Elia is a 

                                                             
20 Charles Lamb and Mary Lamb, The Works of Charles and Mary Lamb, ed. E. V. Lucas (London: Methuen & Co., 
1903) 2:38. All citations from Lamb’s essays are from this edition. 
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much more playful and mischievous character, one who will feign gravity, indulge paradoxes, 

and create confusion for no other reason than to poise himself to make his actual eccentricity 

seem that much more exuberant and amusing once revealed. The two paragraphs that follow the 

phrase “I have no ear”—in which Elia clarifies and celebrates the fact that he actually has both 

ears intact—are so stylistically quirky that they image a character who, while showing no signs 

of pathos, seems in many ways stranger than anything readers might initially have imagined 

about a person without ears. The following excerpt illustrates this point: 

Mistake me not, reader—nor imagine that I am by nature destitute of those 

exterior twin appendages, hanging ornaments, and (architecturally speaking) 

handsome volutes to the human capital. Better my mother had never borne me.—I 

am, I think, rather delicately than copiously provided with those conduits; and I 

feel no disposition to envy the mule for his plenty, or the mole for her exactness, 

in those ingenious labyrinthine inlets—those indispensable side-intelligencers. 

(2.38) 

Things were simpler, oddly enough, when Elia seemed earless. Buoyed by his enthusiasm and 

his delight in surprising his audience, Elia’s eccentricity begins to surface discursively, in the 

form of curious metaphors, reverse anthropomorphisms, unusually juxtaposed words, and 

weirdly elastic diction—all in the process of allegedly clarifying his normalcy. Readers should 

indeed “mistake [him] not”: instead of a regular character missing an ear or two, Elia is an 

eccentric with “side-intelligencers” who compares himself to mules.  

 The combination of eccentricity in style and substance, exuberance, and ironic self-pity is 

vintage Lamb. In “A Chapter on Ears,” Elia will go on playfully deprecating himself for his 

ignorance about music, even confessing that his shortcomings in this area have caused him “a 
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great deal more pain than pleasure” (2.39). But the scenes of pain he presents as examples are 

comedic rather than tragic—he finds himself rushing out of operas, for example, to solace 

himself with street noise, which for him is less taxing. The essay ultimately ends with Elia being 

received, in spite of his musical inadequacies, with hospitality by a musical friend. The point of 

Elia’s confessions of pain, then, is not to inspire pity—but these do serve a purpose beyond 

humor, since they illustrate the unaccountability of Elia’s eccentricity. No matter how much Elia 

is motivated to change, his idiosyncrasies curiously prevail. Elia’s world is therefore comedic 

precisely so that it can accommodate his eccentricities. Blame is not allowed in this world, but 

neither is transformation. It falls upon comedic situations to absorb Elia’s eccentricities and keep 

his exuberance alive. 

 Liberalism, in fact, is a similarly comedic project, aspiring to form or else return to a 

society in which all individuals behave innocently, attuned to their basic goodness, and have 

their eccentricities not only tolerated but welcomed and embraced. As Raymond Williams has 

shown, the word “liberal” only became a key term in politics after it had first come to connote 

“open-minded” and “unorthodox” in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Lamb’s 

open-minded and unorthodox Elia essays might well represent the high water mark of this phase 

in the development of the term, most of them having been published from 1820 to 1821, just 

before Byron, Shelley, and Hunt launched The Liberal in 1822 and thereby entrenched the term 

in politics per se. Before the term became expressly political, it could also carry specific negative 

connotations that Williams also traces. Initially used to refer to “a class of free men as distinct 

from others who were not free,” liberal could subsequently also be used to suggest 

“unrestrained” and “not rigorous,” which could in turn mean either “not disciplined” or “not 

harsh.” Once the term became expressly political, critics of liberalism exploited the existing 
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negative connotations and invented new ones. The sense of liberal as “unorthodox” led to 

associations of liberalism with foreignness in a patronizing, xenophobic sense, and the sense of 

liberal as implying “lack of restraint,” combined with its originally positive sense of “generous,” 

led to associations of liberalism with weakness and sentimentality.21 What Williams’ history of 

the term puts into perspective is the extent to which liberalism, as both a concept and a project, 

has necessarily been limited and mediated by specific and relatively well-defined rhetorical 

constructs and contests. This in turn helps to explain why Lamb’s authorship has been received 

by critics in relatively predictable ways, for once the word “liberal” takes precedence as a major 

political category later in the nineteenth century, Lamb’s Elia essays—“unorthodox,” 

“unrestrained,” and “not rigorous” as they are—cannot be perceived independently of this 

development again. That Elia’s eccentricity, exuberance, and innocence were “liberal” avant la 

lettre (or at least avant la lettre politique) can’t save them from the rhetorical casualties those 

traits suffer once “liberal” becomes a politically controversial term. Elia was not courting 

sentimentality, nor was his eccentricity intended to be threatening or chaotic; nevertheless, he 

appears now as open to charges of softness, strangeness, and recklessness as a character could 

be. One can appreciate why both critics of liberalism and apologists for it might prefer to keep 

their distance. 

 But 1820 and 1821 were years in which laissez-faire attitudes were just beginning to take 

root and the term “liberalism” had not yet become a watchword. These years were also at the 

center of what David Stewart has termed the “age of the magazine,” a period from 1815 to 1825 

in which the market for periodical publications, journals, and newspapers in Britain rapidly 

                                                             
21 Raymond Williams, Keywords: A Vocabulary of Culture and Society, rev. ed. (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1983) 179-81. 
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expanded.22 One significant effect of this expansion was the creation of a large reading public, or 

what Andrew Franta, echoing Jeremy Bentham, has termed a “regime of publicity.”23 Another 

was the appropriation of literature into commodity culture, the implication being that literature 

could be treated “like any other commercial product.”24 The leading characteristic of magazine 

culture during this time, according to Stewart, was multiplicity—the magazine market was a 

“spectacle” that placed “all shades of opinion in mutual juxtaposition.”25 It is easy to interpret 

how Lamb’s Elia would have flourished in such an environment. His wacky style, itself full of 

spectacular ironies and juxtapositions, parrots the multiplicity and discontinuity of contemporary 

magazine culture, but does so in a carefree and comedic manner, without triggering the anxiety 

that large scale multiplicity and discontinuity might otherwise provoke. Meanwhile, the Elia 

persona, a function more than a coherent identity, enables Lamb to generate new versions of 

eccentricity serially, so that each essay unfolds a new, singularly charming commodity. By 

commercializing representations of eccentricity in this way, Lamb perceives and exploits an 

affinity between cultural liberalism and laissez-faire economics. For although Stewart’s 

definition of multiplicity in the periodical context emphasizes “opinion,” Elia emerges on the 

scene not as an ideological entity, but as a social one. He exudes generosity and open-

mindedness concerning his own flaws and eccentricities as well as those of others, impressing a 

quirky sort of magnanimity on his “lowly” readers. This magnanimity is what makes him liberal, 

in the pre-politicized sense of the term. It is also, ultimately, what makes him lovable—not 

simply because he represents eccentricity, but because his identification with and exuberance 

about his own and others’ eccentricities inspires readers to feel at ease about their own as well. 

                                                             
22 David Stewart, Romantic Magazines and Metropolitan Literary Culture (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011) 
1. 
23 Andrew Franta, Romanticism and the Rise of the Mass Public (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007) 1. 
24 Stewart, Romantic Magazines and Metropolitan Literary Culture, 2. 
25 Ibid., 8. 
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At a time when the “regime of publicity” was achieving new levels of organization and authority, 

such a figure must have seemed reassuring to many. 

 Elia does, however, have an edge, and there are limits to his magnanimity. He is fond of 

pursuing the allegory of his eccentricity to points at which it seems to threaten to become 

offensive. Like his confessions that his eccentricity is painful to himself, however, Elia’s plays at 

being offensive are mostly in the service of establishing his unaccountability for his 

idiosyncrasies. Freedom does, thus, come at a certain cost—but the costs remain so trivial in the 

mundane, comedically organized world of the familiar essay that they seem affordable, if not 

strictly negligible. The best example of Elia’s edginess comes in “A Character of the Late Elia,” 

the playful obituary for Elia that Lamb published in the London in 1823 under the pseudonym 

“Phil-Elia.” Elia’s loving friend explains that Elia “chose his companions for some individuality 

of character which they manifested” (2.152), speaking for readers here presumably, since they 

were Elia’s only real companions.26 The friend then goes on to avow Elia’s disregard, even 

disdain, for individuals for whom propriety rather than eccentricity was the guiding principle:  

He never greatly cared for the society of what are called good people. If any of 

these were scandalized (and offences were sure to arise), he could not help it. 

When he has been remonstrated with for not making more concessions to the 

feelings of good people, he would retort by asking, What one point did these good 

people ever concede to him? (2.152) 

Propriety posing as morality marks the limit of Elia’s liberalism. His eccentricity cannot embrace 

it precisely because it is what his eccentricity has been deployed to challenge. Elia’s pronounced 

                                                             
26 On the contemporary practice of “socializing with books,” see H. J. Jackson, Romantic Readers: The Evidence of 
Marginalia, 121-97. 
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tendency toward offensiveness, then, also represents the part of Lamb’s liberalism that is 

pressing for social change.27  

 One of the most intriguing features of the Elia texts is the consistency of what happens 

after Elia catches himself consorting with his own potential (or “sure”) offensiveness. Almost 

inevitably, his next move when he finds himself in a moral quandary of his own making is to 

identify transitionally with exotic commodities. In the example just cited, after we learn that Elia 

was not afraid to scandalize good people, we learn that he was also prone to overindulge in his 

use of “the Indian weed,” which served as a temporary remedy for his stuttering (2.153). 

Something similar happens at the end of “Imperfect Sympathies.” After having a meal with a 

group of Quakers—who in this essay exemplify “good people” with whom Elia cannot perfectly 

sympathize—Elia and his company end up paying more than they owe because the Quakers are 

too placating to contest the bill. After they leave, Elia’s “conscience” begins “to give some 

twitches” considering the “seeming injustice,” and he expects one of the Quakers to offer some 

justification to him, but something else happens instead: 

They sat as mute as at a meeting. At length the eldest of them broke silence, by 

inquiring of his next neighbour, “Hath thee heard how indigos go at the India 

House?” and the question operated as a soporific on my moral feeling as far as 

Exeter. (2.64) 

In this way, the essay ends—with an exotic association again superseding, and in this case 

consciously displacing, moral concern.  

                                                             
27 In 1920, R. W. Chapman published “The Decay of Syntax,” an essay proposing that Lamb, in particular, had done 
“much to impair” the form of English prose. Without exploring what Lamb’s purpose may have been in writing as 
he did, Chapman’s essay nevertheless performs a chiasmus of Lamb’s very project. Whereas Lamb went haywire 
with language (including syntax, as we have seen) in the process of disowning and disavowing propriety, 
Chapman’s stiff, ostensibly impartial analysis of linguistic form seeks to defend, if not avenge, the notion of 
propriety. See R. W. Chapman, The Portrait of a Scholar and Other Essays Written in Macedonia 1916-1918 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1920) 110-26. 
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It has always been a well-known bit of trivia among Romanticists that Lamb worked for 

the East India Company for most of his life, but only recently, thanks principally to Karen Fang’s 

work on the subject, has the extent of the affiliations between Lamb’s employment at the East 

India Company, his authorship for the London, and the post-Napoleonic expansion of British 

imperialism begun to materialize. Fang’s critique of the proliferation of oriental commodities in 

the Elia essays, focusing mainly on the essay “Old China” and its narrative of upward mobility, 

argues that Lamb’s success on the expanding periodical market consciously and 

opportunistically mirrored, both allegorically and analogically, the triumph of British 

imperialism during this period. In light of Fang’s work, neither the instrumental importance of 

imperialism to the success of the Elia project nor the impressiveness of Lamb’s ingenuity in 

exploiting historical process can be in doubt. Fang showcases Lamb’s authorship as an 

archetypal case of “imperial triumphalism,”28 yet in the portrait of Lamb that thus emerges, his 

trademark, liberal, egalitarian eccentricity has improbably vanished. 

Notwithstanding, only a proper orientation to the stylized, programmatic eccentricity of 

the Elia essays, as this was leveraged by Lamb to advertise a unique brand of liberalism, is 

sufficient to explain why the heyday of imperialism and commercial orientalism in the late 

Romantic period was so auspicious for Lamb’s ascendancy, not only as a seller of magazines but 

also as a celebrated social figure. While I agree with Fang that the twin forces of imperialism and 

orientalism provided important models for Lamb’s project in the Elia essays, I contend that this 

has less to do with the fact that Lamb was writing to turn a profit and work his way up in 

society—what Fang argues with reference to the upward mobility theme of “Old China”—than 

with the fact that Lamb was an enthusiastic liberal aspiring to enhance and fine-tune society by 

modeling the pleasures and virtues of curiosity, both as a mode of attending to others and as a 
                                                             
28 Fang, Romantic Writing and the Empire of Signs, 65. 
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mode of being oneself, and generosity, in a social rather than merely economic sense. To 

demonstrate why imperialism and orientalism became important to Lamb in this project, it is 

necessary first to examine Lamb’s earlier project of familiar essays, written for Leigh Hunt’s 

Reflector from 1810-11. Clarifying the genealogy of Lamb’s form will also help answer the 

question with which I introduced this discussion of imperialism in Lamb’s writings—namely, 

why it is at moral impasses that Elia is apt to invoke his special relationship with oriental 

commodities.  

The person who first got Lamb into the business of publishing essays was the same 

person who in 1822 would, in partnership with Byron and Shelley, help to codify the word 

“liberal” as a politicized term. Leigh Hunt founded both the Reflector (1810-11) and, with Byron 

and Shelley, The Liberal (1822-23). According to Kenneth Kendall, Hunt conceived of the 

Reflector as a literary supplement to his Examiner, which was more directly political in nature:  

Hunt could use an outlet for such of his own literary work as was unsuitable for 

the Examiner. Then too a new literary magazine could reinforce the political 

attitudes of the Examiner, attracting the reformists and making new converts to 

reform with its literary approach.29  

That the Reflector was conceived as a more flexible, open-ended vehicle for Hunt’s agenda helps 

explain why Lamb could be brought on board. E. V. Lucas rightly asserted that “the world owes 

a great debt to Leigh Hunt for discerning Lamb’s gifts and allowing him free reign.”30 It should 

also be acknowledged, however, that the reformist framework Hunt provided was useful for 

Lamb in organizing his eccentric streak. In the Reflector, one of Hunt’s stated aims was to 

                                                             
29 Kenneth E. Kendall, Leigh Hunt’s Reflector (Paris: Mouton, 1971) 20. 
30 Lucas, The Life of Charles Lamb, 1:104. 
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“improve the taste of the town,”31 and in their own curious ways, Lamb’s contributions to the 

magazine are likewise motivated—compelled, even—by a concern to contest and reform culture. 

The synergy between Lamb’s earliest essay project and Hunt’s reformist agenda has not been 

noted,32 largely because critics, even in the current renaissance in Lamb studies, seldom 

acknowledge Lamb’s Reflector essays at all.33 This creates a significant lacuna, however, for it is 

precisely in his essays for the Reflector that Lamb first explores the potential for a liaison 

between his eccentric style of authorship and a broader sociocultural agenda. If the Elia essays 

reveal what Lamb’s liberalism looks like when it is flourishing, the Reflector essays show us 

what a similarly liberal impulse looks like when the conditions are not so ripe. 

 Although the consensus among critics is that Lamb’s Reflector essays were mere 

precursors to his more mature work for the London, the differences between the Reflector essays 

and the Elia essays are in fact numerous and not only aesthetic. Although eccentricity is in play 

in Lamb’s earlier essays, it manifests in them in a more compulsive, defensive way than it does 

in Elia. Consequently, instead of easygoing exuberance, there is awkwardness and tentativeness. 

Similarly, the efforts of Lamb’s earlier personae—in the plural here, for in the Reflector, 

symptomatically, they’re always changing their names and donning new identities—to style 

themselves as facetious and endearing are offset by their sense of their own alienation and 

humiliation, which they project uncomfortably—as though hungering for intimacy. Eccentricity 

                                                             
31 Leigh Hunt, “Prospectus,” The Reflector: a quarterly magazine on subjects of philosophy, politics, and the liberal 
arts 1.1 (1810), iv. 
32 Whether Lamb’s essays should be understood as subservient to the politics of the magazine in which they were 
published or as autonomous in form is a question that has been explored, however, in recent work on Lamb’s Elia 
essays. In particular, Mark Parker and Peter Manning have treated both sides of the question, respectively. See Mark 
Parker, Literary Magazines and British Romanticism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000) 30-58; and 
Peter Manning, “Detaching Lamb’s Thoughts,” in Romantic Periodicals and Print Culture, ed. Kim Wheatley 
(London: Frank Cass, 2003) 152-62. 
33 The assumption that Lamb’s Reflector essays only presage his more mature essays as “Elia” explains why these 
essays have suffered critical neglect. Because Lamb is so often held to be an author defined permanently by a 
singular style, the specificity of his project in the Reflector—along with the prospect that his work as an essayist 
may have changed over time—is seldom considered. 
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is given such stigmatized representation in Lamb’s Reflector essays that the key, recurrent trope 

in them is deformity, which becomes a kind of shorthand symbolizing eccentricity and 

unaccountability in the extreme, under maximum pressure. These are essays that begin with odd, 

unsettling statements like “I have no ear” and never walk them back. Lamb’s inaugural entry in 

the Reflector is a good example. Whereas in “A Chapter on Ears,” what seems at first like 

potential deformity turns out to be only a trompe l’oeil of rhetoric offered up by Elia in jest, in 

Lamb’s first essay for Hunt’s magazine, a persona begins by establishing that literally, “[i]n the 

plainest sense, without trope or figure,” his neck has been crucially deformed (1.57). By the end 

of the essay, this character has lost almost everything, including his wife, as the social stigma 

that attaches to his deformity comes to contaminate even the most intimate scenes of his life. A 

note of desperation, thus, is struck, although the essay is, by and large, facetious and ironic—

certainly still not tragic. Significantly, however, it is farce, rather than comedy, that is the 

organizing principle here, not only in this essay but in virtually all of Lamb’s contributions to the 

Reflector—so that perplexity and fragmentation, not understanding and hospitality, occasion 

their humor. 

In 1810-11, when the Reflector had its short life, the British nation was entrenched in the 

Napoleonic Wars and had been for some time. As Mary Favret has recently argued, these wars, 

although they were waged abroad, were mediated in ways that had a pervasive, if only “barely 

registered,” impact on the experience of subjects back home.34 Favret’s work shows, in 

particular, how certain literary forms and structures emerged dialectically in response to the 

unsettling condition of modern wartime in this period. Among these was the structure of “the 

everyday” that became prevalent during this period, which Favret identifies as “another structure 

                                                             
34 Mary Favret, War at a Distance: Romanticism and the Making of Modern Wartime (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 2010) 9. 
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of modern wartime … a structure of feeling akin to trauma, conveying in its gaps and silences an 

unrecoverable, absent sense of suffering.”35 Favret is discussing Jane Austen’s Persuasion, but 

the insight could apply just as well to Lamb’s construction of the everyday in his Reflector 

essays.36 Yet the familiar, everyday world invoked in the Reflector essays is consistently 

disturbed and disrupted by the presence of deformity in some form. In some cases, as in the 

essay by the persona with the deformed neck, the effect can be quite bizarre. The essays are also 

intensely claustrophobic about contemporary culture. They strain for intimacies that defy cultural 

norms and proprieties, whether that means reading Shakespeare privately and renouncing public 

performances, so that one can attend with more nuance to subtle “deformities of character” (“On 

the Tragedies of Shakespeare,” 1.103); celebrating Hogarth for his faithful depictions of 

everyday life and flouting, in turn, the aesthetic culture that spuriously condemns him for having 

allowed “meanness” and “deformity” into the realm of art (“On the Genius and Character of 

Hogarth,” 1.80); protesting the ubiquity of contemporary public “Wanted” ads for their 

stereotypical representations of criminals as necessarily deformed (“On the Danger of 

Confounding Moral with Personal Deformity”); or simply insinuating a wish that personal 

intimacies—among friends and lovers—could prevail over cultural stigmas (“On the 

Inconveniences Resulting from Being Hanged,” “On the Custom of Hissing at the Theatres,” 

“Edax on Appetite”). 

It would not be difficult to ascribe all the farce, deformity, claustrophobia, and anxiety in 

these essays to Lamb’s personal biography. Indeed, this has been done and done well: Jane 

Aaron reads the Reflector essays as symptomatic of Lamb’s social ostracization, and Thomas 

                                                             
35 Ibid., 145. 
36 Curiously, Favret does not include the familiar essay in her compendium of literary forms affected/afflicted by 
modern wartime. 
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McFarland reads Lamb’s whimsy in general as his way of coping with his otherwise tragic life.37 

In light of Favret’s work, however, it is worth considering the extent to which the condition of 

wartime may have made Lamb’s tropes, topoi, and tone in the Reflector essays appear more 

resonant and relatable at the time. War can certainly seem perplexing and ominously farcical; it 

can certainly deform; it can certainly inspire feelings of dread and helplessness; and it can even 

lead one to resent and want to protest the very culture to which one belongs. That said, by itself 

war cannot completely account for why Lamb’s Reflector essays are the way they are, any more 

than any historical condition can fully explain the creativity of a given text. To be sure, Lamb 

knew trauma, deformity, and the relative comfort and simplicity of the everyday well before the 

rise of Napoleon. His loyalty to his sister through madness and murder significantly 

circumscribed his possibilities in society, as did the fact that he stuttered “abominably” (1.320). 

There is no doubt, then, that Lamb had good reason to advocate for the deformed and the 

distressed and to draw attention to and abjure any cultural practice or system of belief that 

implicitly relegated or alienated them. Whatever else may be said about them, this is what the 

essays Lamb published in the Reflector fundamentally do.38 Hunt’s platform and war’s backdrop 

prompted Lamb to begin hazarding a kind of liberalism in essay form, albeit a kind that was not 

very subtle, inviting, encompassing—or successful.  

The Elia essays were successful, however, which brings me to my final point. It has 

already become clear that the essays Lamb wrote for Hunt’s journal were phenomenally, 

                                                             
37 See Jane Aaron, A Double Singleness: Gender and the Writings of Charles and Mary Lamb (Oxford: Clarendon, 
1991) and Thomas McFarland, Romantic Cruxes: the English Essayists and the Spirit of the Age (Oxford: 
Clarendon, 1987). 
38 In this respect, Lamb has affinities with Alexander Pope, in whose work deformity also serves, as Helen Deutsch 
has shown, “as a self-consciously created figure … patterned after the poet’s own person.” See Resemblance and 
Disgrace: Alexander Pope and the Deformation of Culture (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1996) 4. 
Just as Pope’s heroic couplets project order and strength that may be said to belie the poet’s own hunchbacked 
figure, the farcical lovability and familiarity Lamb projects in the Reflector may be said to belie his anxiety 
concerning the severity of his own alienation. 
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uncannily similar to—as well as phenomenally, uncannily different from—the essays he wrote 

for the London a decade later. Among all the differences between the two projects, the most 

interesting is perhaps also the least obvious: even though Lamb was working for the East India 

Company as much in 1810 as he was in 1821, commodities from the Orient are hardly anywhere 

to be found in the earlier essays. This is a more fascinating detail than it may at first seem, for it 

suggests not only that imperialism helped Lamb become a successful author individually, but 

that it also, vicariously, helped liberalism make itself intelligible and approachable again 

nationally, in the wake of more than three decades of stultifying war and terror abroad and 

corresponding political and economic uncertainty at home. Lamb could not foresee it at the time, 

but while he was writing disconcerting, proto-Kafkaesque essays about an oppressive, 

normalizing culture farcically indifferent to the half-ironic, half-sincere pleas and cries of 

individuals deformed, he was sitting, all along, on the answer, not only to his own cultural 

claustrophobia, but also to the very resignation and stagnation his essays seemed implicitly to be 

registering in the nation at large. The answer, right there at the East India House, was the Orient 

imported—enliveningly exotic, culturally liberating, economically energizing, and potently 

restorative. Wartime finally was replaced by imperial time, and after ten years of relative literary 

dormancy, Lamb reemerged on the magazine scene sporting a dramatically confident, exuberant 

new persona, who just so happened to adore exotic commodities. Lamb’s insight was to see in 

the emerging national fetishization of oriental commodities in the post-Napoleonic era an 

opportunity for valorizing eccentricity on a similar model. The commercial exploitation of the 

Orient could thus in turn be exploited socially in the interest of liberalism. If the exotic is not 

only permissible but desired, the Elia essays suggest, why shouldn’t the eccentric be valued in 

the same way? All of the references to oriental commodities in the Elia essays thus work like 
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charms, enhancing the perceived value of Lamb’s persona in subtle, hardly noticeable ways. In 

addition, they function at key junctures to seal Elia’s irreproachability—allowing the eccentric to 

make the same claim to being exempt from his culture’s morals and proprieties as the laissez-

faire imperialist might. The personae in Lamb’s Reflector essays had no recourse to anything 

transcending their own culture, which is why they often appeared demoralized, exasperated, and 

helpless. Elia, by contrast, claims to scandalize and offend with impunity, and savors every little 

moral impasse by indulging his orientalism. Part of what makes the post-Napoleonic 

liberal/eccentric so mysteriously attractive is that he might have a heart of darkness.39 

Lamb only faintly flirts with this prospect. Mary Lamb was living proof of how 

dangerous and gloomy deviating from the norm could be, and Lamb’s commitment to her liberty 

awkwardly domesticated his liberalism even as it also in some measure inspired it.40 Unlike 

Byron, that other deformed and celebrated liberal of the era, Lamb had neither the class nor the 

fortune to be in a position to spurn family and nation and venture off heralding his liberalism in 

faraway lands. On the contrary, Lamb had to wait for the Orient to come to him, while he served 

out his clerkship at the East India House, rode the wave of the rising middle class, and managed 

to keep his alcoholism under control. Lamb’s was a low liberalism, a dark horse liberalism, a 

domestic and weirdly domesticated liberalism—and had Byron not scandalized nobility by 

daring to call a radical journal by a name so aristocratic in connotation as “liberal”41—changing 

                                                             
39 To what extent Lamb has scandalized himself by being an “Orientalist” in this way, other critics will have to 
decide. R. Radhakrishnan presents a judicious overview of debates surrounding the term in his A Said Dictionary 
(Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2012) 76-83. 
40 Lamb himself was proof of this also; in 1796, shortly before the matricide, he spent time in a madhouse, as a letter 
to Coleridge reveals: “Coleridge, I know not what suffering scenes you have gone through at Bristol. My life has 
been somewhat diversified of late. The six weeks that finished last year and began this, your very humble servant 
spent very agreeably in a madhouse at Hoxton.” Lamb’s use of the term “diversified” to describe his life’s 
institutionalization already points up the connection in his mind between (negative) deviance and (positive) 
eccentricity. See The Letters of Charles and Mary Anne Lamb, 1.3-4. 
41 For an account of the reception of the journal’s name, including the conservative reaction, see William H. 
Marshall, Byron, Shelley, Hunt, and The Liberal (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1960) 29-89. 
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the terms of politics from then on—Elia’s project may have had a very different future. Lamb 

certainly didn’t want to be associated with Byron. His response to Byron’s death in 1824, written 

in a letter to a friend and fellow contributor to the London, clarifies this point:  

So we have lost another poet. I never much relished his Lordship's mind, and shall 

be sorry if the Greeks have cause to miss him. He was to me offensive, and I 

never can make out his great power, which his admirers talk of. Why, a line of 

Wordsworth’s is a lever to lift the immortal Spirit! Byron's can only move the 

Spleen. He was at best a Satyrist – in any other way he was mean enough. I dare 

say I do him injustice, but I cannot love him, nor squeeze a tear to his memory.42 

By “offensive,” presumably, Lamb means “more offensive than Elia”—or perhaps just “actually 

offensive” as opposed to affectedly so. Byron clearly seems to have vexed Lamb, with his 

“Lordship,” his fabulous fame, his unrestrained brand of liberalism.43 Most of Lamb’s remarks 

here are kneejerk and grudging, but then he apologizes (“I do him injustice”) and reveals the real 

basis for his disaffection: a great author, like a great liberal, is one who is loved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
42 The Letters of Charles Lamb, to which are added those of his sister, Mary Lamb, ed. E. V. Lucas (London: 
Methuen & Co., 1935) 2.426. 
43 For a study of Byron’s aristocratic form of liberalism, see Jerome Christensen, Lord Byron’s Strength: Romantic 
Writing and Commercial Society (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1995). 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Liberalism as Plenitude: 

The Symbolic Leigh Hunt 

 

What happened to Leigh Hunt in 1812 after he and his brother John, co-founders of the 

independent reformist weekly newspaper The Examiner, were finally successfully prosecuted by 

the Regency for libel was a small miracle for liberal hagiography. Three earlier attempts at 

prosecution had failed: the first, ordered by the Duke of York after Hunt attacked him as “the 

promoter and foster-father” of corruption in the military,1 was dropped after a Whig investigation 

of the Duke’s venal promotion practices created a scandal. The second, brought against the 

brothers after Hunt expressed candid eagerness at the prospect of a “Change in Government” due 

to the king’s failing health,2 failed to persuade a jury committed to free speech. The third, which 

charged the brothers additionally with seditious libel after Hunt denounced the practice of 

flogging in the military and compared British military discipline unfavorably to that of 

Napoleon, again failed to convince the jury, and the Hunts were acquitted. 

 A fourth prosecution, however, prevailed, in part because the ministry stacked the jury. 

With the Regency officially underway in 1812, a conservative paper, The Morning Post, waxed 

sycophantic on the Prince’s fiftieth birthday, praising him as the “Glory of the People,” “the 

Protector of the Arts,” “the Maecenas of the Age,” and “an Adonis in Loveliness.”3 Maudlin and 

outrageous, the Post’s tribute drew a virulent reply from Hunt in The Examiner:  

What person, unacquainted with the true state of the case, would imagine, in 

reading these astounding eulogies, that this Glory of the People was the subject of 
                                                             
1 Leigh Hunt, Examiner, October 23, 1808, 675. 
2 Ibid., October 1, 1809, 625-26. 
3 Morning Post, March, 1812. 
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millions of shrugs and reproaches! That this Protector of the Arts had named a 

wretched Foreigner his Historical Painter in disparagement or in ignorance of the 

merits of his own countrymen! That this Maecenas of the Age patronized not a 

single deserving writer! That this Breather of Eloquence could not say a few 

decent extempore words—if we are to judge at least from what he said to his 

regiment on its embarkation for Portugal! That this Conqueror of Hearts was the 

disappointer of hopes!4 

Hunt concluded his reply as any good prose stylist would, by reversing the chiasmi and restoring 

the Prince to his original image: a “corpulent gentleman of fifty … a violator of his word, a 

libertine over head and ears in debt and disgrace, a despiser of domestic ties, the companion of 

gamblers and demireps, a man who has just closed half a century without one single claim on the 

gratitude of his country or the respect of posterity.”5  

The Post had provoked a stark riposte, one that clearly violated contemporary libel laws. 

Hunt’s outburst could, in some measure, be explained by an oblique sense of betrayal. Before 

assuming power, the Prince had seemed a friend to the Whigs—explaining why Hunt himself 

had welcomed the Prince’s displacement of his father in 1809, courting libel charges then too. 

(Hunt would later point out the irony of having been charged with libel both for hailing and for 

slandering the same person.) Aggravated by what Nicholas Roe has called the Prince Regent’s 

“political apostasy,”6 Hunt was even more acerbic and incendiary than usual in his remarks. The 

ministry would not miss the opportunity of making an example of him on this most egregious 

occasion. 

                                                             
4 Leigh Hunt, Examiner, March 22, 1812, 179.  
5 Ibid. 
6 Nicholas Roe, Fiery Heart: The First Life of Leigh Hunt (London: Pimlico, 2005), 160. 
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It would also make him what every radical movement secretly relishes: a martyr. Later, 

Byron would complain of the fact, writing contemptuously that Hunt’s stay in “the Surrey gaol 

… conceited him into a martyr”7—the implication being that without the imprisonment for libel, 

Hunt would not have had as much claim to glory. But the terms of Byron’s critique might easily 

be inverted: Hunt’s conceitedness may have gaoled him into martyrdom. Given the pointedly 

inflammatory tone of Hunt’s political battles in The Examiner—even after three dangerous libel 

suits had already been pressed—it is hard not to conclude that Hunt was flouting the law 

deliberately and flirting with disaster. Whether vanity or principle inspires the martyr may be an 

unanswerable question, but in the age of the mass market periodical, daredevilish vanity could 

certainly be profitable. The Examiner was a remarkably successful enterprise, even during the 

years when its leadership was jailed, attesting to the savvy of the brothers who edited and 

published it. If Hunt was a noble, self-sacrificing disciple of virtue and liberty, he was also a kind 

of “class clown” for the rising bourgeoisie. 

Liberal hagiography, of course, sees only the former possibility. In 1972, R. Brimley 

Johnson writes, in terms that aptly rival their subject in splendor and grandiosity, that Hunt, until 

Shelley’s death in 1822, “was persistently fighting a lone hand against the Scribes and Pharisees, 

to enforce nobler ideals, a more generous morality, honest justice for the oppressed—a happier 

and a better world.”8 More recently, Jeffrey Cox places Hunt at the center of “the literary left” of 

his day and reminds us of “the courage of a man who was willing to go to jail for his beliefs.”9 

Similarly, the back cover of Nicholas Roe’s standard biography of Hunt asserts that he “threw 

                                                             
7 Lord Byron to Thomas Moore on January 6, 1818. See Byron’s Letters and Journals, ed. Leslie Marchand, 12 vols. 
(London: John Murray, 1973-94), 6: 45. 
8 Shelley—Leigh Hunt: How Friendship Made History Extending the Bounds of Human Freedom and Thought, ed. 
R. Brimley Johnson (New York: Haskell House Publishers, 1972), x. 
9 Jeffrey Cox, Poetry and Politics in the Cockney School (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1998), 39, 40. 
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off the shackles of the old order and campaigned tirelessly for Irish freedom and the abolition of 

slavery.”10  

All of these claims are, in some measure, true, if also symptomatic of a political ideology 

that craves inspiration, and an academic discipline that, in the diaspora of an obliterated canon, 

seems desperate to reassert its significance. Cox’s metaphor of Hunt occupying the center of a 

leftist circle is primarily logistical in connotation. It follows from Cox’s insistence that 

“collective acts of collaboration and contest” created “Romanticism.” By emphasizing “the work 

of interconnected circles,” Cox is able to identify Hunt as “the intellectual and political leader of 

the Cockney School and thus, more generally speaking, of ‘second generation’ Romanticism,” a 

claim that otherwise probably defies credibility.11 That Hunt was an enthusiast, a workaholic, a 

dignified (as opposed to a populist) reformist, and an editor of a popular newspaper certainly 

attracted poets, intellectuals, and radicals to him. Whether it made him the “leader” of any 

movement is open to debate. 

Hunt’s life and works do, however, symbolize an emerging movement, the rise of 

liberalism as an organized ideology. Coleridge’s influential definition of the symbolic in The 

Statesman’s Manual is apt:  

a Symbol (ho estin aei tautêgorikon) is characterized by a translucence of the 

Special in the Individual or of the General in the Especial or of the Universal in 

the General. Above all by the translucence of the Eternal through and in the 

Temporal. It always partakes of the Reality it renders intelligible; and while it 

                                                             
10 Roe, Fiery Heart. 
11 Jeffrey Cox, “Leigh Hunt’s Foliage: A Cockney Manifesto,” in Leigh Hunt: Life, Poetics, Politics, ed. Nicholas 
Roe (Routledge: London, 2003), 59. 
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enunciates the whole, abides itself as a living part in that Unity, of which it is the 

representative.12 

Hunt represents liberalism more in the way of a symbol than in the way of a leader. In his 

sincerity, widely noted even by skeptical parties like Hazlitt, Hunt “partakes in the Reality” of 

his liberal convictions, and through his particular and idiosyncratic example, the general tenets of 

liberalism begin to take on a coherent shape. Whether or not liberalism is “Eternal” is an open 

question; Hunt, not unlike more recent ideologues like Francis Fukuyama, thought it would be.13 

 After he was found guilty of libel for bringing the Prince Regent into “public hatred, 

contempt or ridicule,”14 in February of 1813 Hunt and his brother were sentenced to two years’ 

imprisonment in separate jails. Upon arrival to His Majesty’s jail for the County of Surrey, Hunt 

was greeted by a jailer named Ives who was eager to capitalize on his gentleman prisoner. Ives 

offered to rent part of his own house to Hunt, to remove him from the difficult conditions of the 

jail, but the prices he quoted attested to his monopoly, and Hunt declined the offer. Still, Hunt 

was not committed to the main part of the jail, but allowed to stay temporarily in a private garret, 

where he was nevertheless painfully agitated by insensitive noise from locking keys and 

“clanking” chains. The nightly practice of locking up was Kafkaesque: 

At nighttime the door was locked; then another on the top of the staircase, then 

another on the middle of the staircase, then a fourth at the bottom, a fifth that shut 

up the little yard belonging to that quarter, and how many more, before you got 

out of the gates, I forget: but I do not exaggerate when I say there were ten or 

                                                             
12 Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Lay Sermons, ed. Reginald James White (Princeton: Princeton University Press,  1972), 
30. 
13 Fukuyama argues that the spread of democracy and capitalism may represent the final stage of human history. See 
his The End of History and the Last Man (New York: Avon Books, 1992). 
14 Anthony Holden, The Wit in the Dungeon: A Life of Leigh Hunt (London: Little, Brown, 2005), 58. 
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eleven. The first night I slept there, I listened to them, one after the other, till the 

weaker part of my heart died within me.15   

The key word, however, is “weaker,” for in Hunt, as in liberalism, the heart is never completely 

exhausted; hope always has a reserve. Indeed, within weeks, in this not-yet-Benthamite, not-yet-

reformed-and-automated prison (which Bentham himself would visit to pay his respects to 

Hunt), the celebrated reformer and agitator managed to negotiate for himself a much better living 

situation. In a triumph of bourgeois privacy and comfort, Hunt was permitted to renovate two 

unused rooms in the jail’s infirmary and move his wife and children in with him. His account of 

his redecorations is well-known but worth repeating: 

. . . one of these [rooms], not very providently (for I had not yet learned to think 

of money) I turned into a noble room. I papered the walls with a trellis of roses; I 

had the ceiling colored with clouds and sky; the barred windows I screened with 

Venetian blinds; and when my bookcases were set up with their busts, and flowers 

and a pianoforte made their appearance, perhaps there was not a handsomer room 

on that side of the water. I took pleasure, when a stranger knocked at the door, to 

see him come in and stare about him. The surprise on issuing from the Borough, 

and passing through the avenues of a jail, was dramatic. Charles Lamb declared 

there was no other such room, except in a fairy tale.16 

Critics and biographers, ever ready to exploit Lamb’s presumably naïve pith, recite his 

declaration in Hunt’s terms—as an expression of childlike wonder. More likely, the wry and 

witty friend was ironizing Hunt’s rather gaudy, rather gauche efforts to romanticize prison life: 

the project was not a tribute to fairy tales, but a parody of them. In the apologetic, hagiographic 

                                                             
15 Leigh Hunt, The Autobiography of Leigh Hunt: With Reminiscences of Friends and Contemporaries, 3 vols. 
(London: Smith, Elder, and Co., 1850), 215. 
16 Ibid., 217. 
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office of the biographer, Roe in particular tries to militate against such an ironic reading of 

Hunt’s display: 

It would be tempting to see Hunt’s rooms and trellised plot as a retreat, screening 

off the dreadful prison surroundings much as the trellised wallpaper covered bare 

stone walls. But romantic, rose-tinted ideas of Hunt’s imprisonment have overlaid 

the distressing actuality of his circumstances and the resourcefulness with which 

he coped.17 

The evidence? That Hunt’s rooms were nearby where the “gallows was prepared” (though not 

executed), and that other prisoners in Surrey jail had it much worse: “Although Hunt didn’t have 

to endure privations like these, other prisoners at Horsemonger Lane certainly did and their 

plight could not be overlooked or entirely shut out with wallpaper and green palings.” By 

securing preferential treatment for himself and indulging his flair for interior decoration, Hunt 

wasn’t necessarily occluding his surroundings, according to Roe. Rather, “Hunt had created an 

imaginative stronghold within the walls of tyranny,” which “came to represent an inspired, 

lyrical resistance to oppression.”18 By necessity, Hunt had expressed in more explicitly political 

terms the ebullient, romantic sentiment that Coleridge had expressed in more personal terms in 

“This Lime-Tree Bower, My Prison”: “No waste so vacant, but may well employ / Each faculty 

of sense, and keep the heart / Awake to Love and Beauty!” 

 Not wanting either to demean Hunt for his bad taste or bad faith or to adulate him as a 

herald of liberalism, I propose to read in Hunt’s works, beginning with the extravagances in 

Surrey jail, the features of early liberalism symbolically expressed. The most essential of these 

features, and the one to which each of the others adheres, is plenitude: a fundamental belief in 

                                                             
17 Roe, Fiery Heart, 188. 
18 Ibid. 
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abundance in all aspects of life. Hallmarks of liberalism develop early in Hunt, before liberalism 

itself had clear scope or definition, from a basic faith in plenitude. This faith encourages 

democracy and reform in politics, progressivism in history, cosmopolitanism in culture, 

eclecticism in the arts, tolerance and theodicy in religion, prolificacy in work, conviviality in 

society, candor and effusion in style, and optimism in disposition and tone.  

 Hunt’s elaborate remodeling of his rooms in jail—indeed the shape of his entire 

experience there—speaks to his faith in plenitude, a faith that would only be strengthened by the 

circumstances. Though a number of external factors enabled Hunt’s upgrade in prison—class, 

politics, celebrity—in his own account Hunt celebrates the autonomy of his actions, as does Roe 

after him. Singlehandedly, he converts the decrepit infirmary rooms into a sanctuary worthy of a 

fairy tale. He calls the outcome “noble,” defying the apparent exclusivity of the term, implying 

its availability to anyone who, like the self-made men of Samuel Smiles’ subsequent self-help 

manuals,19 earnestly applies himself regardless of circumstance. The parable of the paradox is 

obvious: tyranny must not be absolute but must itself represent an oxymoron. According to 

Hunt’s model, all liberation requires is inspiration, which is free and inexhaustible. Not only 

does a visit from the decorator turn stone into roses, but a painted sky turns a prison ceiling into 

an expression of sunny infinity. 

 Nor would Hunt be alone for the duration of his confinement. Very quickly, his wife 

Marianne and his children were granted permission to stay with him during the daytime, and 

shortly after they were allowed to move in with him completely. Into his “house of bondage,” 

thus, Hunt managed to introduce a spirit of “familial intimacy” that was, according to Roe, the 

characteristic symbol for him of “blessing.”20 The abiding presence of a loyal and loving family 

                                                             
19 Smiles’s Self Help was published in 1859, nine years after Hunt’s Autobiography. 
20 Roe, Fiery Heart, 186. 
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even under the punishment of what Hunt’s friend Percy Shelley indignantly described as a 

“horrible injustice & tyranny” seemed to demonstrate the indomitability of tender bourgeois 

values in the face of aristocratic sanctions.21 Adding to this sense of the unfailing reliability of 

the family even in the jaws of the state was the fact that Hunt’s wife’s sister, Bess, substituted for 

Marianne when she needed to take their infant son Thornton away from the prison for health 

reasons. Regardless of imprisonment or illness, the family could not be depleted. As Hunt 

punned romantically in a letter to his wife, “our arms would make us a prison if we had not one 

already.”22 

 Moreover, Hunt’s jail cell à la mode attracted literati and politicians sympathetic to his 

cause, concentrating at various times in one space a number of diverse and diffuse voices on the 

left. As Cox puts it, Hunt’s prison “guest list is in part a membership roll call” of Hunt supporters 

and “in part a catalog of reform-minded intellectuals: [William] Hazlitt, Tom Moore, Jeremy 

Bentham, [Lord] Byron, Thomas Alsager, Thomas Barnes, Maria Edgeworth, James Mill, 

[Benjamin Robert] Haydon, the Lambs [Charles and Mary], Barron Field, and Henry 

Brougham.”23 Having already “transplanted” the suburban sensibility of “Hampstead” to the 

prison on “Horsemonger Lane,”24 as well as interpolated the intimacy of the family into the 

alienation of confinement, Hunt managed also to preside over a makeshift salon in his prison 

quarters. The steady flow of visitors over the two years of Hunt’s sentence, many of them 

prestigious in their own right, sufficed to demonstrate the sociability, perseverance, and 

camaraderie of the reformist movement.  

                                                             
21 The Letters of Percy Bysshe Shelley, ed. F. L. Jones, 2 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1964), 1.353. 
22 Leigh Hunt: A Life in Letters: Together with Some Correspondence of William Hazlitt (422 Hunt Letters, 14 
Hazlitt Letters), ed. Eleanor M. Gates (Essex, CT: Falls River Publications, 1998), 51. 
23 Cox, Poetry and Politics in the Cockney School, 46. 
24 Roe, Fiery Heart, 190. 
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Hunt was not without resources in his martyrdom, social, financial, and intellectual. In 

fact, he continued to edit The Examiner, which his brother (from his own prison quarters at 

Coldbath Fields) continued to publish, for the duration of his imprisonment. Not only were these 

feats paradoxical, considering how the ministry’s efforts at deterrence actually facilitated 

reformist conversation and publication in Hunt’s case, but also, less transparently, they were 

gestures toward the consolidation of abundance as a unifying liberal value. In each of its 

features, from the rose trellises and blue skies on the walls and ceilings, to the piano, artwork, 

and library imported in, to the near-constant presence of family and friends, Hunt’s 

transformation of the Surrey jail celebrates abundance in the face of political adversity. He was 

not a martyr who represented inner fortitude or solitary, painful resolve so much as one who 

announced the coming of a plenteous world, a world of fungible capital and fluid resources, a 

world in which justice lives well beyond despair. In this, he was modeling (for the public as well 

as for the proto-liberal intellectuals who felt compelled to visit him) an important tenet of 

liberalism as it would evolve from the very reform movement in which he was then involved. 

Liberalism is, above all, a movement inspired by a belief in plenitude. 

 

 The politics of plenitude suffered a serious setback in 1798 when Joseph Johnson 

published the mathematician Thomas Malthus’s Essay on the Principle of Population, as it 

Affects the Future Improvement of Society, with Remarks on the Speculations of Mr. Godwin, M. 

Condorcet, and Other Writers. The hopes of human perfectibility and progressive enlightenment 

raised by philosophers like Godwin and Condorcet had already suffered a major blow with the 

corruption of the French Revolution into the Reign of Terror, vindicating the forebodings of 

traditionalists like Edmund Burke. But Malthus’s argument was all the more powerful because it 
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was anomalous and unexpected, arguing against the prospects for improvement not on the basis 

of the observation of empirical political events but according to the ostensibly purer logic of 

numbers and the science of political economy. With elegant simplicity, Malthus contended that 

population and subsistence increase at ominously disparate rates: 

But we should be led into an error if we were thence to suppose that population 

and food ever really increase in the same ratio. The one is still a geometrical and 

the other an arithmetical ratio, that is, one increases by multiplication, and the 

other by addition. Where there are few people, and a great quantity of fertile land, 

the power of the earth to afford a yearly increase of food may be compared to a 

great reservoir of water, supplied by a moderate stream. The faster population 

increases, the more help will be got to draw off the water, and consequently an 

increasing quantity will be taken every year. But the sooner, undoubtedly, will the 

reservoir be exhausted, and the streams only remain. When acre has been added to 

acre, till all the fertile land is occupied, the yearly increase of food will depend 

upon the amelioration of the land already in possession; and even this moderate 

stream will be gradually diminishing. But population, could it be supplied with 

food, would go on with unexhausted vigour, and the increase of one period would 

furnish the power of a greater increase the next, and this without any limit.25 

Malthus develops the fundamental economic tenet of scarcity in brooding, apocalyptic terms. 

The world’s “reservoir” of resources, though vast, is finite, whereas human procreation is 

mindless and interminable. Ultimately, wants must exceed supplies, and human beings, if 

                                                             
25 Thomas Malthus, An Essay on the Principle of Population as it Affects the Future Improvement of Society, with 
Remarks on the Speculations of Mr. Godwin, M. Condorcet, and Other Writers (London: J. Johnson, 1798), 106-7. 
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encouraged to flourish unchecked, will exhaust the resources of the world. Procreation will give 

the lie to plenitude. 

 Hunt was no philosopher, in any field, but his roles as editor and martyr for the reformist 

cause surrounded him with capable intellects, many of whom had addressed the Malthusian 

position directly. Not only did Godwin defend himself against Malthus’s supposed to critique of 

his “Speculations,” but writers from a younger generation and even closer to Hunt, particularly 

Hazlitt and Shelley, traduced Malthusian reasoning and dismissed his theory. Hazlitt read 

Malthus’s Essay as a disgrace, just one more irksome example of abstraction betraying the 

actual, practical complexities of society: “Now here is the truth. The labouring population has 

not doubled itself, but the price of provisions has, while the price of labour has remained almost 

the same. It is this which has doubled the distresses of the poor.”26 In his preface to The Revolt of 

Islam, a poem that Hunt would review in The Examiner, Shelley ascribed Malthusian 

superstition to a more general political malaise caused by the disappointments of the French 

Revolution: 

The French Revolution may be considered as one of those manifestations of a 

general state of feeling among civilized mankind, produced by a defect of 

correspondence between the knowledge existing in society and the improvement 

or gradual abolition of political institutions. The year 1788 may be assumed as the 

epoch of one of the most important crises produced by this feeling. The 

sympathies connected with that event extended to every bosom. The most 

generous and amiable natures were those which participated the most extensively 

in these sympathies. But such a degree of unmingled good was as expected as it 

                                                             
26 “Malthus and the Liberties of the Poor” (1807) in Hazlitt Painted by Himself, ed. Catherine MacDonald MacLean 
(London: Temple, 1948).  
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was impossible to realize. … But on the first reverses of hope in the progress of 

French liberty, the sanguine eagerness for good overleapt the solution of these 

questions, and for a time extinguished itself in the unexpectedness of their result. 

Thus many of the most ardent and tender-hearted of the worshippers of public 

good have been morally ruined by what a partial glimpse of the events they 

deplored appeared to show as the melancholy desolation of all their cherished 

hopes. Hence gloom and misanthropy have become the characteristics of the age 

in which we live, the solace of a disappointment that unconsciously finds relief 

only in the wilful exaggeration of its own despair. This influence has tainted the 

literature of the age with the hopelessness of the minds from which it flows. 

Metaphysics, and inquiries into moral and political science, have become little 

else than vain attempts to revive exploded superstitions, or sophisms like those of 

Mr. Malthus, calculated to lull the oppressors of mankind into a security of 

everlasting triumph.27 

For his own part, writing after Shelley’s death, Hunt reverts to the ironic and inflammatory style 

that he prized as editor, wryly commenting in his preface to a new journal, The Liberal, that 

“Wars must be carried on; Malthus has proved that millions must be slaughtered from time to 

time.”28  

 Ostensibly, then, the Huntian promise of abundance was not deterred by Malthusian 

equations. Aligning himself especially with Shelley, who anticipated in his preface to The Revolt 

of Islam an imminent collective escape from post-revolutionary gloom, Hunt called explicitly for 

“cheerfulness” in his preface to Foliage, his 1818 collection of poems and translations. 

                                                             
27 Percy Bysshe Shelley, The Revolt of Islam; A Poem, in Twelve Cantos (London: C. and J. Ollier, 1818), ix-xii. 
28 Leigh Hunt, “Preface,” The Liberal: Verse and Prose from the South (London: John Hunt, 1822), ix. 
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… although we cannot alter the world with an ipse dixit, we need not become 

desponding … We should consider ourselves as what we really are,—creatures 

made to enjoy more than to know, to know infinitely nevertheless in proportion as 

we enjoy kindly, and finally to put our own shoulders to the wheel and get out of 

the mud upon the green sward again, like the waggoner whom Jupiter admonishes 

in the fable.29  

In Hunt’s tacit theodicy, enjoyment precedes knowledge, and knowledge preserves enjoyment, 

so long as enjoyment is kind, which for Hunt means both salutary and considerate. Neither 

“geometrical” nor “arithmetic,” the “ratio” of enjoyment to knowledge increase “infinitely” if 

pursued healthily and morally. 

 Less obviously a part of Hunt’s paradigm of everlasting satiety is a modification of its 

scale. As Carl Woodring has observed, frugality and an opposition to profligacy are recurring 

themes of Hunt’s political writings. According to Woodring, there are at least two ways of 

viewing Hunt’s emphasis on frugality: “If you regard Hunt as a reader and thinker, you may say 

that his moral emphasis lay on Roman republican frugality; if you are inclined to find him 

thoughtless, you may say that he made instinctive bourgeois objections to luxury and 

extravagance.”30 Whatever the reason, it is clear that the occasions for Hunt’s celebrations of 

plenitude are often paradoxically small, even restricted, as in the case of his imprisonment. One 

poem in the Foliage volume, “On Hearing a Little Music Box,” makes this especially 

transparent. In it, Hunt uses hyperbole to communicate the excessive joys that can come from 

ostensibly small and mundane things: 

                                                             
29 Leigh Hunt, “Preface, Including Cursory Observations on Poetry and Cheerfulness,” Foliage; or, Poems Original 
and Translated (London: C. and J. Ollier, 1818), 16. 
30 Carl Woodring, “Introduction” to Leigh Hunt’s Political and Occasional Essays, eds. Lawrence Huston 
Houtchens and Carolyn Washburn Houtchens (New York: Columbia University Press, 1962), 43-44. 
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  Hallo!—what?—where?—what can it be 

  That strikes up so deliciously? 

  I never in my life—what no! 

  That little tin-box playing so? 

  It really seemed as if a sprite 

  Had struck among us, swift and light 

  And come from some minuter star 

  To treat us with his pearl guitar.31 

Coy hyperboles of this sort are scattered throughout Hunt’s writings, prose as well as poetry, 

such as in his introduction to The Round Table, the collection of essays he published with Hazlitt 

in 1817, in which he opens by flirting with his readers about the luxuriousness of simply reading 

while eating breakfast: “It has often struck me, in common with other luxurious persons who are 

fond of reading at breakfast . . .”32—and then goes on to provide his rationale for publishing the 

essays. Later in the introduction, he remarks on the ironic eminence of the guests of his “round 

table” gatherings: 

One of us, (which, by the way, must recommend us to all the married people, and 

admirers of Agesilaus,) was even caught the other day acting the great horse with 

a boy on his shoulders; and another (which will do as much for us among the 

bachelors, and give Lord’s Ground in particular a lively sense of our turn of 

thinking) was not a vast while ago counted the second best cricketer in his native 

town.  (RT 1: 3.) 

                                                             
31 Hunt, Foliage, lviii. 
32 William Hazlitt and Leigh Hunt, The Round Table: A Collection of Essays on Literature, Men, and Manners, 2 
vols. (London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1817), 1: 1. Hereafter abbreviated RT and cited 
parenthetically by volume and page number. 
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There is grandeur even in modest accomplishment. After dinner, sitting around a fire “with a 

biscuit or two,” a simple “bottle of wine” becomes “philosophic” for these humbly exquisite 

minds. At the end of the evening, one of them, knowing how “passionately fond” the group is “of 

music,” 

touches an instrument in a manner that would make a professor die of laughter to 

see him using his thumb where he should put his finger, or his finger where he 

should use his thumb; but nevertheless in such a way as to ravish the rest of us, 

who know still less than he does. At an Italian air we even think him superior to 

Tramezzani …  (RT 1: 4-5) 

Even a fumbling, uneducated musician can “ravish” an audience who, having been frugal rather 

than finicky or avaricious in their studies, happily know no better and need no more. 

 Roe has argued that Hunt’s particularly domestic and familial orientation represents a 

“sociable” alternative to Wordsworthian Romanticism.33 More penetrating still, Elizabeth Jones 

argues that Hunt’s work offered a specifically suburban aesthetic, one “eager to display the mark 

of middle-class arrival.”34 Hunt’s work thus delighted “readers happy to immerse themselves in 

the cult of domesticity.”35 At the same time, however, they aggravated the landed gentry, as they 

seemed to entail “an affectation of gentility”—when really what they represented was “the 

manifestation of the first wave of the leisured middle classes.”36 Jones shows how conservative 

critics, like the infamous “Z” (alias for John Lockhart) who derided Hunt in Blackwood’s, were 

drawing on a rich and extensive legacy of anti-suburban rhetoric. In part, the instinctive 

imperative on the part of traditionalists to check the aspirations of a rising middle class by 

                                                             
33 Roe, Fiery Heart, 185-87. 
34 Elizabeth Jones, “Suburb Sinners: Sex and Disease in the Cockney School,” in Roe, Leigh Hunt, 91. 
35 Ibid., 83. 
36 Ibid., 91. 
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attacking their literature as a species of suburban pollution explains why Wordsworth was 

conversely embraced by the Tories: 

Castigating their [Hunt and Keats’s] poetic style as “Metromanie,” Z invoked a 

High (“Wordsworthian”) Romanticism to prove that, by contrast, Hunt and his 

associated were pastoral charlatans. Their flowers were grown in pots and 

window-boxes; the mountains they climbed were paltry suburban hills; the 

streams beside which they reclined were manufactured by landscape architects.37 

Wordsworth was summoned from the country to defend against the barbarians at the gate. 

 Jones’s work provides important, if somewhat deflating, context for Hunt’s calls for 

“cheerfulness” by describing them as a class-based phenomenon. Her work thus helps to temper 

the work of more hagiographic critics, such as Cox, who represent the Huntian aesthetic as 

purely liberatory: 

“Cheerfulness,” in Hunt’s argument, comes to include a number of potentially 

radical stances: a pagan embrace of earthly life, rather than despair at our 

existence in a fallen world; an affirmation of community in a society that 

increasingly exalted individualism and “money-getting”; and an effort—after the 

failure of the French Revolution and the fall of Napoleon—to keep alive the hope 

of social change.38 

Cox makes particularly much of Hunt’s eroticism, celebrating the “orthodoxy of a Cockney ‘age 

of gold’ in which the eroticised imagination would enable us to bind ourselves to the earth and to 

one another.”39 However, Hunt’s embrace of sensuality, though pronounced, was not radical—at 

least not any more so than his hyperbolic enjoyment of the “Little Music Box” was. Rather, 

                                                             
37 Ibid., 84. 
38 Cox, “Leigh Hunt’s Foliage” in Roe, Leigh Hunt, 67. 
39 Ibid., 75. 
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Hunt’s passion was always contained modestly within the coziness of a bourgeois marriage. The 

source of his relative easiness about sexuality was marital, not radical. Roe remarks on the “often 

passionately sexual” nature of his correspondence with his wife from prison, he expecting to 

“mingle into one” with her when he sees her again, she inviting him to “fancy where you would 

like to have me most.”40 Such effusions provide, again, a sense of plenitude—of overflowing, 

overwhelming satisfaction without extravagance—but there is nothing especially radical about 

them. 

 Nevertheless, there is more to the Huntian aesthetic than the representation of a fresh 

bourgeois lifestyle. Hunt’s persona provides a symbolic model for many of the qualities that 

would come to be associated with the liberal political subject. Clearly, one of these qualities is 

satisfaction with life within limits, yet without any sense of deprivation or diminishment. 

Another, along the same lines, is satisfaction with selfhood. The liberal self is both a reservoir 

for productivity and a vessel for enjoyment. As such, it is nothing to be ashamed of, disguised, or 

affected. To return to Hunt’s introduction to The Round Table, he explains there early on that he 

and his companions approach the public without duplicitousness: “we act as becomes all honest 

persons under such circumstances, and profess to be no other than what we are:—in other words, 

we assume no fictitious characters” (RT 1: 2). Unlike Lamb’s clownish Elia persona, which 

pursues liberal subjectivity to different ends, Hunt’s proclaims to be unartificial—an open 

representation of his true self. Hoping to become one of the reader’s true “companions,” Hunt 

professes a belief in honesty rather than affection as the proper mode of friendship. The point 

here is not just the negative one, that social conventions and what the first-generation Romantic 

poets called “codes of decision” stifled and perverted self and sociability alike, but also, and 

more importantly for Hunt, the positive one: that the self of everyone, regardless of class or 
                                                             
40 Qtd. in Roe, Fiery Heart, 190. 
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education, is plenty good enough, without need for artifice. Thus, Hunt confesses to writing in a 

style that lacks “any sort of formality,” instead allowing “the stream of conversation” to “wander 

through any ground it pleases” (RT 1: 4). 

 On the subject of selfhood, Hunt also gives an account of the suffering or “infirmities” 

that can afflict it. First, he makes light of the impact of these, portraying the self as 

fundamentally abiding in spite of adversity:  

… but we must plainly confess, with whatever mortification, that we are still at a 

flourishing time of life; and that the trouble and experience, which have passed 

over our heads, have left our teeth, hair, and eyes, pretty nearly as good as they 

found them.  (RT 1: 3) 

The tone is crucial, for it minimizes the influence of “trouble” in life, leaving the core liberal 

subject intact and, what’s more, in good humor. Paradoxically, even as it professes to oppose 

injustice, the liberal subject as Hunt symbolizes it must also pass off life’s suffering as trifling, in 

order to safeguard the optimistic spirit that, ipso facto, underwrites protest in the first place. Nor 

can he allow that adversity changes the self in any fundamental or irreversible way, for that 

would compromise the ideal that the self is abundantly good to begin with. Rather, in a further 

display of paradox, Hunt yokes suffering itself under the logic of plenitude, arguing that an 

abundance of adversity yields an abundance of sympathy: 

… and, as for experience, and a proper sympathy with the infirmities of our 

species, … we shall not break in upon a greater principle by imitating the reckless 

candour of Rousseau, and make a parade of what other weaknesses we may 

have,—but for sickness, for ordinary worldly trouble, and in one or two respects,  
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for troubles not very ordinary, few persons, perhaps, at our time of life, can make 

a handsomer shew of infirmities. (RT 1: 5) 

Hunt then connects the issue to class and reserves infirmity as part of the untitled, unlanded 

liberal’s wealth: 

Of some we shall only say, that they have been common to most men, as well as 

ourselves, who were not born to estates of their own: but these and others have 

enabled us to buy, what money might have still kept us poor in,—some good real 

knowledge, and at bottom of all our egotism, some warm-wishing unaffected 

humility. (RT 1: 6) 

Thus a theodicy is born; suffering is part of the liberal subject’s inconspicuously vast inheritance. 

Nor should the sufferer imitate Rousseau’s “reckless candour”; as always, one should be 

unostentatious with one’s riches. 

 Hunt is able to extend the logic of plenitude to defend the mundane, everyday tenor of the 

familiar essay through an unlikely comparison to Isaac Newton. Concluding his introduction, he 

writes: 

In short, to put an end to this preface exemplificatory, the most trifling matters 

may sometimes be not only the commencement, but the causes, of the greatest 

discussions. The fall of an apple from a tree suggested the doctrine of gravitation; 

and the same apple, for aught we know, served up in a dumpling, may have 

assisted the philosopher in his notions of heat; for who has not witnessed similar 

causes and effects at a dinner table? I confess, a piece of mutton has supplied me 

with arguments, as well as chops, for a week … (RT 1: 11-12)  
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Ingenious discovery, according to this parable, does not have extraordinary origins but flows 

rather from the inexhaustible generativity of ordinary life. Everyone could be an intellectual, and 

the liberal familiar essay substitutes well for professional training or elite education. 

 At the same time, in another essay in The Round Table, “On Common-Place People,” 

Hunt uses the logic of plenitude to defend those who seem to lack brilliance. Many, according to 

Hunt, strive to appear more profound and clever than they are: 

This is one of the faults of over-civilization. In a stage of society like the present, 

there is an intellectual as well as personal coxcombry apt to prevail, which leads 

people to expect from each other a certain dashing turn of mind, and an 

appearance at least of having ideas, whether they can afford them or not. (RT 1: 

41) 

Again, Hunt uses metaphors of wealth to argue against pretense. Not only is it disingenuous, but 

it is also unneeded. In their greed for wit, coxcombs fail to appreciate the abundant insights all 

around them. Thereby, “every one, who, from conscious modesty, or from not thinking about the 

matter, does not play the same monkey tricks with his natural deficiency, is set down for a dull 

fellow” (RT 1: 41). Nevertheless, Hunt argues, revealing a talent for poetic justice, the truly 

profound intellectual is the one who can witness and educe the potential in those who seem, but 

really are not, dull: “the best proof of intellectual power is that of extracting fertility from 

barrenness, or so managing the least cultivated mind, which we may happen to stumble upon, as 

to win something from it” (RT 1: 45). Hunt’s model intellectual is not a natural-born genius 

disassociated from the majority of men but a capable, extraordinary opportunist, who can see the 

plenitude even in what seems hollow, and like a capitalist succeed in turning a profit on it. In this 
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way, Hunt’s intellectual mirrors Hunt himself, in the way he managed to convert the ostensible 

barrenness of his prison rooms in Surrey into a space of a social, political, and domestic fertility. 

 Hunt’s own convivial manner of sociability was well-known. In The Spirit of the Age, 

Hazlitt describes his “natural gaiety and sprightliness of manner, his high animal spirits, and the 

vinous quality of his mind,” which “produce an immediate fascination and intoxication in those 

who have come in contact with him.”41 The use of the metaphor of intoxication is telling, for it 

implies an ability to lift the subject out of its real state, or to reap more from consciousness and 

perception than seemed possible. Indeed, Hazlitt goes on to say of Hunt that “there is certainly an 

exuberance of satisfaction in his manner which is more than the strict logical premises 

warrant.”42 This aura of optimism beyond appearances, which Hunt along with Shelley self-

consciously cultivated as a second-generation writer twice removed from the French Revolution, 

is essential to the liberal esprit. The liberal must be able to see trellised roses and blue skies 

where others see only the stone walls and ceilings of a prison. In disposition, thus, conviviality is 

the offspring of Hunt’s faith in plenitude: a sometimes embarrassing ebullience that announces 

life’s only-natural potential for enjoyment. An amusing instance of the formally negative side of 

such vivacity and conviviality is recounted by Hunt’s friend, the painter Benjamin Robert 

Haydon. In 1809, after Haydon had finished a large work, “The Assassination of Dentatus,” 

which Hunt was typically exuberant about, Hunt helped Haydon transport it the Royal Academy. 

“Full of his fun,” wrote Haydon, Hunt persisted in “torturing” him all the way, teasing,  

wouldn’t it be a delicious thing now for a lamp-lighter to come round the corner 

and put the two ends of his ladder tight into Dentatus’s eye? Or suppose we meet 

                                                             
41 William Hazlitt, The Spirit of the Age, or Contemporary Portraits (London: Henry Colburn, 1825), 390. 
42 Ibid., 391. 
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a couple of dray-horses playing tricks with a barrel of beer, knocking your men 

down and trampling your poor Dentatus to a mummy!43 

This is more than child’s play. Hunt is able to make light of the gravity of Haydon’s work 

because of his own implicit faith in plenitude. Nothing is so grave—not even, literally, Newton’s 

discovery of gravity—that, if lost, it could not be duplicated, restored, or else superseded by 

something better in the generous ongoing flow of time. Part of “moving on” from the 

disappointments of the French Revolution and Napoleon meant accepting, at least implicitly, that 

no disaster was ultimate, nor was any exceptional greatness necessary in progressively 

improving upon history.  

 In “On the Poetical Character,” Hunt goes to some lengths to define great artists as—

almost universally—inherently positive, life-loving, and optimistic. Early in their lives, such 

individuals are struck by the natural beauty of things so much so that nothing is ever able to 

shake them from their affection for the world: “in their youth and health they have had too strong 

a sense of the beauties of things about them, for almost any adversity to tear away” (RT 1: 176). 

All a poet must do to ensure his everlasting romance with the world is his part to “keep his 

health,—to hinder his nerves from being overwrought, and to preserve his blood in its proper 

flow, and we will answer for it, that his life runs sprightly to the last” (RT 1: 178). Hunt 

concludes the essay by returning as so often to monetary terms: “The summary then of what we 

have been saying is this,—that poets, in our opinion, and those that partake of this character, 

have originally a wealth instead of a poverty of spirit” (RT 1: 189). Hunt is ultimately led to 

deduce from his observations that  

health is the great secret of wealth, in this instance; and that a poet or painter, as 

well as any body else, who falls into lowness of spirit, should do his best to help 
                                                             
43 Qtd. in Holden, The Wit in the Dungeon, 71. 
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himself out of it—on horseback if he wants a lift more than ordinary;—with his 

feet, if he does not,—but with some mode of bodily effort at any rate.  (RT 1: 189-

90) 

With characteristically light humor, delivered synecdochally by the image of being lifted up on 

horseback, Hunt contends in one in the same theory that wealth follows from enjoyment, 

enjoyment follows from health, health is available to anybody—great poets and ordinary people 

alike—and all that is needed to attain and preserve health is the will to take care of oneself. Thus 

health, wealth, and optimism are conflated with autonomy and its proper use. Inversely, Hunt’s 

generalizations suggest that “lowness of spirit” is ultimately a sign some corruption or 

deprivation of autonomy. 

 Needless to say, a profoundly auspicious view of history and humanity buttresses Hunt’s 

doctrines of plenitude, cheerfulness, and health. In an essay from The Round Table entitled “On 

Death and Burial,” Hunt summarizes his particularly felicitous brand of theodicy: 

The world is most unquestionably happier upon the whole than otherwise; or 

light, and air, and the face of nature, would be different from what they are, and 

mankind no longer be buoyed up in perpetual hope and action. By cultivating 

agreeable thoughts, then, we tend, like bodies in philosophy, to the greater mass 

of sensations, rather than the less.  (RT 1: 191) 

Again, Hunt has no trouble appropriating the materialistic language of Newtonian science to his 

own humanistic ends. Aligning oneself with “hope and action”—a fundamental imperative of 

liberalism as it would develop later in Hunt’s lifetime and beyond—is said to be not so much 

necessary, much less urgent, but natural, just harmonious with the way of things as they already 
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tend. Nature does not enforce optimism, but it more than encourages it. Thus, like a physician, 

having conflated health and politics, Hunt makes his prescriptions:  

What we can enjoy, let us enjoy like creatures made for that very purpose: what 

we cannot, let us, in the same character, do our best to deprive of its bitterness. 

Nothing can be more idle than the voluntary gloom with which people think to 

please Heaven in certain matters … (RT 1: 191) 

Most gloom is voluntary. Happiness is simply a matter of will, for the world has provided for its 

attainment in abundance.  

 By his example as a martyr and a middle class socialite, and in the style and axioms of 

his essays, Hunt, well before he with Byron and Shelley envisioned The Liberal (with its 

prophetically controversial name), developed an ethos that prefigured the consolidation of the 

liberal subject to come. A central principle of this ethos was plenitude: a discreetly willful belief 

in the marvelous abundance of the world, which dispensed with the need for extravagance and 

affectation, and argued for the felicity, and indeed the luxuriousness, of the little, the basic, and 

the ordinary. Such an ethos inspired the liberal subject even as it diminished the scale of 

ambition and placed all responsibility for happiness on the self.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s Illiberalism 

and the Early Reform Movement 

 

From the perspective of modern liberalism, Coleridge’s life and works present a 

cautionary tale. Like the fabled mariner of his most famous poem, Coleridge appears unbidden: 

anomalous, insistent, even scary. Considering the abject circumstances of his life, it is a wonder 

he managed to make any lasting impact, and in that sense, his “power of speech” is, like the 

mariner’s, “strange.” An icon of subjection, unhealthiness, addiction, and procrastination, he is 

not so much the antithesis of self-secured liberal subjectivity as its worst nightmare: a disaster of 

liberty that the liberal subject must defy, disprove, or else “dissolve, diffuse, and dissipate” if it is 

to maintain its authority.  

In historical terms, Coleridge’s life mirrors the trajectory of the revolution in France from 

unbridled enthusiasm to terror and sublimity: Bastille to guillotine, “Lime-Tree Bower” to 

“Limbo.” Formally, too, his works evince liberty gone awry: in neologisms that can be read as 

either ingenious or lazy, footnotes that seem at once boundless and confused, poems and outlines 

for poems that are both bold and incomplete, and arguments that uphold the primacy of 

imagination through plagiarism. Like a patchwork of shortcuts without a destination, Coleridge’s 

life and works challenge modern liberalism far less on account of their formal (official) apostasy 

than as a result of their (literary) formal problematization of key liberal values, among them 

confidence, determination, and autonomy.  

In this chapter, I explore Coleridge’s equivocal subjectivity in the context of early 

liberalism, arguing that his disaffected response to the post-Napoleonic Reform movement 
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registered deep misgivings about early liberal politics and society. I focus primarily on his 

unlikely participation in a campaign against the Corn Laws in 1815. In retrospect, Coleridge 

appears to be someone who failed to live up to the responsibilities of emerging liberalism, but in 

his own era, I argue, it was the liberal turn of future politics that seemed to be failing him.  

  

 In early March, 1815, at a convalescent time in his life, Coleridge was swept up into 

national politics in Calne, a small market town he had recently moved to with the Morgans. A 

public meeting had been organized to protest the new Corn Bill proposed in Parliament by F. J. 

Robinson, an M.P. who, like most at the time, still represented the interests of the landowning 

aristocracy. A protectionist measure, Robinson’s bill proposed tariffs on the importation of grain, 

designed to neutralize foreign competition and enable English producers to maintain the high 

prices they had enjoyed during the war years with France.  

As Donald Grove Barnes has observed, the bill was a piece of “class legislation,” and it 

divided the nation along class lines accordingly.1 The growing class of wage laborers objected to 

the bill because it would raise the price of food, in effect diminishing the value of their work and 

time. Representatives of the mercantile and industrial sectors opposed the bill because it would 

impinge on the free market, giving an unfair advantage to the landed sector and defying the new 

logic of classical, laissez-faire economics that had been carved out in the eighteenth century by 

Adam Smith and presented in a more acutely middle class aspect in the early nineteenth century 

by David Ricardo.2 On this issue at least, the interests of labor and the interests of capital were 

tentatively united.  

                                                             
1 Donald Grove Barnes, A History of the English Corn Laws: From 1660-1846 (Oxon: Routledge, 2006), 94. 
2 J. R. Dinwiddy, From Luddism to the First Reform Bill (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1986), 13. 
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Thus, when the Corn Bill passed, in spite of an extensive petitioning movement against it, 

it helped to energize the rise of the middle classes to power by appearing to align them, however 

dubiously or tentatively, with the working classes. The Corn Laws seemed to represent a clear 

case of aristocratic despotism, with clear disadvantages for the laboring and middle classes alike. 

It was not hard, subsequently, for middle class leaders to enlist popular support in the name of 

such auspiciously English-sounding causes as “reform” and “liberalism,” once they (very 

gradually) began to relinquish their scruples about pandering to the will of the popular, agitated 

majority. The irony, as E. P. Thompson observed, was that these same, allegedly ‘liberal’ 

reformers (Thompson’s term for them is “middle-class Utilitarians”) who took up the banner of 

the reform movement in the 1820s were also to become “the main protagonists of the State, in its 

political and administrative authority.”3 

As for Coleridge, his participation in activism against the 1815 Corn Bill may come as a 

surprise, since it belies the familiar conservative image of his middle and later years. With the 

rise of Napoleon, particularly after the failure of the Treaty of Amiens in 1803, Coleridge (like 

many Europeans faced with Napoleon’s interminable conquests) became a fervent, embattled 

nationalist. The voice that in 1798’s “Fears in Solitude” had seemed almost welcoming of a 

foreign onslaught as a form of purgation of the poet-prophet’s “native isle” and its many offenses 

becomes rather indignant and even wrathful once that onslaught is portended under the imperial 

aegis of Napoleon. Whatever purgation seemed conscionable to Coleridge in 1798, Napoleon did 

not qualify to represent it.  

In the Napoleonic period, thus, Coleridge becomes reactionary: Burkean in his 

conservatism, strident in his opposition to political reform, Anglican in his theology, and 

essentially intolerant of anything that might spoil the constitution of England, now conceived of 
                                                             
3 E. P. Thompson, The Making of the English Working Class (London: Victor Gollancz Ltd, 1980), 90. 
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as a distinct and impermeable whole. Likewise, prudence becomes as important as conscience in 

Coleridge’s politics,4 which helps to explain why, in early 1814 (prior to Napoleon’s abdication 

and exile), Coleridge published an essay in the Courier pleading for the global tyrant’s 

execution.5 By the time the Corn Bill came to a vote, in other words, Coleridge was already a 

“conservative” and an apostate, having broken with the radical, idealistic, anti-war, and anti-

authoritarian politics of his youth.  

Moreover, Coleridge was just as agitated by the agenda of the new domestic schools of 

“reform” as he was by the threat of foreign invasion and Franco-contamination posed by the 

armies and ideology of Napoleon. He viewed the domestic reformers as a faction of self-

interested, demagogic upstarts with little stake in or regard for their country as a whole. He made 

much of the fact, in particular, that at their meetings, the Friends of Parliamentary Reform never 

mentioned, much less praised, the sacrifices and victories of British soldiers at war abroad: 

If the people think of this, it were libelling them to suppose that they can for a 

moment feel a desire to trust their cause to those who, we have a right to suppose, 

feel no pleasure, because they never express any, at the triumph of their own 

countrymen and the defeat of the enemy. (EOT 2: 191-92) 

At the time these remarks were published in 1811, the leaders of the reform movement were 

Francis Burdett, William Cobbett, and John Cartwright.6 Burdett’s name was particularly 

resonant given the role he had played in exposing the inhumane treatment of prisoners at 

Coldbath Fields, which came to be figured popularly as the “Bastille”—an evocative locution 

that points up the continuity, notwithstanding the Pitt ministry’s crackdown, between late-
                                                             
4 See John Morrow, Coleridge’s Political Thought: Property, Morality and the Limits of Traditional Discourse 
(London: Macmillan, 1990); Deidre Coleman, Coleridge and The Friend (Oxford: Clarendon, 1988).  
5 Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Essays on His Times in The Morning Post and The Courier, 3 vols., ed. David V. 
Erdman (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1978), 2: 367-72. Hereafter abbreviated EOT and cited parenthetically by volume 
and page number. 
6 Thompson, 502. 
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eighteenth-century Jacobinism and early-nineteenth-century radical reformism. According to 

Thompson, in the first decade of the nineteenth century, “London’s most popular slogan was 

‘Burdett and No Bastille!’”7 Thus Coleridge in some essays from this period refers to the Friends 

of Reform simply (and pejoratively) as “Burdettites.” 

 While the antagonism between Burdett’s politics and Coleridge’s is accurately though 

anachronistically described as a clash between “liberalism” and “conservatism,” less abstract, 

expansive terms are needed to clarify the nature and significance of the controversy in context. It 

is important, in particular, to educe the values of Burdett’s supporters, apart from Coleridge’s 

caricature, to elucidate in turn the values that motivated Coleridge’s emphatic objections to 

reform.  

From 1802 to 1804, Burdett had held office as a Member of Parliament for the county of 

Middlesex, but his election was contested in 1804 on a technicality, resulting in a special election 

in which “every Ministerial resource was employed to push” him out of office.8 Very narrowly, 

Burdett lost the by-election, but the enthusiasm and publicity it generated helped to crystallize 

the emergent conflict between Pitt-era conservatism and inchoate liberalism.  

Burdett was supported, in particular, by low-level tradesmen, master-artisans, 

professional men, and small gentry, who, according to Thompson (whose sympathies lay with 

Burdett, to be sure), had not completely disinterested motives in supporting reform. These were 

men who, characteristically, had made their own way in the world, and whose fortunes did not 

depend on—and in fact were often in competition with—the political establishment. Thompson 

points out, for example, that ministerial “contracts for coach-building, harness, and military 

clothing were commonly placed with a few big firms or middle-men, passing over the host of 

                                                             
7 Thompson, 192. 
8 Thompson, 498. 
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smaller masters and master artisans,”9 a fact that goes some way toward explaining why the 

associations friendly to reform may not have been keen on celebrating their countrymen during 

the Napoleonic Wars.  

From Burdett’s supporters’ perspective, those who opposed parliamentary reform were 

essentially minions of the government. They encompassed, in Cobbett’s derogatory terms, “the 

clerks, psalm-singers and bell-ringers of Westminster,” the “police-officers, jobbers, and thief-

takers,” the “contractors … and court sycophants,” the “placemen and pensioners,” the “tax-

gatherers, magistrates … and dependent clergy” of the realm.10 Judging by Cobbett’s rhetoric, 

what all these types have in common is a lack of integrity. They are not, that is, complete unto 

themselves, but rather dependent, indebted, bound to serve the interests of others more powerful. 

By contrast, those who supported Burdett saw themselves as supporting the interests of 

autonomy over and against the entrenchment of hierarchy and collusion conceived of as 

corruption. Indeed, the radical reformers’ commitment to autonomy expressed itself in their most 

fundamental cause: universal manhood suffrage. Nothing better symbolized each man’s equal 

capacity for self-assertion than the right to vote.  

This newfound emphasis on autonomy and self-assertion represented an important shift 

in the rhetoric of liberty in British politics. The Whig ascendancy, from 1688 through the early 

Romantic period, had more to do with protecting the interests of property and safeguarding civil 

and religious liberties against the sovereignty of the monarchy and nobility than with 

acknowledging any universal right to political or entrepreneurial self-assertion. In the early 

decades of the nineteenth century, many Whigs in fact opposed parliamentary reform altogether, 

                                                             
9 Thompson, 500. 
10 William Cobbett, “A Narrative of the Principal Occurrences during the Late Election for the County of 
Middlesex,” Cobbett’s Political Register (August 25, 1804); “Letter to the Rt. Hon. William Windham,” Cobbett’s 
Political Register (November 27, 1806). 
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and even those who didn’t only supported it to the extent that it might strengthen parliament 

“against the power of the executive,” not because they wanted to give “more power to public 

opinion.”11 

 Notwithstanding, if the demands of the Burdettites were not so consistent with Whig 

tradition, they proved to be more amenable to the rise of utilitarian thought. According to E. J. 

Hobsbawm, the platform of the radical reformers in the early nineteenth century was in fact 

“entirely compatible (but for its association with an increasingly self-conscious working class) 

with the political radicalism of the Benthamite middle class reformers, as put forward, say, by 

James Mill.”12 So it was that by the time John Stuart Mill published his famous essay “On 

Coleridge” in 1840—just after the beginning of the Chartist movement, which had the working 

classes playing catch-up with their middle class forebears, who managed to secure the franchise 

for themselves with the 1832 Reform Act—he could proclaim with an air of confidence that 

“every Englishman of the present day” was “by implication either a Benthamite or a 

Coleridgian.”13 What the utilitarianism that came to prominence in the wake of the conflict 

between Tory counterrevolutionary conservatism and ambivalent provincial Whiggism 

facilitated was an ideological rendezvous between the working and the middle classes that would 

ultimately style itself as “liberalism.” Significantly, autonomy was a more key value in the 

negotiation of this rendezvous than property, not only because the working classes didn’t have a 

great deal of the latter with which to legitimate their interests, but also because the middle 

classes had little interest in sharing the property they were newly securing with the majority. 

 Coleridge, by contrast, believed that the lower strata of society—and the nation as a 

whole—would be better served by adhering to the principles and governance of the 

                                                             
11 Dinwiddy, 5. 
12 E. J. Hobsbawm, The Age of Revolution: 1789-1848 (London: Mentor Books, 1964), 143. 
13 John Stuart Mill, “On Coleridge,” The London and Westminster Review 33.2 (1840): 260. 
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establishment (the Anglican Church, the landed classes, and the nobility) than by turning over 

Parliament to a new class of moneyed, unpropertied utilitarians and “autonomists”14 who not 

only had no ties to the traditional institutions of England, but who made much of the fact, 

celebrating it as a triumph of enlightenment and rationality. He believed this in the years leading 

up to Napoleon’s exile to Elba, and he believed it after Waterloo and for the rest of his life.  

In 1832, for example, he reacted passionately against the watershed Reform Bill, 

apostrophizing Lord Grey, the Whig Prime Minister who had introduced it, in fatalistic, 

excoriating terms:  

You have destroyed the freedom of Parliament; you have done your best to shut 

the door of the House of Commons to the property, the birth, the rank, the wisdom 

of the people, and have flung it open to their passions and their follies. You have 

disfranchised the gentry, and the real patriotism of the nation; you have agitated 

and exasperated the mob, and thrown the balance of political power into the hands 

of that class—the shop keepers, which in all countries and in all ages, has been, is 

now, and ever will be, the least patriotic and the least conservative, of any.15  

Moreover, as late as 1834, Coleridge explained his ultimate support of the Corn Laws in much 

the same terms that Thomas Malthus had used to endorse the 1815 Corn Bill as a safeguard of 

national independence16:  

Those who argue that England may safely depend upon a supply of foreign corn, 

if it grow none or an insufficient quantity of its own, forget that they are 

                                                             
14 The term was not Coleridge’s, but its coinage in 1819 is indicative of the rising importance of autonomy in the 
period. 
15 Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Table Talk: Recorded by Henry Nelson Coleridge (and John Taylor Coleridge), 2 vols., 
ed. Carl Woodring (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1990), 1: 266. Hereafter abbreviated TT and cited parenthetically by 
volume and page number. 
16 See Thomas Malthus, Observations on the Effects of the Corn Laws, and of a Rise or Fall in the Price of Corn on 
the Agriculture and General Wealth of the Country (London: J. Johnson and Co., 1814). 
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subjugating the necessaries of life itself to the mere luxuries or comforts of 

society. Is it not certain that the price of corn abroad will be raised upon us as 

soon as it is once known that we must buy?—and when that fact is known, in 

what sort of a situation shall we be? (TT 1: 476) 

Coleridge saw the preservation of English agriculture as a good to be pursued in itself, and 

expressed wariness of the rise of unregulated, transnational commerce. 

 Why, then, in March, 1815, did Coleridge stand up on a table in a market town and give a 

speech in protest of the Corn Bill, ostensibly giving himself over to the emerging liberal 

movement in politics? Part of the answer, though not all, has to do with the timing. Although by 

early March Napoleon had already escaped Elba and begun to re-recruit his army in the southern 

region of France, news of the emperor’s return had not yet reached the English public. One 

doubts that Coleridge would have taken so adamant and theatrical a stand against the ministry of 

England had he known that the man whom he had taken to be a symbol of evil in history was at 

that very moment orchestrating a valiant return, much as Coleridge himself had prophesied he 

would in his earlier prudential calls for Napoleon’s execution.  

Another part of the answer has to do with the moderately liberal nature of Toryism itself 

in the 1810s and 1820s. Buoyed by the victory against Napoleon, the Liverpool ministry, as 

Jonathan Parry has shown, made select liberalizing concessions to recruit middle class 

acceptance of, if not enthusiasm for, the government and to disarm more radical movements for 

reform. In particular, Liverpool appealed to middle class Protestant values, took measures to reel 

in wasteful and corrupt spending, and oversaw the increasing rationalization and 

professionalization of government. Although it was the Liverpool ministry that passed the Corn 
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Law in 1815, it was also the Liverpool ministry that laid the foundations for the so-called 

“Liberal Toryism” of Canning and Peel after the death of Castlereagh in 1822.17 

 But there is also a way of reading Coleridge’s participation in the action against the 1815 

Corn Bill as simply illiberal rather than accommodating of liberalism. Coleridge’s concerns 

regarding the bill lay pointedly with the working, not the middle classes. The issue for Coleridge 

was not that one economic class would be enjoying an unfair competitive advantage over another 

(although he is, in fact, appalled by the apparent avarice involved), but that the landed authorities 

in the country would be reneging on their traditional duty to ensure that the basic welfare of the 

lower ranks in society was not jeopardized. Coleridge’s objection to the Corn Bill, in short, had 

little to do with autonomy, and almost everything to do with conscience, interdependence, and 

accountability. It is this illiberalism in Coleridge’s thought—in particular, its refusal to give way 

to the emerging belief that autonomy in society is everything, a kind of ultimate value—that 

gives his ostensibly backward-looking conservatism a contemporary critical edge. 

 

 Coleridge’s account of the role he played at the public meeting in Calne exists in a letter 

he wrote on March 10, 1815, to Robert Brabant, a surgeon practicing in the nearby market town 

of Devizes. Along with the letter to Brabant, Coleridge included two religious treatises written 

by the Dissenting minister Edward Williams (A Defence of Modern Calvinism, first published in 

1812, and An Essay on the Equity of Divine Government, first published in 1809), which Brabant 

must have loaned him. The first two paragraphs of Coleridge’s letter thus contain his reaction to 

Williams’ works, particularly to Williams’ account of Calvinism, which Coleridge objects to as a 

form of “Spinosism.”   

                                                             
17 Jonathan Parry, The Rise and Fall of Liberal Government in Victorian Britain (New Haven: Yale UP, 1993), 34-
45. 
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In a didactic manner, Coleridge informs Brabant that there is nothing about Williams’ 

“modern Calvinism” that had not already been propounded both with more eloquence and with 

more justice by Spinoza in his “doctrine of the Immanence of the World in God.”18 Thomas 

McFarland’s study of Coleridge’s intensive negotiation with pantheism makes clear that 

although Coleridge deeply admired Spinoza for his good will, the crystalline beauty and purity of 

his philosophical system, and the fact that in spite of his genius he had been rejected and 

ostracized for his views, Coleridge nevertheless went the way of orthodox Christianity rather 

than the way of Spinoza in response to “the great Romantic philosophical controversy over 

pantheism—the so-called Pantheismusstreit.”19 

 Attractive as Spinoza’s ideas were, they left no room for considerations of agency or 

accountability. As Coleridge understood it, for actions to be judged morally, whether admired or 

condemned, one had to presuppose both agents with free will and some moral imperative 

available to those agents via revelation or reason. Spinoza’s doctrine of the world’s immanence 

in God foreclosed moral judgment by confuting at once both free will and God’s transcendence.  

Coleridge identifies a similar problem in Williams’ modern Calvinist doctrine, 

considering the way it conflates human destiny with God’s will. But what is worse about 

Calvinism, Coleridge tells Brabant, is that it maintains a theory of divine judgment even as it 

collapses the distinction between human and divine agency. To continue to judge beings 

according to their actions even after their destiny has been attributed to God’s will is spurious 

and something Spinoza would not have supported: 

But Spinoza never was guilty of such an evasion, as that we were responsible 

Beings to God, as a Judge, because he does not act on the will, but only the Heart, 

                                                             
18 Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Collected Letters of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, 6 vols, ed. Earl Leslie Griggs (Oxford: 
Clarendon, 1956-71), 4: 548. Hereafter abbreviated CL and cited parenthetically by volume and page number. 
19 Thomas McFarland, Coleridge and the Pantheist Tradition (Oxford: Clarendon, 1969), 53. 
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or Nature—which however the Will cannot but follow—He knew too well, that 

Causa causae causa causati. You might as well cut the Rope that suspended a 

hanging Scaffolding, and pretend that the man in it fell and broke his Limbs of his 

own accord—for you never pushed him—you did not even touch him.—No! 

Spinoza tells his Correspondent plainly—‘The difference between us is, that you 

consider Actions in relation to God, as a Judge—and if I did the same, I could not 

evade your consequences, but should myself exclaim—Why yet findeth he fault, 

seeing we do nothing but what he himself forced us to do? seeing that in truth we 

do nothing but it is he worketh in us both to will and to do? But I do not 

contemplate God as a Judge, or attribute any human Qualities or offices to him, 

but regard him as the Eternal Source of necessary Causes.’—Now this is fair 

Dealing at least.— (CL 4: 549) 

The heavily politicized nature of Coleridge’s illustration of the man executed on the scaffolds 

and then blamed for his own death is worth lingering over, considering how Coleridge is about to 

turn directly from this lesson on theology to an account of his political activism against the Corn 

Bill. The scaffolds is a strange apparatus for Coleridge to appeal to for the purpose of ironizing 

determinism, given that it is an explicit site of public judgment. No one is ever put up on a 

scaffolds to stand there and never fall; the very purpose of the spectacle is to associate 

punishment with guilt. It would indeed be absurd to attribute the executioner’s cutting of the rope 

to the will of the hanged man; but why focus on such an ostensibly trivial moment in a 

mechanism whose whole thrust is toward clinching the already decided accountability of the 

individual?  
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 What is telling about Coleridge’s politics in this illustration is that both state and subject 

appear to have a stake in the question of freedom, which is tantamount to a question of mutual 

responsibility. Coleridge represents the scaffolds, that is, not simply as an administrative or 

utilitarian automation, but as an arm of a sovereign state that has certain responsibilities to its 

subjects. In the context of the emergence of liberalism and the corresponding diminishment of 

state authority it ostensibly hails, Coleridge’s analogy is acutely relevant not only to his theology 

but also to his politics. No liberal would want to dispute the priority of individual autonomy and 

responsibility that Spinosism otherwise compromises, and neither does Coleridge. But whereas 

liberalism wants the emphasis to be put squarely on the subject—his freedom, his responsibility, 

his cultivation or guilt—and correspondingly to see the state consigned to a purely functionalist, 

procedural role—Coleridge’s unusual illustration lets the question of autonomy hover not over 

the convicted citizen but over the state’s executioner.  

So framed, the allegory recalls us to Coleridge’s conservatism, specifically the rearguard 

element of paternalism in his thought. In Coleridge’s politics, the state must have more than an 

instrumental role. It should not exist simply to secure and facilitate the liberty of individual 

citizens. On the contrary, the state and its subjects have mutual, though not identical, freedoms 

and responsibilities. It is on the grounds of this conception of a free and responsible compact 

between state and subjects that Coleridge goes on to explain his objection to the Corn Bill. 

 His full account of his participation in the protest follows: 

So much for theological Metaphysics!—On Wednesday we had a public meeting 

in the market-place at Calne to petition Parliament against the Corn Bill. I drew it 

up for Mr Wait, and afterwards mounted on the Butcher’s Table made a butcherly 

sort of Speech of an hour long to a very ragged but not butcherly audience: for by 
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their pale faces few of them seemed to have had more than a very occasional 

acquaintance with Butcher’s Meat. Loud were the Huzzas!—and if it depended on 

the Inhabitants at large, I believe they would send me up to Parliament. I was not 

sorry to have an opportunity of shewing that I had not supported Government so 

strenuously from the Treaty of Amiens to the present Year from any interested 

motive, but from conscience. I do not know what opinion you have formed; but 

the more I examine the measure, the more indignant do I become at it’s Injustice 

& Cruelty, the more astonished at the absurdity and self-contradiction of the 

arguments advanced in it’s behalf—Arguments! Nay, bold broad rattling 

assertions in the very teeth of Facts & Common sense, eked out by a stupid Fear 

gaping and staring cock a hoop on the Shoulders of a lunatic Hope.—I take it for 

granted that it would be imprudent for you as a professional man to appear 

publicly pro or con; but I confess, I was sorry to hear that there was to be ‘a sly 

meeting’ at Devizes, from which the Inhabitants at large were to be excluded, for 

the support of the measure.—Had it been an open County Meeting, I would 

certainly have attended:—for in my conscience I hold the new Bill to be neither 

more or less than a Commutation of the War & Property Taxes for a Poll-Tax, 

transferring the Payment of it from the Government to the great Land-owners, 

when as the Law now stands, we are taxed 15 million a year to enable them to act 

the Magnificos—It is a Poll Tax, not proportioned, as the Property Tax in some 

measure was, to the ability of the Payer, but pressing heavier, the lower it 

descends—so that the poorest pay the most, not only virtually, as being so much 
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less able to pay it, but actually, as making Bread so very much larger a proportion 

of his whole sustenance— (CL 4: 549-50) 

Given the convoluted nature of Coleridge’s prose, it may help to summarize, in clearer form, 

what I take to be the most significant claims made in this passage. Observing the pallor of the 

faces in the crowd, Coleridge implies the residents’ hunger, weakness, and vulnerability. These 

make an immediate impression on his sensibility and appeal directly to his conscience, and 

(invoking his literary and rhetorical expertise) he drafts a petition on their behalf opposing the 

Corn Bill. He also makes a speech to the crowd, presumably to validate their grievances and rally 

a sense of solidarity, a speech he says was “butcherly” (implying a connection between his own 

unprofessional style and their unprofessional livelihoods). He believes his opposition to the 

government on this occasion vindicates him against charges that his politics during the 

Napoleonic period amounted merely to servile, self-interested conservatism. He makes clear that 

the Corn Bill not only offends his sensibility but also insults his ability to reason. He 

acknowledges the disparity in profession between himself and Brabant, the surgeon to whom he 

is writing, noting that professionalism requires at least a patina of neutrality. And he concludes 

that the Corn Bill is effectively a general tax unjustly levied on all subjects without reference to 

their situation or resources. 

 In his book of essays on the Romantics, Thompson applauds Wordsworth for his turn to 

conservatism but condemns Coleridge for his. In defense of Wordsworth, Thompson points out 

that distancing oneself from a popular form of radicalism (in Wordsworth’s case, Godwinism) 

does not ipso facto amount to apostasy:  

… the error, so common in critical stereotypes, is to suppose that Godwinism was 

the only significant intellectual position on the ‘left’, just as some people suppose 
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that Marxism is such today. It would follow from this error that if Wordsworth 

rejected Godwin he must have been moving to the ‘right’, whereas he could 

perfectly well have been moving back to a more engaged sympathy with the poor 

and with the victims of war.20  

Coleridge’s position on the 1815 Corn Bill suggests that he similarly sought to remain in 

engaged sympathy with the poor. Yet in examining Coleridge’s political writings in the period of 

apostasy, Thompson finds nothing redeemable—only a clichéd, indefensible conservatism made 

more revolting on account of Coleridge’s sanctimonious tone: “at no point, in more than one 

thousand pages, does it occur to Coleridge to doubt that his own mind is saturated with the 

Divinity of Truth.”21 Thompson’s judgment is unmitigated:  

If a political writer … arrives at the conclusion that he has been utterly mistaken, 

and on fundamental points, then two reputable courses would seem to be open to 

him. One is the difficult course of arguing the matter through, without 

caricaturing one’s past allegiances or allies or manipulating evidence. This is what 

Wordsworth did, over a period of eight years, in writing The Prelude. The other is 

a little interval for silence and self-criticism. But Coleridge swung instantly to the 

most bitter attacks, accompanied by malicious imputations as to the motives of his 

friends and extended manipulations of his own autobiography, in order to pillory 

positions that all supposed to have been his own. He was, in any political 

judgment, disloyal, egocentric, and wholly irresponsible.22  

                                                             
20 E. P. Thompson, The Romantics: England in a Revolutionary Age (New York: The New Press, 1997), 93. 
21 Thompson, The Romantics, 146. 
22 Thompson, The Romantics, 149. 
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Thompson’s abhorrence of Coleridge’s politics coincides with a denunciation of his character. 

Not only did Coleridge take a reactionary position, but he did so too impetuously, without a 

sufficient “interval for silence and self-criticism.”  

Coleridge confessed both unprofessionalism and impulsivity, and in Calne he attempts to 

make good politically on these very traits that Thompson reads as symptoms of political 

disgrace. To be sure, Coleridge could never have written The Prelude, a fact he struggled with 

bitterly as his Biographia Literaria reveals. But neither could Wordsworth have gotten up on a 

table and given an unprepared speech to a disaffected crowd. Neither poet nor butcher nor 

doctor, Coleridge struggles in Calne and elsewhere to find political purpose in a tortuous, often 

torturous, ulterior mode. A person without a recognized role or office, he splays himself in all 

directions, on floors and tables, in letters and speeches, in notebooks and footnotes, grasping for 

gravity in his political weightlessness.  

 

If form is butchered in Coleridge, ideology is easier to come down on. The essays he 

published in the Courier in the second decade of the nineteenth century were decidedly 

reactionary. They attacked reformers in general and Sir Francis Burdett in particular. On Burdett, 

Coleridge could be caustic: 

But believe me, Sir Francis, before any body of Gentlemen in that House, or out 

of it, will chuse you for their leader, you must commit fewer acts of blameable 

presumption and inexcusable impudence; your ideas upon the theory and abstract 

principles of Government must be less crude and superficial; you must shew a 

little more knowledge in investigating the sources of national superiority; and, 

above all, you must entertain a little more distrust of your own genius and 
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researches before you take upon yourself to decide so confidently upon those nice 

questions of legislative supremacy and popular controul. (EOT 3: 109) 

The remark that, “above all,” Burdett should be less confident and more distrustful of himself is 

one to which I will return. At this juncture, I simply want to clarify that Coleridge believed 

Burdett was overreaching, coercing support by appealing not to reason or sound judgment but to 

negative energies. Burdett was, from this point of view, not merely a sophist but a demagogue. 

His methods had “[t]he spirit of contempt, defiance, and intimidation” running through them, and 

“plain anarchy” seemed to be their design (EOT 3: 108).  

Coleridge was adamant in his opposition to Burdett also on account of the form of his 

politicking, which not surprisingly represents a chiasmus of Coleridge’s understanding of his 

own. Coleridge’s high-minded butchery of speech, adjudicating political hierarchy 

magnanimously, is in sharp contrast to his representation of Burdett’s vulgar precision of 

rhetoric, malevolently threatening anarchy. The antagonism becomes political as a competition 

of forms (emotional, rhetorical, and professional) beyond the surface bout of opinions. Burdettite 

liberalism, measuring good and evil in terms of economy and utility, leaves no space for 

romantic, self-sacrificial rhetoric. Liberalism might be good for butchers and other tradesmen 

and artisans, but for someone like Coleridge, used to butchering words on butcher’s tables and 

welcoming ambiguous time, the Burdettite platform was inauspicious. 

 In ideological terms, Coleridge’s lack of patience with demagoguery had moral and 

religious bases. A note in a private manuscript intended for the Courier though never published 

gets to the heart of Coleridge’s dismay concerning the Burdettites and the middle class reform 

movement in general. The note is entitled “Of the Profanation of the sacred word ‘The People,’” 

and reads as follows: 
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Every brutal mob, assembled on some drunken St. Monday of faction, is “the 

people” forsooth, and now each leprous ragamuffin, like a circle of geometry, is at 

once one and all, and calls his own brutal self “us the People.” And who are the 

friends of the People? Not those who would wish to elevate each of them, or at 

least, the child who is to take his place in the flux of life and death, into 

something worthy of esteem, and capable of freedom, but those who flatter and 

infuriate them as they do. A contradiction in the very thought. For if really they 

are good and wise, virtuous and well-informed, how weak must be the motives of 

discontent in a truly moral being!—but if the contrary, and the motives of 

discontent proportionally strong, how without guilt and absurdity appeal to them 

as judges and arbiters! He alone is entitled to a share in the government of all, 

who has learnt to govern himself—there is but one possible ground of a right to 

freedom, viz. to understand and revere its duties. (EOT 3: 247-48) 

Those who are truly “good and wise,” Coleridge believes, maintain a sense of inner peace and 

closure that comes from the conviction that they are responding dutifully to a transcendent 

calling. Discontent is rather a sign of moral failure than a license to govern. Acrimony, then, is 

moral failure made public, and demagoguery is exploited acrimony. Coleridge espouses a 

religious, meritocratic politics in which those individuals who succeed best in their own self-

government rise to positions of influence to lift up others to self-discipline, self-respect, and 

esteem. For all the conservative lineaments, the metaphor is essentially romantic: self-possession 

is a trope for inspiration; the sign of good government (when not vandalized by the demagogue) 

points up. 
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 Coleridge’s ideology bears traces of a romantic logic that goes beyond serving as a mere 

displacement of “the real.” His idealization of paternalism recalls his strong identification as an 

orphan; his high estimation of property bespeaks his sense of his own dereliction; and his 

rejection of liberalism, with its high valuation of autonomy, industry, and confidence, represents 

a way of remaining loyal to his own experiences of addiction, fecklessness, and shame.  

  

In 1811 Coleridge published an essay in the Courier on Christ’s Hospital, the charity 

school he attended as a boy after his father passed away in 1781. The piece, like many in the 

Erdman volume, comprises an attack on the Reform movement. In this case, Coleridge’s target is 

Robert Waithman, a liberal middle class reformer who had risen to prosperity in the linen 

industry. Coleridge’s essay asserts that Waithman has petitioned the government to reform the 

admissions policy at Christ’s Hospital so that the school would be made open “to the children of 

poor and needy beggars!!”, even though the school had been conceived as an “Orphanotrophium, 

or a nursery for the fatherless” (EOT 2: 225, emphases Coleridge’s). Ironically, Coleridge had 

his information wrong, for Waithman (himself an orphan) wrote subsequently to the Courier to 

stress that he had made no such request and in fact agreed with Coleridge on most points. 

Nevertheless, Coleridge’s essay is revealing, both in terms of what it suggests about Coleridge’s 

sensitivity to his status as an orphan, even late in life, and for what it tells us about Coleridge’s 

objections to the Reform movement in general.  

As Coleridge explains it, the purpose of Christ’s Hospital was not to provide new 

opportunities for upward mobility to children in the lower echelons of society. There were 

already charities attending to the education of the poor, and anyhow to shuffle “hundreds yearly 

from the plough and the dray” into a higher class would, Coleridge thought, not be a blessing to 
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them but an act of displacement. Coleridge insisted that social cohesion, a sense of place and 

belonging, was of higher value than mobility—the ability to attain new wealth and status at what 

would be the inevitable expense of being severed from one’s roots. Christ’s Hospital was 

designed to prevent such acts of displacement, not to encourage them: 

… the true and specific purpose of Christ’s hospital … wherein its great and most 

affecting utility consists, and for which there neither exists, nor is there likely to 

be hereafter furnished, any adequate substitute … is to preserve, in the same rank 

of life in which they were born, the children of reputable persons of the middle 

class, who either by the death or overwhelming calamities of their parents must 

otherwise have sunk down to a state, which to them would be penury and heart-

breaking, because alike unfitted to their bodily and their mental habits. To 

preserve, and not to disturb or destroy, the gradations of society; to catch the 

falling, not to lift up the standing, from their natural and native rank; to comfort 

the broken-hearted widow and present to her in after-years her orphan child fitted 

and assisted to become the representative of his lost father, not to inflate those 

who would themselves have filled up the place of their parents in circumstances 

squared to their habits from the cradle; these … are the true moral purposes, the 

specific use of Christ’s Hospital. (EOT 2: 226) 

The description of adverse circumstances as entailing either “the death or overwhelming 

calamities” of one’s parents alludes to Coleridge’s presumed affinity with Charles Lamb, whose 

sister killed his mother in what Coleridge referred to as a “strange calamity” in “This Lime-Tree 

Bower, My Prison.” That poem, like the phrase “catch the falling” above, is resonant with the 
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theme of redemption. Though conservatism might seem to represent a resigned or static form of 

politics, the active redemptive principle it entails in Coleridge’s thought is crucial.  

 Richard Holmes’s work has established that a sense of homelessness permeates 

Coleridge’s biography.23 Coleridge’s whole life, it might be said, consisted of a prolonged, 

overdetermined search for an “Orphanotrophium.” Ironically, however, by the end of his life his 

country was embarking on an historically liberal era, one that would emphasize the autonomy of 

the individual and abjure any organicist arguments that failed to supplicate themselves before 

this new idol. Coleridge got the facts wrong on the Reformers in the case of Christ’s Hospital; 

but he was right to perceive, as Dickens’s novels would soon illustrate, that the brave new world 

of liberal, industrial, utilitarian ascendancy would not be friendly to romantic orphans. Coleridge 

himself had already suspected that a society organized around industry, commerce, and the 

autonomous pursuit of wealth as opposed to more traditional forms of life would not be 

favorable to children in general. Several essays in the Erdman edition see him objecting directly 

to the unregulated employment of children in factories. He was astute to perceive a connection 

between the middle class Reform movement in politics and the middle class factory system’s 

expanding role in political economy. After the Reformers won middle class suffrage in 1832, 

within two years they passed the Poor Laws, designed to increase the supply of cheap labor and 

force even more into the factory system. This would have been as offensive to Coleridge’s 

conscience as the aristocratic Corn Bill had been back in 1815. 

 It is in this context that I want to resituate Coleridge’s torturous personal weaknesses—

the illnesses and addictions, the sense of victimhood and paralysis, the false promises and 

unfinished projects, the butcherly work ethic, even the plagiarisms. If these seem beyond help or 

repair—so much so that “romantic” can only describe the irony of hope in such a case—it could 
                                                             
23 Richard Holmes, Coleridge: Early Visions, 1772-1804 (New York: Pantheon, 1999). 
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be in part because scholarship and criticism of Coleridge have been dominated (to equivocate 

Jerome McGann’s indelible formulation) by a liberal ideology, an “uncritical absorption” in 

liberalism’s “own self-representations.”24 This is the ideology that insists, among other things, on 

autonomy, self-confidence, and self-reliance as bedrock social values of which everyone is 

expected to be capable. Faith in these values functions to sanction democracy in politics and 

laissez-faire in political economy—the twin achievements on which middle class liberalism, 

from Burdett to Bentham and beyond, most prides itself.  

In the mid-nineteenth century after Coleridge’s death, Samuel Smiles clinched the liberal 

ideology forcefully in his self-help publications, on page after page of which the virtues of 

autonomy, self-discipline, enterprise, and confidence are affirmed, as though these neither had 

nor needed any social or ecological foundation, but sprung solely from the willpower of the 

individuals who chose to realize them.25 The ideology has pervaded criticism of Coleridge, as 

when Humphry House encouraged his audience to pity Coleridge for his “wickedness, or wrong, 

or sin,” and argued that Coleridge’s self-pity in particular compromised the artistry of his 

autobiographical poems: 

… at critical points in the autobiographical poems it is possible to see in a word or 

a phrase or a rhythm a sudden expression of emotional weakness of a peculiar 

kind—implying often, self-pity—which does not properly belong to the poem as a 

whole, but is rather an added unexpected gaucherie, with all the appearance of 

being there through some momentary lapse of control or alertness.26  

“Gaucherie” is a polite term for butchery. With it, the liberal ideology (professional, clean-cut) is 

brought into the microcosmic world of close reading. Readers are led to believe that it is possible 

                                                             
24 Jerome McGann, The Romantic Ideology (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1983), 1. 
25 Samuel Smiles, Self-Help; with Illustrations of Character and Conduct (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1860). 
26 Humphry House, Coleridge: The Clark Lectures, 1951-52 (London: Rupert Hart-Davis, 1962), 20. 
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to see, in some detail, precisely when and how Coleridge’s failure of discipline and corrupted 

autonomy disrupted his aesthetic work.  

Lionel Trilling would have approved of House’s analysis. In an essay published in 1940 

in The Liberal Imagination entitled “Art and Neurosis,” Trilling sought to disabuse readers of the 

assumption that genius and illness were necessarily linked. Instead, he took up Freud’s assertion 

that all people are ill and argued what made the strong artist unique was his ability to transcend 

illness in his work: 

We are all ill: but even a universal sickness implies an idea of health. Of the artist 

we must say that whatever elements of neurosis he has in common with his fellow 

mortals, the one part of him that is healthy, by any conceivable definition of 

health, is that which gives him the power to conceive, to plan, to work, and to 

bring his work to a conclusion.27 

What makes people artistic, according to Trilling, is everything Coleridge lacked. Arbeit macht 

gesund—“by any conceivable definition of health.”  

 For his own part, Coleridge is on record repeatedly confessing, contending, and 

imploring that he wasn’t at home in a world organized around autonomy, willpower, confidence, 

and self-discipline. If this basic claim is not respected—but rather regarded as some negligible or 

deplorable symptom of his personality, a psychological defect or anomaly as opposed to a 

statement of social and political substance—this is likely because it would challenge too many 

cherished liberal values too strenuously to take Coleridge seriously on this point. When he writes 

in one of his notebooks in 1803, for example, that his “nature requires another nature for its 

                                                             
27 Lionel Trilling, The Liberal Imagination: Essays on Literature and Society (New York: Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich, 1978), 170. 
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support, & reposes only in another from the necessary Indigence of its Being,”28 what seems a 

pitiable confession may also be read as a self-conscious deviation from the emergent ideology of 

liberalism, with its soon-to-be all-absorbing emphasis on autonomy. The personal notebook entry 

would then be directly implicated in political theory, considering the nature of Coleridge’s 

attacks on the individualism of the Reform movement, his concern for the welfare of people in 

states of material (and paternal) “Indigence,” and his theory that the progressive spirit of 

capitalism should be balanced with the equally important need for a sense of stability and 

duration in society.  

 Or again, when Coleridge writes to De Quincey in 1808 that “no man” he has ever known 

has been “less affected by partiality to his own productions or thoughts” than he, and 

acknowledges that things would have been “far, far better” for him if he “could have attached 

more importance, greater warmth of feeling,” to his own work (CL 3: 48), the observation is not 

only personal but social. In the liberal nineteenth century proper, a man’s sense of proprietary 

ownership of his work, his opinions, his vote, and so on, becomes central to British culture.29 

That Coleridge stood up against Burdett is not surprising in light of the fact that it was the 

artisanal spirit of autonomy, ownership, and commercial self-interest that the Burdettites 

themselves stood for, whereas he was a self-romanticizing butcher, a hack, and a plagiarist who 

struggled to take ownership over his authorship and public persona. 

 When Coleridge stood up on a table in 1815 to rally objectors to the Corn Bill, he was 

being as illiberal as liberal. To be sure, he was protesting the scandal of an aristocracy that would 

sell out its own people to pursue its own gain. One has only to look at the passive syntax and 

self-lowering tone of Coleridge’s letter to Brabant, however, to realize that this was not someone 

                                                             
28 Samuel Taylor Coleridge, The Notebooks of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, 5 vols, ed. Kathleen Koburn (Princeton: 
Princeton UP, 1957-2008), 1: 1688. 
29 See Hadley, Living Liberalism. 
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who was advocating for the displacement of the aristocracy by the bourgeoisie. In the letter, 

Coleridge is already “mounted” on the table, as though passively, in medias res, by some 

external force—not actively in the manner of a confident orator like Burdett or Whitbread. The 

speech he gives is “butcherly,” not artisanal or professional, and although he facetiously claims 

that if it were up to the people, he would be sent to Parliament, the very deferral of agency 

implied in the hypothetical indicates his acknowledgement that he lacks the initiative, cunning, 

and resources actually needed to rise to political prominence. Most importantly, his insistence 

that he was motivated to protest the bill not by self-interest, not even by any concern for self-

consistency or personal integrity, but by his conscience, a conscience he believed to be rooted 

not in his secular person, but in a transcendental dispensation, illustrates how dissimilar in 

origins and design his radicalism remained from that of the middle class utilitarians who would 

ultimately command the Reform movement. Standing on the table in Calne, Coleridge 

emblematizes Romantic subjectivity at a political crossroads, caught between an inequitable 

aristocracy and an emergent liberalism, wary of both, but compelled by conscience (on the wings 

of convalescence) to take a stand, however gauche, inchoate, and aesthetically ungratifying it 

might be. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

William Hazlitt’s Fatalism 

 

“I am no politician,” opens Hazlitt’s Political Essays of 1819.1 Disclaimer doubles as 

mark of distinction in this mid-career work as Hazlitt adopts a popular trope of Romantic print 

culture, casting authors as more powerful than traditional authorities. Being no politician 

provides for critical distance—in Hazlitt, always a prolegomenon to a play for power in words. 

For the belated radical Romantic without political recourse after the fall of Napoleon, the essay 

genre becomes a political paradox too: strapping the embattled subject in tangential, occasional 

prose, while positioning him to go on attempting various attacks upon the social and political 

order.  

 In the preface to Political Essays, Hazlitt targets all three players in the national political 

dialectic of the day: Tories, Whigs, and Reformers. Each is portrayed as a caricature, at once 

hyperbolically obvious and hopelessly flawed. A Tory only looks out for his own interest, 

regardless of principle, and follows corruption wherever it leads. Hazlitt’s image for him is a 

protean “beast,” “styed in his prejudices,” subsisting “like a caterpillar, on the decay of public 

good” (4: 14). A Whig is a pathetic political parasite on the Tory. His weak principle of 

relevance is negation. His survival depends, ironically, on the continued strength and power of 

the ministry he professes to oppose. Hazlitt generates a series of metaphors for the Whigs so 

described: “being the softer substance, and made of more yielding materials, they have been 

moulded into their [the Tories’] image and superscription, spelt backwards, or they differ as 

concave and convex, or they go together like substantive and adjective, or like man and wife, 
                                                             
1 William Hazlitt, The Selected Writings of William Hazlitt, 9 vols., ed. Duncan Wu (London: Pickering and Chatto, 
1998), 4: 5. Unless otherwise indicated, all future references to Hazlitt’s writings will be to this edition with volume 
and page numbers given parenthetically in the text. 
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they two have become one flesh” (4: 16). Hazlitt reinforces the marriage metaphor later in dry 

amusement: “To interfere between them is as dangerous as to interfere in a matrimonial 

squabble” (4: 16). 

 If this were Hegel and not Hazlitt, the reader could hope for resolution and advance in the 

third term: the category of the Reformer. In Hazlitt, there is no such progress. Even the Reformer 

is satirized in a way that heightens cynicism through aggressive generalization. Reformers are 

petty individualists in love with their own dreams, who want to have their way more than they 

want real change. Hazlitt’s metaphor for the Reformer is a child, careless and myopic: “Let him 

have the plaything of his fancy, and he will spoil it, like the child that makes a hole in its drum: 

set some brilliant illusion before his streaming eyes, and he will lay violent hands upon it, like 

little wanton boys that play with air-bubbles” (4: 12).  

 There are no good options. Napoleon is dead (Hazlitt eulogizes him several times in the 

preface), and the political situation is as easy to characterize reductively as it is unlikely to bring 

about change. In Hazlitt’s view, the future of the post-Napoleonic British state is regulated not 

by progressive logic or spirit but by repetition and stasis: instead of a dialectic, a dynasty, as it 

were, of beast (Tory), wife (Whig), and child (Reformer). Hazlitt’s rhetoric in the preface reverts 

throughout to formulations of futility and fatality as governing themes. The preface begins, for 

example, by announcing that the fundamental question of politics is “whether I and all mankind 

are born slaves or free,” and then adds to this forcefully simplified thesis a fatalistic caveat: 

“Secure this point, all is safe: lose this, and all is lost” (4: 7). As literary against political, Hazlitt 

presents himself as in history but not of it: “I never joined … those who have from the beginning 

of time, and will to the end of it, make a butt of humanity, and its distresses their sport” (4: 9). 

The totalizing rhetoric (“from the beginning” / “to the end”) recurs in Hazlitt’s denunciation of 
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legitimacy as “that Harlot old, the same that is, that was, and is to be” and in his criticism of the 

character of Reformers: “This is just what they like—they satisfy their malice, they have to find 

out a new leader, and the cause is to begin again! So it was, and so it will be, while man remains 

the little, busy, mischievous animal described in Gulliver’s Travels!” (4: 10, 13; my emphases).  

More fatalism still: Hazlitt describes “Power” as “fixed and immovable,” whereas 

“liberty” is necessarily “vacillating, transient, and hunted throughout the world,” like a species 

destined only for its own extinction (4: 15). Similarly, Napoleon is defended precisely as a 

transient as opposed to a permanent force: “Tyranny in him was not sacred: it was not eternal … 

There was an end of it with the individual: there was an end of it with the temporary causes, 

which gave it birth” (4: 9). By contrast, Whigs and Tories, in their complete (totalizing), 

consubstantial matrimony (having become “one flesh”), are locked together on one eternally 

fixed course, like “Opposition coaches, that raise a great dust or spatter one another with mud, 

but both travel the same road and arrive at the same destination” (4: 17). Meanwhile, Whigs and 

Reformers are each referred to, in separate places, as “Marplot[s],” a term that emphasizes 

Hazlitt’s sense of history as a plot (narrative, but also scheme) that the post-Napoleonic political 

order (redundantly) forecloses (4: 11, 17). History is destined to repeat itself, all plots to revise or 

reroute it inevitably marred. As adamantly “no politician,” Hazlitt sets himself up for the 

inherently aporetic, assuredly thankless cause of critiquing fate—offering a critical perspective 

on things that have no hope of changing. 

For Hazlitt, to be a politician in 1819 is to be presiding over a lost cause. A deeply 

resentful protégé of Coleridge, Hazlitt takes pains to reject idealism at every turn in his writing—

pains that probably protest too much.2 Even so, he was ultimately unoptimistic about his powers 

                                                             
2 On Hazlitt’s idealism, see Uttara Natarajan, Hazlitt and the Reach of Sense: Criticism, Morals, and the 
Metaphysics of Power (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998). 
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as an essayist, and his work has an aura of futility about it that corresponds to his assessment of 

politics—as well as of society and culture—as failure. “I am no politician” is intended as a bold 

claim in 1819 and the preface to Political Essays is brazen in a manner that insinuates authorial 

significance. Elsewhere and later, however, Hazlitt’s tone more fully participates in the futility it 

criticizes, so that the slogan “I am no politician” can be reviewed as a confession of impotence. 

Such a change in orientation—call it fate—is built into the logic of Hazlitt’s argument since 

syllogistically it is not possible to declare history a failure without implicating oneself in the 

process. Formally, the effect is a certain recursivity or infinite regress in Hazlitt’s work, whereby 

critique of history is ultimately, just as fatally, self-critique. This is one reason why Hazlitt’s 

work so often and inconclusively refers back to the same self-abnegating themes of his first 

publication, the obscure philosophical treatise An Essay on the Principles of Human Action 

(1805). More felicitously, the seriality of the later more popular periodical essays lent itself to 

just the kind of repetition a logic of frustration required. Each essay, as it were, begins and quits 

anew. 

 Futility in the face of futility, then, emerges as a principal theme of Hazlitt’s work. 

Critical distance loses its luster as the essayist finds that he and his “essays” are subject to the 

same historical inertia and redundancy as more authoritatively political agents and their objects. 

Literature has no recourse except to the same futility whose frustrating repetition Hazlitt figures 

as history. The only task seems to be to show how things haven’t changed, aren’t changing, and 

will never change, a task in permanent jeopardy of collapsing under the weight of its own 

pointlessness. 

It is not so easy to classify such an author politically, not only because he claims to be 

“no politician” but, more to the point, because he is so much a fatalist. Of the ready period terms 
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that might seem to apply—Radical, Whig, Reformer, or Liberal—appropriately enough, not a 

single one works. Hazlitt has denounced them all already in no uncertain terms—a function of 

his all-condemning attitude as leveller and cynic. But even if the validity of Hazlitt’s professed 

claims of impartiality were doubted (maybe he is of a party he thinks he’s not), still it is hard to 

reconcile the logic of his writing with that of any given political platform. Radicalism is a 

foregone conclusion by the time he reaches his prime, and so are the Whigs. Even if they 

weren’t, Hazlitt’s resistance to hope and aversion to rationalism are alien to the radical program 

of the 1790s, just as his devotion to strong power is incompatible with Whig practice and 

philosophy.3 “Reformer” was synonymous with Utilitarian by the 1820s, and Hazlitt, as both 

prophet of futility and self-fashioned man of literary and aesthetic sensibility, could hardly adopt 

either label.  

Which leaves finally, and most compellingly, the term “liberal,” which—with its 

historical ambiguity and visible stock in the term “liberty” (one of the few unqualifiedly positive 

terms in Hazlitt’s lexicon)—seems to have more potential than the others as a candidate for 

describing the author’s political energy. It cannot be denied that Hazlitt’s contempt for authority 

in all the generally sanctioned forms (political, religious, and cultural) is overt, pervasive, and 

aggressive. So strong and decisive is the animus toward “Legitimacy” in his writing that not to 

associate him with some leftist ideology risks seeming obtuse. In 1822 and 1823, he was among 

the contributors to The Liberal, and though the term had no political coherence or clout at the 

time, it has become routine to see Hazlitt described by critics, anthologists, and encyclopedists as 

“liberal.” The problem in this case is that liberalism, apart from joining up with utilitarianism, 

promises change, however modestly or nominally. Hazlitt’s insistent rhetoric of foreclosure—

                                                             
3 For a different view, see Tom Paulin’s introduction to the Selected Works, which argues that Hazlitt’s “bold 
honesty and boisterous plainspeaking is characteristic of what we might call a Whig mentalité” (1: xvii).  
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depicting history as always already over, a disappointing but ongoing fait accompli—defies the 

moderate liberal projection of progressive improvement over time.4  

 Identifying liberalism’s commission as “safe change,” Clifford Siskin has connected it to 

the importance of “System” in Romantic print culture.5 A legacy of eighteenth-century deism, 

the sense of the universe—and by extension human nature and society—as being subject to 

systematic laws and explanation exerts a powerful influence over Romantic and modern thought. 

Specifically, Siskin defines the modern sense of “System” as that which “works both too well – 

‘you can’t beat the System’ – and not well enough – it always seems to ‘break down.’” In so far 

as “the System” so defined is “both ubiquitous and blameworthy,” invoking it “has become a 

primary modern means of totalizing and rationalizing our experience of the social.”6 According 

to Siskin, liberalism becomes the dominant politics of modernity precisely because it adapts 

itself directly to the “works too well” / “not well enough” dichotomy inherent in the System 

account of the social. For liberalism’s program of moderate, indefinite change to obtain, the 

social has first to “be configured in a very particular way: as needing change, as capable of being 

changed, as providing the means of effecting that change, and, crucially, as always failing 

enough to maintain an ongoing need for it.”7 Things have to be fixable, but not fixable enough. 

 Siskin’s framework helps, on one hand, to contextualize Hazlitt’s thematic of frustration. 

The world as Hazlitt surveys it in his essays is thoroughly culpable, at every turn, betraying just 

the kind of ubiquity and totality of power that Siskin identifies as the hallmark of “System.” On 

the other hand, Siskin’s framework works against understanding Hazlitt as liberal. Though 

                                                             
4 On liberalism as a gradualist response to the new normalcy of “political change” after the French Revolution and 
Napoleonic wars, see Immanuel Wallerstein, The Modern World-System IV: Centrist Liberalism Triumphant, 1789-
1914 (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2011). 
5 Clifford Siskin, “The Year of the System,” in Richard Cronin, ed., 1798: The Year of the Lyrical Ballads (New 
York: Macmillan, 1998), 25.  
6 Ibid., 9. 
7 Ibid., 25. 
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Hazlitt would agree that “the System” assures failure, the problem doesn’t motivate him to 

embrace change in the way of liberalism. On the contrary, he finally disputes the premise that the 

world is “capable of being changed” at all in its fundamentals and ridicules those who persist in 

trying as presumptuous and vain. His sense of “the System” of history is “totalizing” but not in 

the forgiving and energizing sense in which the liberal conceives of it. While frustration (and 

Hazlitt experienced plenty) qualifies for liberalism, fatalism and futility disqualify just as 

strongly. 

In his work on the Romantic aesthetics of tragedy, William P. Albrecht shrewdly 

leverages Hazlitt’s “tragic view” against the liberal perspective on society that dominated the 

long nineteenth century from the fall of Napoleon to the end of World War II (Albrecht’s essay 

appears at the height of the Cold War).8 For Albrecht, liberalism names the Hobbesian, Lockean, 

utilitarian paradigm of liberty negatively secured through restraint, and conflict progressively 

avoided through reason. So defined, liberalism is non-tragic—and not just for the obvious reason 

that its energetic “faith in progress” hedges tragedy indefinitely.9 Nothing could be more 

ominous, after all, than the apotropaic will to avert tragedy.10 More crucial for Albrecht’s reading 

of Hazlitt is the way that liberalism, especially after its utilitarian consolidation, truncates human 

possibility by depicting human beings as ultimately rational, calculating, and self-interested: 

A world apprehended by the senses and ordered by reason, a world of efficient 

causes only, in which evil becomes merely unreasonable selfish behavior, 

                                                             
8 William P. Albrecht, “Liberalism and Hazlitt’s Tragic View,” College English 23 (1961): 113. 
9 The insight is Herbert J. Muller’s from The Spirit of Tragedy, cited by Albrecht at the beginning of his essay, 
“Liberalism and Hazlitt’s Tragic View,” 113. 
10 In this sense, Horkheimer and Adorno wrote the chorus to liberalism’s hubris in Dialectic of Enlightenment easily 
in 1944. See Theodor W. Adorno and Max Horkheimer, Dialectic of Enlightenment: Philosophical Fragments, 
trans. Edmund Jephcott (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2007). 
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avoidable by a more accurate calculation of consequences—this world, it is hardly 

necessary to point out, is not that of tragedy.11 

The price of liberal optimism, it turns out, goes well beyond forfeiting the right to harm your 

neighbor. Things that matter in tragedy—passion, imagination, and sublimity for example—

become peripheral in an economically liberal worldview. Crudely put, what liberalism and 

tragedy fail to have in common is romanticism. Hence Hazlitt’s importance to Albrecht:  

What makes Hazlitt’s view of society consonant with his tragic view is that it 

assumes whole human beings aspiring toward—not merely self-preservation—but 

self-realization. That is, Hazlitt’s theory of democracy is partly anti-liberal, in the 

sense in which I have been using the term liberalism.12 

In the characters and plots of tragedy, Hazlitt seeks romantic release from “the reasoned world of 

Hobbes and Locke, Godwin and Malthus.”13 

Albrecht’s argument is itself romantic, openly sympathetic to Hazlitt’s allegedly enlarged 

perspective. Albrecht’s view of Hazlitt’s “tragic view” is positive. Eschewing both the 

pessimism entrenched in Hazlitt’s writing and the fatalism encapsulated in tragedy, Albrecht 

manages to present tragedy as sanguine and illiberalism as hopeful. Remarkably, even while 

using tragedy to distinguish Hazlitt from liberalism, Albrecht ignores the fatalistic element in 

Hazlitt’s corpus, educing a vision of wholeness and self-realization instead. Had Albrecht’s essay 

been about Wordsworth—the “Imagination Restored” chapters of The Prelude, for example—

likely no one would know the difference. 

                                                             
11 Albrecht, “Liberalism and Hazlitt’s Tragic View,” 114. Here Albrecht anticipates more recent studies by Gregory 
Dart and John Wale of Hazlitt’s antithetical relationship to utilitarianism. See Gregory Dart, Rousseau, Robespierre, 
and English Romanticism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 209-46, and John Whale, Imagination 
under Pressure, 1789-1832: Aesthetics, Politics, and Utility (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 98-
139. 
12 Albrecht, “Liberalism and Hazlitt’s Tragic View,” 116. 
13 Ibid., 117. 
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Although Albrecht’s work is important for compromising Hazlitt’s ostensible liberalism, 

a more expanded and considerably less palliative illiberalism infuses Hazlitt’s works than 

Albrecht’s interpretation suggests. Writing at the height of the Cold War, Albrecht conceives of 

politics in terms of contestation, of competing systems and forces. Citing Soviet non-cooperation 

in the United Nations and the threat of nuclear warfare, Albrecht wryly remarks the unraveling of 

the liberal peace accord after World War II, when “the community of states, west and east” was 

supposed to be “all for a moment of history tucked into a Hobbesian parallelogram.” Physics 

displaces geometry; in “the Bomb” looms the return of the sublime as though in parody of liberal 

faith in security achieved through “mutual interest.” Albrecht looks back to Hazlitt as a moralist, 

someone who finds in tragedy an impetus to “self-knowledge and self-realization” and, in turn, 

to ethical and democratic citizenship.14 Such a reading obscures Hazlitt the fatalist, who sees no 

side worth taking and whose skepticism of liberalism is merely one presentation of a more 

comprehensive view of politics itself as sign and subject of a more powerful agency in history—

a fate which not only liberalism but no politics can escape.  

Hazlitt offered no alternative politics to liberalism like the one Albrecht interpolates. On 

the contrary, he often delighted in exposing presumptive “alternatives” as misnomers. In an 1816 

review of Robert Owen’s A New View of Society, for example, Hazlitt pompously parodies the 

Benthamite reformer for terming his social engineering project “new”: 

“A NEW view of society”—No, Mr. Owen, that we deny. … it is as old as society 

itself, and as the attempts to reform it by shewing what it ought to be … The 

Doctrine of Universal Benevolence, the belief in the Omnipotence of Truth, and 

in the Perfectibility of Human Nature, are not new, but “Old, old,” Master 

Owen;—why then do you say that they are new? (4: 92) 
                                                             
14 Ibid., 117-18. 
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Owen is a fraud and a redundancy, one of history’s many insulting duplicates. Adding cynicism 

to irony, Hazlitt declares that Owen’s ideas are not only old but dead and produces a long string 

of syntropic clauses, which rhetorically reflect Hazlitt’s sense of history as not only cyclical but 

futile: 

They are not only old, they are superannuated, they are dead and buried, they are 

reduced to mummy, they are put into the catacombs of Paris, they are sealed up in 

patent coffins, they have been dug up again and anatomised, they have been 

drawn, quartered, and gibbeted, they have become black, dry, parched in the sun, 

loose, and rotten, and are dispersed to all the winds of Heaven! The chain in 

which they hung up the murdered corse of human Liberty is all that remains of it, 

and my Lord Shallow keeps the key of it! (4: 22) 

As even this brief excerpt illustrates, Hazlitt’s “review” is obviously overdetermined. Within a 

paragraph, the book’s title alone has traversed idealism and execution, Egypt and France, and 

liberty and aristocracy in Hazlitt’s imaginative reception. This is more, however, than the 

conventional raving of the English essayist, licensed to disburse meaning howsoever he pleases. 

Organizing Hazlitt’s otherwise amorphous response to Owen’s title is the logic of synecdoche: 

favored trope of the fatalist. Reading all things in all things, the fatalist finds in every particular 

an occasion for exposing the total; in every ostensible alteration or detour, an instance of the 

repetition of the same.  

This in part explains why character is so dominant in Hazlitt’s essays since it is 

essentially a synecdochal device. In The Spirit of the Age (1825), Hazlitt issues a series of 

portraits of the key personages comprising the contemporary public—an extended dramatis 

personae for the living present. As James Mulvihill observes, “[d]isjunctions and antinomies run 
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through” the characters Hazlitt portrays in the book.15 For Mulvihill, these divisions are a sign of 

Hazlitt’s complex epistemological ambition, his desire “to capture the variable points of view 

that constitute the totality that is individual character, whether personal or cultural.”16 The 

“disjunctions and antinomies” are also, however, a sign of Hazlitt’s critical fatalism, which reads 

frustration in every figure. Each character in The Spirit of the Age, being both influential and 

self-divided, stands to serve as a synecdoche for history’s own perpetual self-entanglement. 

When Hazlitt shows, in Mulvihill’s words, “that character is immanent and demonstrates its own 

teleology” above and beyond apparent reversals and self-contradictions,17 this is not just a 

triumph of fledgling cultural studies but also a tribute to the power of fate. Thus, though Robert 

Southey repents his radicalism and embraces conservatism, according to Hazlitt his character 

remains the same. As Mulvihill summarizes, Hazlitt reads Southey’s discrepant political 

identities as “optional effects” of a more fundamental—and static—“contingency of character.”18 

To put this in tragic terms: apostasy (any which way) is futile, only an apparent change or 

diversion from some more fundamental direction. It becomes the fatalist critic’s office to supply 

the true cause for anagnorisis and impose it upon an unsuspecting public. If in this Hazlitt 

anticipates the hermeneutics of suspicion by placing critical analysis above (in Mulvihill’s terms) 

“moral and ideological preconceptions,”19 it should be stressed that unlike Marx, Freud, or 

Nietzsche, he offers no promise of restitution, no technique (community, therapy, or will) for 

overcoming fate. As in Greek tragedy, so in The Spirit of the Age: character is the end of the 

story. 

                                                             
15 James Mulvihill, “Character and Culture in Hazlitt’s Spirit of the Age,” Nineteenth-Century Literature 45 (1990): 
294. 
16 Ibid., 295. 
17 Ibid., 296. 
18 Ibid., 297. 
19 Ibid., 299. 
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As the disenchanting review of Owen’s redundancy had already illustrated, Hazlitt turns 

to character—political and intellectual as well as personal—to explore subjection to fate. Though 

Albrecht paradoxically voices the “optimism” of tragedy, the element of fate remains embedded 

in Hazlitt’s “tragic view.” For Hazlitt, history precipitously upsets the subjunctive mood of 

subjectivity, its would-be liberal will to align the future with its wishes, be they calculating or 

romantic, aggressive or organic. The writing was already on the wall in Hazlitt’s first 

publication, the arcane Essay on the Principles of Human Action of 1805, whose ostensibly 

encouraging account of the priority of sympathy over self-interest, seeming to extend the 

assurances of eighteenth-century moralists like Hume and Smith, in fact betrays what Jacques 

Khalip has called “a sobering Romantic lesson” about the “anonymity of subjectivity.”20 

Khalip’s interest is in the social implications of this lesson, especially the anxieties created by 

“the sociable and exchangeable nature—indeed, the fluidity—of subjectivity.”21 It is also 

possible to read in Hazlitt’s first work, oracularly as it were, signs of a budding fatalism that 

would not become full-blown until the termination of Napoleon’s prospects a decade later. 

To call the Essay oracular is deliberately ironic on my part, considering that Hazlitt’s first 

principle in the work, on which the whole rest of his theory depends, holds that the future is 

inaccessible absolutely. Experience, he insists, allows for no “positive communication between a 

man’s future, and present self” (1: 8). What follows from this communicative failure, a decisive 

epistemological fissure, is a delegitimization of self-interest as a grounds for action. If we must 

use our imaginations to guess at our future, then “we” (our future selves) are no closer to us (our 

present selves), formally speaking, than are other people, whose experiences we can likewise 

only imagine. As the puzzling grammar indicates (we are no closer to ourselves…), Hazlitt’s 

                                                             
20 Jacques Khalip, “Virtual Conduct: Disinterested Agency in Hazlitt and Keats,” ELH 73 (2006): 886. 
21 Ibid., 894. 
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ethics of disinterest comes at a steep price to subjectivity, which loses with its illusions of 

clairvoyance any hold on a strong sense of identity in time or society. As Khalip explains, “what 

we are is always a momentary distortion along an otherwise temporal fluctuation that we cannot 

own.”22 Still, like Hazlitt in 1805, Khalip emphasizes the promising ethical takeaway: 

“Subjectivity’s crisscrossings” in time “inspire its strongest ethical urgings to act with and on 

behalf of others, and to question its movements at every turn.” In the subject’s precarity lies its 

best hope for community. The mistake, Khalip interprets, would be to resist “the self’s felt 

vulnerabilities” and insist on pursuing chimerical self-interest, an always already “failed attempt 

at preserving some kind of stability to consciousness.”23  

Without invoking tragedy directly, Khalip’s deeply Cavellian reading of Hazlitt’s 

Essay—interpreting the need for (in Cavell’s terms) “acknowledgement” rather than “avoidance” 

of the compromising force of alterity in experience—carries with it traces of the aura of tragedy 

so important to Cavell’s work.24 An oedipal threat is implicit in Khalip’s cautionary moral about 

acknowledging “felt vulnerabilities” instead of shoring up illusions of self-sufficiency destined 

to fail. Young in 1805 and new to Romantic authorship, Hazlitt is equally confident as Cavell or 

Freud that, properly understood, subjectivity can be reconciled to its condition and to others, and 

that tragedy, if not its threat, can be avoided or undone. By 1815, Hazlitt is considerably more 

jaded, and though he claims, not implausibly, never to have abandoned his earliest theory, its 

significance must be reassessed in the wake of the intervening years. While it is possible to read 

the Essay and its romantic argument prospectively to illuminate the later essays, which is the 

methodology Khalip and others (in liberal fashion) employ, it is also possible to work in the 

                                                             
22 Ibid., 889. 
23 Ibid., 894. 
24 Stanley Cavell, The Claim of Reason: Wittgenstein, Skepticism, Morality, and Tragedy (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1979). 
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reverse—finding in the basic form of the earliest argument, if not in the tone or original 

intention, a residual or prophetic foundation for the fatalism that appears so characteristically in 

the later works. Tellingly, just as Hazlitt educes a persistent character of (among numerous 

others) Southey, which transcends his apostasy from radical to conservative (and even makes 

that apostasy appear merely incidental), so too there is a character in Hazlitt that obtains in the 

work of the well-intentioned, belated radical philosopher and the frustrated post-Napoleonic 

essayist alike: the character of a fatalist. Indeed, the very demonstrability of such a character (in 

Hazlitt’s Southey or in Hazlitt himself), pervading through time—since it cannot, on the grounds 

of the Essay, be attributed to the control or projections of the subject—can only be the work of 

some external force (call it fate). In this respect, Hazlitt’s Spirit of the Age—though it presents a 

series of linear identities—does not, as it would otherwise seem to, contradict the theory of 

dissociated subjectivity of the Essay, but rather brings that theory’s formal open-endedness to 

fatal historical closure.  

Though its tone and theme are not tragic (in the way Khalip’s reading, with its concern 

for vulnerability, loss, and community, intimates), Hazlitt’s Essay formally provides for the 

conditions of possibility, as it were, of fatalism and hence tragedy. All that is needed is precisely 

what the essay most forcefully presses: a drastic alienation of the self from the future. Even in 

cases in which the subject knows the circumstances of what will happen to him, in however 

vague or concrete terms, still Hazlitt argues that it cannot be maintained that the full experience 

of the future self can be realized, known, or felt by the subject on the way to that experience. 

Hazlitt uses a dark example to illustrate this point, conceding that his argument would be 

invalidated if it were somehow true that “a man on the rack really felt no more than he must have 

done from the apprehension of the same punishment a year before” (1: 4). That an image, not 
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only grisly but literally unbending, would appear in this context, when any example of pain (or 

pleasure) would have sufficed, at least serves to evince the fatalistic tendencies latent in the 

theory. Mark Bernstein, defining “metaphysical fatalism,” argues that it “is best seen as viewing 

the occurrence of all events, including future events, as necessary in just the same way as we 

commonsensically view the occurrence of past events.”25 It is no accident (so to speak) that 

Hazlitt’s essay, parametrically about self-interest and disinterest, finds itself, at an especially 

exemplary moment, imposing a fatalistic thought experiment on its reader. Explaining that the 

future is unintuitable in the present means giving a chilling example in which a future is fixed in 

advance—one year, one rack. All that is necessary to Hazlitt’s argument is that the reader grant 

that the man could not truly feel the pain of his punishment before it was executed upon him. But 

another meaning, more prominent than the didactic one, competes for the reader’s attention: the 

man, though he knew his fate for a year, was powerless to avert it. Fatalism displaces disinterest 

as Hazlitt anticipates frustration in convincing his audience of the truth of his theory and resorts 

to an extreme example to make his point. His rhetoric in the periodical essays would follow a 

similar trajectory, forsaking disinterest and becoming hyperbolic in the face of unbending 

frustrations: political, romantic, and professional.  

A comparison of two essays, one collected in Table Talk (1821) and romantically 

disinterested, the other collected in The Plain Speaker (1826) and hyperbolically frustrated, 

illustrates a similar transition or trespass, more conscious and conspicuous now, from a mild, 

metaphysical agnosticism concerning the future to a suddenly intolerable representation of fate. 

Where “On Living to Oneself” is neutral, dispassionate, and detached, “On the Pleasure of 

Hating” is agitated, impassioned, and bristling. Both essays cope with a sense of fatalism, though 

in different ways—reproducing a dichotomy Hazlitt had earlier established between two kinds of 
                                                             
25 Mark H. Bernstein, Fatalism (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1992), 8. 
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tragedy in his review of A. W. Schlegel’s A Course of Lectures on Dramatic Art and Literature 

published in the Edinburgh Review in 1816. According to Hazlitt, ancient Greek tragedy is 

phlegmatic, displaying “awful tranquillity” in spite of “dreadful” circumstances, and “from the 

depth of despair, [producing] a lofty grandeur and collectedness of mind.”26 Hazlitt contrasts the 

sublimities of ancient Greek patience and submission with the “extremity of human passion and 

suffering” on display in modern tragedies: 

The object of modern tragedy is to represent the soul utterly subdued as it were, or 

at least convulsed and overthrown by passion or misfortune. That of the ancients 

was to show how the greatest crimes could be perpetrated with the least remorse, 

and the greatest calamities borne with the least emotion.27 

Though awed by the ancients and their composure under duress, Hazlitt is, not surprisingly, more 

sympathetic to the recalcitrant passions of modernity. By 1816, Napoleon is off the world stage, 

but the legacy of the French Revolution persists—a Rousseauian legacy, deeply significant to 

Hazlitt, which renounces fate as social illusion and adverts passionately to a state of nature 

before and beyond historical contingency. Needless to say, Sophocles had not read the Discourse 

on Inequality and lacks the modern sense, familiar to rapt chroniclers of revolution like Hazlitt, 

of deserving better. Modernity, as Hazlitt implicitly defines it, tears opens a gap between 

possession and entitlement, contingency and hope, fate and justice—a gap whose irreparability 

after 1815 the excess of passion and suffering in tragedy goes some way towards addressing.  

When Hazlitt publishes his own book on Shakespeare in 1817, he quotes Schlegel at 

length by way of introduction, emphasizing Shakespeare’s facility with passion as a 

distinguishing merit: 

                                                             
26 William Hazlitt, The Collected Works of William Hazlitt, 10 vols., ed. A. R. Waller and Arnold Glover (London: 
J. M. Dent & Co., 1904), 10: 93. 
27 Ibid., 10: 96. 
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If Shakespeare deserves our admiration for his characters, he is equally deserving 

of it for his exhibition of passion, taking this word in its widest signification, as 

including every mental condition, every tone from indifference or familiar mirth 

to the wildest rage and despair. He gives us the history of minds; he lays open to 

us, in a single word, a whole series of preceding conditions. (1: 86-87) 

Whereas Greek tragedy presents minds subdued to fates beyond the reach (much less use) of 

understanding, Shakespeare fashions character as a function of passion and circumstance. “He 

gives us the history of minds” in a way that nourishes the modern appetite for explanation. The 

“dire conflict of the feelings” and “desperate struggle with fortune” eerily absent from ancient 

plays are underscored in Shakespearean tragedy by an “intenseness of passion” (1: 90). Far from 

modeling Sophoclean “fatal composure,” Shakespeare encourages the late Rousseauian, late 

revolutionary, late Napoleonic practice of questioning fate. 

 While Hazlitt’s drama criticism of 1816 and 1817 maintains a clear bias toward passion 

and extremity over composure and solemnity, his essays are considerably more ambivalent in 

their negotiations with fatalism. Many of the essays, not least the Essay concerning the 

Principles of Human Action treated above, sanction forms of resignation similar to the 

“tranquillity” and “collectedness of mind” Hazlitt associates with Greek tragedy. For the future-

bereft subject of Hazlitt’s early metaphysics, resignation becomes a condition rather than a 

choice. Since whatever we imagine now about our own or each other’s futures is inexorably 

divided from and untransferable to the futures we will actually experience, selflessness—the sort 

of composure in disintegration that Keats, clinching Hazlitt’s dialectic, will call a “capability”—

is not just morally viable but epistemologically necessary. Our default modality, according to 

Hazlitt, is resigned to any notion of personal identity. In 1821’s Table Talk, Hazlitt calls this 
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modality “living to one’s-self,” by which he means “never thinking at all about one’s-self, any 

more than if there was no such person in existence” (6: 78). Exempt from the contrivances of 

self-interest, such a mode, default or practiced, would be well suited to Grecian tragedy per 

Hazlitt’s account of the genre. While his essays, wholly invested in the commonsensical plain-

speaking English tradition, betray none of the outward aspects of sublimity and mysticism that 

he disapprovingly associates with German aesthetics in his drama criticism,28 still the blind, 

exposed, self-dissociated subject of his 1805 theory, though sheltered in the everyday idiom of 

the English essayist, is not formally different from the character of an Oedipus or Agamemnon. 

 Khalip points to the 1805 Essay’s implication in a broader intellectual history in which 

“disinterest, retaining its Kantian flavor, had become successfully incorporated into much late 

eighteenth-century philosophical thought, gesturing to diverse aesthetic, social, and political 

structures of critical detachment and objectivity derived from the Enlightenment.”29 Though 

Hazlitt does not mention it, one of the most remarked upon sections of Schlegel’s 1816 lectures 

concerns the status of the mysterious chorus in Greek tragedy, whom Schlegel describes as an 

“ideal spectator.”30 Critical distance in a fated world similarly became Hazlitt’s project, which he 

executed not in the enigmatic style of a Grecian chorus but in the direct, unadorned, self-

consciously unprepossessing manner of a prose market essayist, in the tradition not of Schlegel’s 

but of Addison’s Spectator. Hazlitt himself was conscious of the misfit between his outlook and 

his genre. Halfway into “On Living to One’s-Self,” he cites a sublimely disinterested and 

                                                             
28 Hazlitt distances himself from the “appearance of mysticism in [Schlegel’s] style” in both his 1816 review and his 
1817 preface to Characters of Shakespeare’s Plays (1: 86). David Simpson critiques the British “image of 
Germany” in this period as part of a broader consolidation of nationalistic ideology in his Romanticism, 
Nationalism, and the Revolt against Theory (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993), 84-103.  
29 Khalip, 885. 
30 William Augustus Schlegel, A Course of Lectures on Dramatic Art and Literature, trans. John Black (London: 
Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy, 1815), 78. 
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fatalistic passage from the third canto of Lord Byron’s Childe Harold (published the same year 

as the review of Schlegel): 

  I have not loved the world, nor the world me; 

  I have not flattered its rank breath, nor bow’d  

  To its idolatries a patient knee— 

  Nor coin’d my cheek to smiles—nor cried aloud 

  In worship of an echo; in the crowd 

  They could not deem me one of such; I stood 

  Among them, but not of them; in a shroud 

  Of thoughts which were not their thoughts, and still could, 

  Had I not filed my mind which thus itself subdued. (6: 84) 

Imaged in a shroud, the speaker’s detachment is figuratively as enigmatic as that of Schlegel’s 

chorus or “ideal spectator,” in the orchestra “among” the characters “but not of them.” Likewise, 

Hazlitt’s impression of the “awful tranquillity” and “lofty grandeur” of the characters in Greek 

tragedy echoes itself in his quotation of Byron’s depiction of the awfully self-subdued mind. 

Hazlitt follows up the quotation not with an expression of identification, however, but with a 

distinction among genres: 

Sweet verse embalms the spirit of sour misanthropy; but woe betide the ignoble 

prose-writer who should thus dare to compare notes with the world, or tax it 

roundly with imposture. (6: 85) 

The key term is “ignoble.” Not only is Byron, unlike Hazlitt, a poet, but he is also, like 

protagonists in Greek tragedy, of high birth. When he waxes on his alienation from the world, 

there is still majesty in it, as the elevation of his diction itself allegorizes his lordly status. (Mr. 
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Darcy in Pride and Prejudice, another misanthrope to make his appearance in 1813, enjoys a 

similar luxury.) To be a mere essayist at odds with the public is a different affair. In other 

essays—“Coriolanus” in Characters of Shakespeare’s Plays and “On the Aristocracy of Letters” 

in Table Talk—Hazlitt articulates analogies between social and literary hierarchies with 

distinctly ignoble disdain. Here, in “On Living to Oneself,” he analyzes with sarcasm (“woe 

betide”) a serious formal obstacle to what was becoming an increasingly self-conscious concern 

to renounce the public misanthropically and history fatalistically in unelevated straightforward 

prose rather than high poetry or sublime drama. How could one write a tragic chorus in familiar 

essays? Of what consequence was ordinary disinterest, low-level misanthropy, prosaic fatalism? 

 “On Living to One’s-Self” opens with an epigraph from Goldsmith, the first two lines 

from his Traveller, which anticipate Byron in their roaming melancholy: 

  Remote, unfriended, melancholy, slow, 

  Or by the lazy Scheldt or wandering Po. (6: 78) 

Geography tracks fate for the lonely traveler who retains his alienation whether by the rivers of 

Italy or France. At the end of the stanza, in lines Hazlitt doesn’t reach quoting, Goldsmith’s 

speaker drags an ever “lengthening chain” behind him, a figurative representation of his 

inexorable connection to the nation of his birth. Ultimately, the “weary” traveller concludes that 

he ought not “search to find” in foreign nations “[t]hat bliss which only centers in the mind,” not 

unlike the weary pantheist in Coleridge’s “Dejection: An Ode” will concede that he “cannot hope 

from outward forms to win / The Passion and the Life, whose fountains are within.” In “On 

Living to One’s-Self,” written during one of his reclusive retreats to Winterslow village, Hazlitt 

adopts a similar theme of world-weary withdrawal seeking inner versus public satisfactions. 

Goldsmith’s poem is particularly apt as an epigraph because it concerns a failed attempt to find 
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happiness in the politics of other nations, just as Hazlitt had hoped that French radicalism would 

reach him through Napoleon’s conquests and bring happiness through political change. 

Goldsmith’s traveler returned home thus shares with Hazlitt’s essayist removed from London to 

Winterslow both a sense of inexorable fate—unable to change one’s state no matter how far 

abroad one ventures to look—and a sense of surrender to the limited possibilities for happiness 

within the self.  

 The more Hazlitt defines “living to one’s-self,” the more it resonates with Schlegel’s 

brief but influential account of the disinterested chorus of Grecian tragedy in his Course of 

Lectures on Dramatic Art and Literature. Schlegel emphasizes first the separation of the chorus 

from the events of the play and second the representative character of its emotional responses to 

the play: 

Whatever it might be in particular pieces, [the chorus] represented in general, first 

the national spirit, and then the general participation of mankind. In a word, the 

chorus is the ideal spectator. It mitigates the impression of a heart rending or 

moving story, while it conveys to the actual spectator a lyrical and musical 

expression of his own emotions, and elevates him to the region of consideration.31 

Simultaneously detached from the play world but connected to the audience, Schlegel’s chorus 

offers in lyrical and musical form a cosmopolitan model of spectatorship. Hazlitt defines “living 

to one’s-self” in similar terms, invoking the language of dramatic spectatorship and emphasizing 

both pure detachment and emotional representativeness at the same time: 

What I mean by living to one’s-self is living in the world, as in it, not of it; it is as 

if no one knew there was such a person, and you wished no one to know it: it is to 

be a silent spectator of the mighty scene of things, not an object of attention or 
                                                             
31 Schlegel, A Course of Lectures, 78-79. 
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curiosity in it; to take a thoughtful, anxious interest in what is passing in the 

world, but not to feel the slightest inclination to make or meddle with it. It is such 

a life as a pure spirit might be supposed to lead, and such an interest as it might 

take in the affairs of men, calm, contemplative, passive, distant, touched with pity 

for their sorrows, smiling at their follies without bitterness, sharing in their 

affections, but not troubled by their passions, not seeking their notice, nor once 

dreamt of by them. (6: 79, emphases added) 

All that is lacking to complete the correspondence between Hazlitt’s model of abstracted 

selfhood and Schlegel’s representation of the Greek chorus is an audience. The stage Hazlitt 

would remove himself from is not fictional, as in the case of the chorus in the orchestra, but 

historical—the Romantic mass public. Thus: “When a man is contented with himself and his 

own resources, all is well. When he undertakes to play a part on the stage, and to persuade the 

world to think more about him than they do about themselves, he is got into a track where he 

will find nothing but briars and thorns, vexation and disappointment” (6: 79-80, emphases 

added). In Hazlitt’s essay, the theater of fatalism has expanded from the isolated ceremony of a 

Greek polis to the near-total system of publicity itself. The choices are either to surrender to the 

tragedy or secure some chorus-like recess apart from it. Attenuating the familiarity incumbent on 

the liberal sociable essayist, “On Living to One’s-Self” models a detached, disinterested mode of 

spectatorship, offering itself as a humane chorus mediating between a cruel public and a 

hypothetical readership that ought to be more horrified. 

 Hazlitt’s awful distrust of the public—“Infinite are the mortifications of the bare attempt 

to emerge from obscurity; numberless the failures,” he writes in “On Living to One’s-Self”—was 

not without cause (6: 81). In between the polite drama criticism of 1816 and 1817 and the barage 
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of fatalism released in the essays of 1819 (Political Essays), 1821 (Table Talk), and 1826 (The 

Plain Speaker), Hazlitt’s dispossession of his own identity was brought unphilosophically to his 

attention by petty attacks by conservative pundits who distorted his physical appearance by 

imputing “pimples” to him when his complexion was actually clear. Someone posing as Hazlitt’s 

friend P. G. Patmore affected to dismiss the allegations as absurd while at the same time 

deepening them by raising the possibility of a symbolic interpretation: 

By the bye, what can our Editor’s facetious friend mean by ‘pimpled Hazlitt’? If 

he knows that gentleman’s person, he cannot intend the epithet to refer to that; 

and how ‘pimpled’ can be interpreted with reference to mind, we are not able to 

divine.32 

Others were, and when eventually challenged by a potential libel suit, the Blackwood’s crew hid 

behind a figurative explanation: “None of us knows anything of [Hazlitt’s] personal 

appearance—how could we?—But what designation could be more apt to mark the scurvy, 

verrucose, foully-heated, disordered, and repulsive style of the man?”33 As an offhand diary 

remark makes clear, Lord Byron similarly assimilated the “pimpled” allegation to Hazlitt’s style: 

[Friedrich Schlegel] is like Hazlitt, in English, who talks pimples—a red and 

white corruption rising up (in little imitation of mountains upon maps), but 

containing nothing, and discharging nothing, except their own humours.34 

Socially deaf, of course, to Hazlitt’s critique of the inflections of class in literary form, Byron 

reinforces the very aristocracy of style Hazlitt had objected to with reference to Childe Harold in 

“On Living to One’s-Self.” Ill-humored poetry by a lord is sublime, but ill-humored prose by a 

                                                             
32 P. G. Patmore and John Gibson Lockhart, “Notice of Mr. Hazlitt’s Lectures on English Poetry,” Blackwood’s 
Edinburgh Magazine 2 (1818): 75. 
33 John Gibson Lockhart and William Maginn, “Letters of Timothy Tickler, Esq. to Eminent Literary Characters, 
No. IX,” Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine 14 (1823): 311. 
34  Byron’s Letters and Journals, 12 vols., ed. Leslie A. Marchand (London: John Murray, 1973-82), 8: 38. 
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social homunculus like Hazlitt conjures comparisons to volcanic pimples, not mountains. 

(Notably, Hazlitt’s friend and fellow prose stylist Charles Lamb—no less a skeptic of literary 

aristocracy than Hazlitt—would say of Byron’s poetry almost exactly what Byron thought of 

Hazlitt’s: that it could “only move the Spleen.”)  

 Pimpled or not, Hazlitt suffered by the attacks, which fomented his misanthropy (already 

active in his fetish and grief for Napoleon). He began to view the public as an ignorant, servile 

mass of hopelessly impressionable subjects. In “On Living to One’s-Self,” he mentions how a 

single negative review of his Characters of Shakespeare’s Plays was enough to stop sales of the 

book, a story he interprets as a sign of the public’s “cowardice” (6: 86). He concludes that “the 

public is,” paradoxically, “the dupe of public opinion, not its parent” (6: 85-86). Here, the 

language of self-deception and confused genealogy, markedly oedipal, indicates Hazlitt’s 

fatalistic outlook on the public and publicity. Like fate in Greek drama, though depressingly 

more trivial (a subject for low art, not high), the Romantic public patrols outcomes regardless of 

intentions. One reads the papers one morning to discover oneself pimpled, however one appears 

“to one’s-self” in the mirror. 

 At the same time, in a strange way Hazlitt seems also to have enjoyed such self-alienating 

events, which seemed to confirm, if only on a cynical register, his early unheeded philosophy. 

Wryly, he could read himself as both oracle and victim of fate when his own subjectivity was 

proven to be so dissociable from itself. Misanthropy itself becomes metaphysical—turns into the 

fate of philosophy—as the dissociability of identity theorized in Hazlitt’s 1805 Essay matures 

into the unsociability of the detached essayist of the post-Napoleonic years. A pimpled Hazlitt 

masquerading in the press to the symbolic detriment of an actual Hazlitt pumping out essays in a 

hopeless effort to gain prestige validates the argument of the 1805 Essay even as (and precisely 
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because) it undermines the author of the same work. Just as the man with a date with the rack 

cannot possibly identify with the person he will be under the circumstances of torture, so too, 

less dramatically, the author who writes for the public can never synchronize with the author 

who is read by the public. Even in failure, thus, Hazlitt could—and did—consider his work a 

success since, retrospectively, the 1805 Essay could, like an oracle, be seen as having prophesied 

authorial failure. Though he could not have known what it was like to be pimpled, Hazlitt knew 

that not knowing its future was a condition of subjectivity and had published as much years 

earlier. As his identity was symbolically marred, he could still look back on his own work with 

an ironic sense of self-fulfilling pride. Misrepresentations of himself in the press only confirmed 

to the point of absurdity the basis of his philosophy of detachment. 

 Something formally similar had happened in the winter of 1808, years before the 

conservative caricatures in the press, among liberal friends in a personal rather than public 

setting. The incident is more or less anomalous in Hazlitt’s recorded life for its humor, 

occasioned by a prank by his friend Charles Lamb. Hazlitt was ill, and Lamb and Joseph Hume, 

a mutual friend, set forth a rumor (that got as far as Hazlitt’s minister father) that Hazlitt had 

killed himself in anticipation of his pending marriage to Sarah Stoddart. The premise was a farce, 

but when Hazlitt heard the news of his own death, he responded with a long and more or less 

humorless letter that reciprocated Lamb’s absurd pretense by adopting a third-person perspective 

on his own ongoing existence. To demonstrate that he is still alive, Hazlitt logs his own behavior 

over the past weeks of illness in a characteristically dry, detached, and methodical tone and in 

dissociated grammar, as though he were in his own life but not of it: 

This petition sheweth that the best way of proving clearly that a man is not dead is 

by setting forth his manner of life, and, first, that he, the said W. Hazlitt, has 
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regularly for the last month rang the bell at eleven at night, which was considered 

as a sign for the girl to warm his bed, and this being done, he has gone to bed, and 

slept soundly for the next twelve or fourteen hours. Secondly, that every day 

about twelve or 1 o’clock he has got up, put on his clothes, drank his tea, and eat 

two plate-fulls of buttered toast, of which he had taken care to have the hard edges 

pared off as hurtful to the mouth and gums, and he has then sat for some hours 

with his eyes steadfastly fixed upon the fire, like a person in a state of deep 

thought, but doing nothing.35 

While his friends jocularly pretend to believe he is dead, Hazlitt seizes the more serious 

opportunity of abstracting himself from his own identity. He dissociates so much that even 

routine details are uncannily alienated in the description: the bell was “considered as a sign,” he 

reports, as though commenting on a world even the everyday customs of which were neither his 

nor obvious. His first action entered as proof of life is sleep, and the whole passage has an aura 

of lifelessness about it, culminating in the haunting image of the man sitting “for some hours” 

staring blankly at a fire.  

 Primarily, Hazlitt’s spectral reply is meant to emphasize the extent of his illness. He is 

not dead from fear of marriage, but he is half-dead due to serious illness. Later in the letter, he 

explains how, since he is unable to attend holiday parties, he has been “tormented with the 

apparition of a fat goose or a sirloin of beef.”36 In similarly ghostly terms, he refers to his own 

ideas as “so thin and attenuated that they might be thought not unlike the notions of a 

disembodied spirit.”37 Channelled through ghost-like reminders of illness, mock understated 

                                                             
35 The Letters of William Hazlitt, ed. Herschel Moreland Sikes (New York: New York University Press, 1978), 96. 
36 Ibid., 97. 
37 Ibid., 97-98. 
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exasperation is a sense of humor becoming of the fatalist, who is surprised—but not all that 

surprised—that people should think he is dead, or that he should be the last to know. 

At the same time—three years passed the publication of the 1805 Essay on futurity and 

imagination, and eight or so away from the infamous “pimpled” calumnies looming in the 

imagination of Blackwood’s—Hazlitt embraces the allegory of his own dissoluble identity as an 

opportunity for performing detachment, concluding the letter with a set of instructions on what 

should be done if it proves impossible for him “to defeat the arts of his calumniators” and prove 

that he is really alive: 

Lastly as there are some appearances against him, and as he is aware that almost 

everything goes by appearances, in case it should be determined that he is a dead 

man and that he must be buried against his will, he submits to this decision but 

with two provisos, first, that he shall be allowed to appear as chief mourner at his 

own funeral, secondly that he shall have liberty to appoint Joseph Hume, Esq. of 

the Victualling Office, his executor and administrator of his effects . . .38 

Hazlitt’s satirical request to be “chief mourner at his own funeral,” apart from making a grim 

joke grimmer, points to a solemn structure of dissocation that characterizes Hazlitt’s work in 

general. In the 1805 Essay, he provided its formal conditions of possibility, and in reviewing the 

Greeks of Schlegel’s lectures in 1816 he registers its historical instantiation. After the pundits 

make pimples of his authorship in the late teens, he responds in as detached, self-abnegating, and 

ghostly a manner as he did to Lamb and Hume, explaining to his aspersers in his “Reply to Z” 

that he is “not pimpled, but remarkably pale and sallow.”39 Later on in Table Talk he alludes to 

the controversy in directly spectral terms, this time in the grammatically detached third person: 

                                                             
38 Ibid., 98. 
39 The Complete Works of William Hazlitt, 21 vols., ed. Percival P. Howe (London: Dent, 1930-4), 9: --. 
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“You are told that a person has carbuncles on his face; but you have ocular proofs that he is 

sallow, and pale as a ghost” (6: 236).  

Not only “On Living to One’s-Self” but the majority of Hazlitt’s essays of the post-

Napoleonic period develop a resigned, detached tone, and there is something ghostly even in 

Hazlitt’s presence in The Spirit of the Age, as it gazes on the lives of contemporaries from a 

distant but not absent perspective. Before Hazlitt titled the 1825 work, in “On the Pleasure of 

Hating” he had coined the phrase “choice-spirits of the age” (my emphasis), further suggesting 

the ghostly character of his view of history. Dissociation, as the Greeks revealed, could 

constitute a strategic response to fatalism; and ghostliness, as the letter to Lamb and Hume 

demonstrates, could serve well as a figure for dissociation. Having no life per se, a ghost’s fate is 

already decided. Yet it persists in time, though its presence is ineffectual. In so far as the fatalist 

considers the future to be already decided, the ghost is an apt figure for his subjectivity, which 

must be present in history without being able to alter its impervious course.  

Ghostly figures are as close as Hazlitt comes to belying his conscious aversion to the 

mysticism, sublimity, and obscurity that he and his English audience likewise associated with 

German and Coleridgean laxity and extravagance, and even Hazlitt’s ghosts appear in otherwise 

solid, matter-of-fact, airtight prose. For the most part, Hazlitt bears his resignation without 

appealing to Greek enigma or German sublimity, crafting a paradoxically English and essayistic 

style of fatalism that avoids grandeur. “I have naturally but little imagination,” he summarizes in 

“On the Past and Future” (6: 18), an admission that both exudes fatalism (what need has the 

fatalist for imagination?) and qualifies it (this particular fatalist happens to be banal). One reason 

why Hazlitt’s “On the Pleasure of Hating” is among his more anthologized works is that it rises 

above the positivistic tendency toward banality in description and precipitates a more (to use 
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Hazlitt’s definition) Shakespearean display of “extremity of passion,” displacing the phlegmatic 

and mundane detachment theorized in the early metaphysics and modeled in essays like “On 

Living to One’s-Self.”  

Although most of “On the Pleasure of Hating” is in Hazlitt’s usual disinterested voice—

reporting on the obdurance of ill will in human nature in as analytical and dispassionate a manner 

as that with which he had recounted his monotonous daily routine as a sick man to Lamb and 

Hume—the end of the essay, in a lengthy 650-word paragraph, changes in style, rising into a 

crescendo-like soliloquy of high Shakespearean rhetoric that reluctantly breaks with the neutral 

essayistic persona and becomes dramatically involved.  

Biographically, Hazlitt’s botched infatuation with Sarah Walker is to blame for the lapse, 

even more apparent in the excruciating Liber Amoris Hazlitt had published in 1823 to air his 

resentment towards his would-have-been lover. Ironically, what Walker represents, at least as 

she is characterized in that work, is an abuse of disinterest—a libertine who exploits detachment 

without at the same time abstracting herself from the world. Passion is unleashed in a climactic 

scene of Liber Amoris in which Hazlitt finally rages, allowing his disinterested persona to lapse: 

I could bear it no longer. I gave way to all the fury of disappointed hope and 

jealous  passion. I was made the dupe of trick and cunning, killed with cold, 

sullen scorn; and, after all the agony I had suffered, could obtain no explanation 

why I was subjected to it. I was still to be tantalized, tortured, made the cruel 

sport of one, for whom I would have sacrificed all. I tore the locket which 

contained her hair (and which I used to wear continually in my bosom, as the 

precious  token of her dear regard) from my neck, and  trampled it in pieces. I 

then dashed the little Buonaparte on the ground, and stamped upon it, as one of 
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her instruments of mockery. I could not stay in the room; I could not leave it; my 

rage, my despair were uncontroulable. I shrieked curses on her name, and on her 

false love; and the scream I uttered (so pitiful and so piercing was it, that the 

sound of it terrified me) instantly brought the whole house, father, mother,  

lodgers and all, into the room. They thought I was destroying her and myself. (7: 

58) 

Having hoped for transparency in gendered intimacy, instead Hazlitt confronts a fate as opaque 

as any other. (In “On the Pleasure of Hating,” submitting to similar opacity, he will ask why 

hatred is so indelible in the human soul, only to discard such questions as inexorably rhetorical, 

unanswerable and hence inconsequential: “Is it pride? Is it envy? Is it the force of contrast? Is it 

weakness or malice? But so it is . . .” [9: 118].) Losing its recourse to the feminine, Hazlitt’s 

fatalism becomes absolute and ultimate, precipitating a change in his demeanor that his 

comparison of ancient to modern tragedy had already allegorized some fifteen years earlier as a 

traversal from frighteningly detached composure to fully immersed distress. Try as he might, 

however, even in Liber Amoris (grandiloquently subtitled The New Pygmalian) Hazlitt still 

cannot escape the curse of prose (or the prose of class) to sublimate the pathos of his fate into 

high art. His shrieks are not those of a tragic hero; his woe is not Childe Harold’s; his presumed 

self-destruction is not even the sublime self-destruction of Shelley’s Miltonic New Prometheus.  

 In “On the Pleasure of Hating,” however, Hazlitt finally manages a Shakespearean effort 

in prose. The theme of the essay is, to recall Albrecht’s term, Hazlitt’s “tragic view,” which is 

not, however, as hopeful or even morally instructive as Albrecht has suggested. In describing the 

persistence and pervasiveness of hatefulness in modern life—its fatefully insidious 

redundancy—Hazlitt recycles terms he had invoked in his influential account of Iago in 
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Characters of Shakespeare’s Plays. Only now, the analysis that once applied only narrowly to an 

ostensibly enigmatic villain in a terrible tragedy is generalized to apply to human nature tout 

court.  

In Characters of Shakespeare’s Plays, abjuring Coleridge’s suggestive motto for Iago, 

“motiveless malignity,” Hazlitt insists that Iago is as natural and explicable a villain as any: 

Some persons, more nice than wise, have thought this whole character unnatural, 

because his villainy is without a sufficient motive. Shakespeare, who was as good 

a philosopher as he was a poet, thought otherwise. He knew that the love of 

power, which is another name for the love of mischief, is natural to man. He 

would know this as well or better than if it had been demonstrated to him by a 

logical diagram, merely from seeing children paddle in the dirt or kill flies for 

sport. (1: 118)  

“Mischief” at this time still means “misfortune,” a combined notion of evil and chance. Whereas 

today children are called mischievous to make light of their behavior, when Hazlitt refers to their 

killing flies “for sport” in conjunction with Iago’s “love of mischief,” the effect is to naturalize 

and even trivialize evil instincts while still maintaining a dark tone.40 Iago’s evil is not 

“motiveless” and mysterious but banal, and no less powerful for it. 

At ten years’ distance from the analysis of Iago, “On the Pleasure of Hating” reinvokes 

its imagery verbatim: the fact that “children kill flies for sport” is introduced as evidence that the 

“principle” of “hatred alone is immortal” (8: 119). Likewise, the essay opens with the plight of a 
                                                             
40 Tellingly, although the OED’s timeline is not precise on this point, its entry on “mischief” suggests that the rise of 
a more lax use of the term—creating the playful connotation that is most familiar in the language today—coincided 
with the rise of laissez-faire liberalism in the post-Napoleonic period, making Hazlitt’s serious use of the term to 
assert an affinity between the character of children and the character of Iago a late instance of an endangered sign. 
Considering liberalism’s joint emphasis on progressive betterment and control, it is not surprising to see traces of 
evil and chance abandoned in its vocabulary.  
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spider, an imperiled and imperiling creature Hazlitt reads as an emblem of humanity’s 

prolonged, visceral inclination to “shudder” and loathe some object or another, regardless of 

ostensible advances made in civility over time (8: 118). In the case of the spider, Hazlitt staggers 

his examples of the banality of evil to extend beyond children “in the dirt”: “A child, a clown, a 

woman, or a moralist a century ago, would have crushed the little reptile to death—my 

philosophy has got beyond that—I bear the creature no ill will—but still I hate the very sight of 

it” (8: 118). Even Hazlitt’s philosophy of detachment only goes so far; the “spirit of malevolence 

survives” within him too, without his acting upon it (8: 118). Concluding the spider allegory, 

Hazlitt satirizes the optimism of contemporary reformers by ironizing how long even the 

slightest, most superficial changes can take: “It will ask another hundred years of fine writing 

and hard thinking to cure us of the prejudice and make us feel towards this ill-omened tribe with 

something of ‘the milk of human kindness,’ instead of their own shyness and venom” (8: 118). 

 Hazlitt’s famous epithet for Iago, rivalling Coleridge’s alliterative “motiveless 

malignity,” is “amateur of tragedy” (1: 118). Hazlitt’s Iago is a schemer, a character who 

represents within a tragedy the tragic impulse itself—a delight in creating, instrumentalizing, and 

dramatizing tragic conflict and misfortune “in real life,” as opposed to professionally as a 

playwright or director. “On the Pleasure of Hating” generalizes the Iago character and makes it 

universal: “there is a secret affinity,” Hazlitt argues, “a hankering after, evil in the human mind,” 

which “takes a perverse, but a fortunate delight in mischief, since it is a never-failing source of 

satisfaction” (8: 118). In Characters of Shakespeare’s Plays, Hazlitt had called the “love of 

mischief” “natural to man,” but only in apology for Shakespeare’s mimetic art in Othello (1: 

118). Natural here did not mean universal or permanent. Iago was unique precisely in his non-

observance of the boundary between professional play and “real life.” He was the haunting alter-
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ego of Schlegel’s chorus: instead of humanely mediating between live audience and ominous 

spectacle, he represented the collapse of the boundary between the two, traversing a threshold 

supposed to separate disinterested spectatorship from tragic subjectivity by watching without 

sympathy and meddling with impunity. In “On the Pleasure of Hating,” all people are Iagos—

full of hatred if not so vocal about it as he—and all the world is, in this narrow sense, a stage. 

Professional tragedy creates the illusion of a circumscribed orchestra or Globe within whose 

space tragic fates can be contained and mediated, whether by ancient chorus or Romantic 

essayist. Hazlitt’s interpretation of Iago problematized this principle of mediation from within by 

ascribing disinterested, spectator-like qualities to an evil tragic agent. Hazlitt’s essay on hatred 

subsequently suggests that, in so far as everyone is a hater, he or she is, in effect, a professional 

of tragedy offstage. Hatred’s plot goes beyond Othello’s tragedy; it inexorably defines and 

therefore permanently predicts the course of human history as a serial performance of variations 

on the theme of hatred.   

 Conceptually, “On the Pleasure of Hating” is hyperbolic. Like synecdoche, which is itself 

a type of hyperbole, exaggeration becomes the fatalist, especially the fatalist in English essays, 

who would call attention to the awful in the discourse of the ordinary. Hyperbole serves where 

mysticism and myth are unavailable. “Do we not see this principle everywhere,” Hazlitt asks, 

totalizing both readers (“we”) and world (“everywhere”) (8: 119). Formally, Hazlitt’s hyperbolic 

representations of totality and ubiquity, with their corresponding omission of any prospect of 

mediation, subvert the premises of critical distance and make inevitable the essay’s ultimate 

involution, away from any hope of detachment or composure, into the fateful, abominable 

tragedy of real life through the interposition of a tragic soliloquy. By making everyone Iago and 

all the world Shakespearean, Hazlitt leaves himself with no out in chorus-like critique, living to 
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one’s-self, or metaphysics of disinterest: the essay must become dramatic, eloquent, and personal 

under its own tragic weight. It must reckon, at length, with its own (meta)oedipal failure to have 

avoided tragedy by remaining disinterested and apart: 

As to my old opinions, I am heartily sick of them. I have reason, for they have 

deceived me sadly. I was taught to think, and I was willing to believe, that genius 

was not a bawd, that virtue was not a mask, that liberty was not a name, that love 

had its seat in the human heart. Now I would care little if these words were struck 

out of the dictionary, or if I had never heard them. They are become to my ears a 

mockery and a dream. Instead of patriots and friends of freedom, I see nothing but 

the tyrant and the slave, the people linked with kings to rivet on the chains of 

despotism and superstition. I see folly join with knavery, and together make up 

public spirit and public opinions. I see the insolent Tory, the blind Reformer, the 

coward Whig! If mankind had wished for what is right, they might have had it 

long ago. The theory is plain enough; but they are prone to mischief, "to every 

good work reprobate." I have seen all that had been done by the mighty yearnings 

of the spirit and intellect of men, "of whom the world was not worthy," and that 

promised a proud opening to truth and good through the vista of future years, 

undone by one man, with just glimmering of understanding enough to feel that he 

was a king, but not to comprehend how he could be king of a free people! I have 

seen this triumph celebrated by poets, the friends of my youth and the friends of 

men, but who were carried away by the infuriate tide that, setting in from a 

throne, bore down every distinction of right reason before it; and I have seen all 

those who did not join in applauding this insult and outrage on humanity 
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proscribed, hunted down (they and their friends made a byword of), so that it has 

become an understood thing that no one can live by his talents or knowledge who 

is not ready to prostitute those talents and that knowledge to betray his species, 

and prey upon his fellow- man. "This was some time a mystery: but the time gives 

evidence of it." The echoes of liberty had awakened once more in Spain, and the 

mornings of human hope dawned again: but that dawn has been overcast by the 

foul breath of bigotry, and those reviving sounds stifled by fresh cries from the 

time-rent towers of the Inquisition - man yielding (as it is fit he should) first to 

brute force, but more to the innate perversity and dastard spirit of his own nature 

which leaves no room for farther hope or disappointment. And England, that arch-

reformer, that heroic deliverer, that mouther about liberty, and tool of power, 

stands gaping by, not feeling the blight and mildew coming over it, nor its very 

bones crack and turn to a paste under the grasp and circling folds of this new 

monster, Legitimacy! In private life do we not see hypocrisy, servility, 

selfishness, folly, and impudence succeed, while modesty shrinks from the 

encounter, and merit is trodden under foot? How often is "the rose plucked from 

the forehead of a virtuous love to plant a blister there!" What chance is there of 

the success of real passion? What certainty of its continuance? Seeing all this as I 

do, and unravelling the web of human life into its various threads of meanness, 

spite, cowardice, want of feeling, and want of understanding, of indifference 

towards others, and ignorance of ourselves, - seeing custom prevail over all 

excellence, itself giving way to infamy - mistaken as I have been in my public and 

private hopes, calculating others from myself, and calculating wrong; always 
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disappointed where I placed most reliance; the dupe of friendship, and the fool of 

love; - have I not reason to hate and to despise myself? Indeed I do; and chiefly 

for not having hated and despised the world enough. (8: 125-26) 

In a cruel irony, the one-time disinterested philosopher of the dissolution of identity has been 

fated, to the dissipation of his theory, to possess and hate a definite self. The relaxed essayist 

who in “On Living to One’s-Self” could modestly boast that “a slight fit of indigestion to-day” 

was “the only thing that makes me abhor myself” now appears thoroughly self-loathing (6: --). 

For his pains, he has succeeded (though who will recognize it as more than acne is unclear) in 

introducing by a dramatist’s maneuver “sour misanthropy” into a genre that seemed otherwise 

closed to it. Consumed by the fatalism of his own report, Hazlitt takes a Shakespearean stand, 

discharging passion in the ruins of politics. 

 For all his tenacious criticism, which often suggests an obstinate if jaded radicalism, 

Hazlitt’s political place in early nineteenth-century history is ambiguous, not least with respect to 

the liberalism that grew out of the early reform movement after the fall of Napoleon. In a 

paradoxical appropriation of alternate tragic modes—disinterest (which he associated with 

ancient Greek tragedy) and passion (which he affirmed in the characters of Shakespeare’s 

plays)—Hazlitt does something formally iconoclastic and etymologically paradoxical in English 

literature by essaying fatalism. As David Simpson has shown, British nationalist culture relied 

heavily on the essay (as genre, emblem, and mode) in its establishment of a patriotic, anti-

rationalist, Baconian and Burkean tradition in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries that 

was anything but fatalistic. The essay’s immethodical, inductive approach to questions of science 

and culture provided the model, synecdochal and allegorical, for social and political 

complacency and mild-mannered optimism. The exploratory essay also represented “social 
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entitlement,” as in the case of the Third Earl of Shaftesbury, whose “miscellaneous and 

diversified style is intended as a gesture of freedom against the contraints of form and system.”41 

Amorphous and winding, essayistic writing also provided both venue and analogy for the 

evolving political constitution of Burke’s eulogy in Reflections on the Revolution in France. At 

the time of Hazlitt’s writing, the conventional essay was open-ended, socially assured, temperate, 

and relaxed. It could not be subject to tragic reversal (peripeteia) because its trajectory was 

already so happily confused. It could have no thought of fate because its subjects were always 

diversifying, its attention never fixed. 

 But Hazlitt manages—if not politically, then formally—to radicalize the essay, retaining 

its character as anathema to system, following its belletristic protocols, but traducing the polity 

from a critical vantage at the same time. His essay construes fate in ostensible change, history in 

seriality. Into the apparently disparate, intuitive, immethodical culture of the essay, Hazlitt 

introduces a sense of invariability, redundancy, and fatality. In his authorship, the essay’s range 

and diversity serve not to expand or embellish on the nation’s self-image as pluriform and 

evolving but to enable a more comprehensive and continuous account of it as uniform and failed.  

Neither conservatives nor ultimately liberals wanted to hear such a message—they might 

say no one but an amateur of tragedy would—so Hazlitt became a ghost to himself and 

adolescently ugly to the public. A reviewer of Table Talk in Blackwood’s in 1822 explains: 

Now, it is one thing to feel sore, and a bad thing it is there is no denying; but to 

tell all the world the story of one’s soreness, to be continually taking off the 

bandages, and displaying all the ugly things they ought to cover, is quite another, 

                                                             
41 Simpson, Romanticism, Nationalism, and the Revolt against Theory, 48. 
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and a far worse affair. … Nobody likes the sight of an odious, maimed, bruised, 

battered, half-putrid, and shrunken limb, exposed in bright sunshine …42 

Not in table talk they didn’t. Awe-inspiring injustice might be a spectacle for Orestes, Othello, or 

Lord Harold to play, but it was no fit subject for a familiar essayist. In 1823, reinvoking the acne 

theme, the critics write that Hazlitt is like “an overgrown pimple, sore to the touch” who “feels 

that he is exiled from decent society.”43 Most of Hazlitt’s essays show that he did profess to want 

to remain detached from society, to view it as a kind of spectacle in which he, like an ancient 

chorus, played no part. But “On the Pleasure of Hating” suggests that the mediation between 

tragedy and real life would not hold; he could not be exiled enough. 

 The tension in Hazlitt’s work between an idealized ethics of detachment, on one hand, 

and an equally compelling tendency toward critique and righteous display on the other, registers 

the importance of justice to Hazlitt’s thought. The 1805 Essay’s neutralization of identity 

amounts to a radically egalitarian maneuver: an epistemology in which everyone is equally 

displaced in time. Hazlitt’s respect for tragic character, in both its ancient and modern forms, 

implies a similar ethics: what happens to Oedipus or Othello could happen to anyone.  

In “On the Past and Future”—published in Table Talk—Hazlitt targets the injustice of the 

new spirit of what would come to be called “liberalism,” in particular its love of self-assertion 

and its zeal for the future. The broad themes of Hazlitt’s work are all present in the essay: the 

opacity of the future, “like a dead wall or a thick mist hiding objects from our view” (6: 21); the 

anxiety that one’s perspective may be “a pure fiction, with nothing answering to it in the 

universe of things and the records of truth” (6: 19); the relevance or irrelevance of “strong 

passion” compared to the sublimity of “calm contemplation and majestic pains” (6: 22); even the 

                                                             
42 “Hazlitt’s Table Talk,” Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine 12 (1822): 157. 
43 John Gibson Lockhart and William Maginn, “Letters of Timothy Tickler, Esq. to Eminent Literary Characters, 
No. VIII,” Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine 14 (1823): 291. 
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haunting “man” scheduled to “be put to the rack a year hence” makes another appearance, with 

emphasis given expressly this time to his “vain struggles with fate” (6: 22). With these issues in 

the background, the main purpose of the essay is to explain the injustice of the prevailing attitude 

that the future is more important than the past. “I cannot see, then, any rational or logical ground 

for that mighty difference in the value which mankind generally set upon the past and future” (6: 

18). Although much of the essay is focused on the individual consciousness, with memory and 

finitude framing the argument, Hazlitt also stresses the historical dimensions of the bias toward 

the future: “What a blank, for instance, does the history of the world for the next six thousand 

years present to the mind, compared with that of the last!” (6: 21). Unexpectedly, Hazlitt’s 

egalitarian theory of subjectivity evolves not, with the rest of the nineteenth century, into a case 

for liberalism, but into an objection to the emergent liberal hierarchy of futurity over history, 

possibility over past. 

Though presented in the disinterested style Hazlitt favored, the argument in “On the Past 

and Future” is more than speculative. As in much of his work, Hazlitt is not simply observing a 

truth but exposing an injustice. On his account, what has happened has the structure of a 

chiasmus that needs to be set right: the will to impose on the future, to seize the day, sends the 

past into oblivion, when it is the future that, for Hazlitt, truly defies consciousness. Not only is 

such a reversed orientation unjust in itself, but it represents, in some sense, a model of all 

injustice, in so far as no reckoning can ever take place in a world that constantly evades its own 

past, always moving on, forever fixed on the future. The “let it go” mentality, utterly nontragic, 

is instrumental to the liberal paradigm, as it enjoins the subject to improve in time, to succeed 

progressively, to become more and more independent and let bygones be bygones. A liberal 

Oedipus does not claw out his eyes but instead turns a profit on exile and incest and, like Byron, 
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becomes a celebrity. A liberal Hazlitt does not unravel in an anachronistic soliloquy clenching 

hatred to spite a blithe post-Napoleonic public, but instead, unlike any tragic hero (disinterested 

or passionate), he covers his wounds and crafts a pleasing persona, like Lamb managed to in the 

same essay genre. 

Quietly, Hazlitt asks his readers in “On the Past and Future”: “Is it nothing to have been, 

and to have been happy or miserable?” (6: 18). Is an individual simply to forget the way things 

have gone, for a few years or six thousand, regardless of the score, and focus solely on the future 

and his or her narrow “sphere of action” (6: 22), without concern for contingency, imbalance, or 

the whole? Life in its totality, Hazlitt argues, is too much, so people willfully ignore it. It “is too 

mighty for us, and we say it is nothing!” (6: 23). Most would rather be seduced myopically by 

the future than cope with all that has gone before. The essay ends with an ironic picture of hell as 

forced serial reproduction: 

An ingenious artist of our own time has been heard to declare, that if ever the 

Devil got him into his clutches, he would set him to copy his own pictures. Thus 

secure, self-complacent retrospect to what is done is nothing, while the anxious, 

uneasy looking forward to what is to come is everything. We are afraid to dwell 

upon the past, lest it should retard our future progress. (6: 26) 

In these terms, as far as Hazlitt is concerned, the Devil has the world in his clutches already. “So 

it was, and so it will be,” as he says in Political Essays. Fate finds a way, and history, like 

character, will repeat itself—like an artist condemned to copy his own work—regardless of what 

is called progress. 

 




